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Abstract 
The perceptual effects of spectral distortions in the automotive audio 
environment were investigated. Research has been conducted to measure 
the effects on basic audio quality of spectral distortions in a car 
environment and to identify those that are likely to require engineering and 
signal processing resources prior to vehicle marketing. 
Limitations of automotive loudspeakers, the car environment and the 
interaction between loudspeakers and environment cause spectral, spatial 
and temporal distortions of reproduced audio. The distortions that can exist 
in an automotive audio environment, prior to any treatment used to 
prepare the vehicle for retail, were reviewed and spectral distortions 
identified as the predominant cause of changes in the perceived audio 
performance. 
The effects on basic audio quality of a selection of typical spectral 
distortions were measured in two subjective evaluation experiments, 
focussed on the front channels of a multi-channel automotive audio system. 
To explore the experimental findings, a partial least squares regression 
model was used to predict basic audio quality, with a good level of 
correlation and low error term, from metrics based on characteristics of the 
spectral distortions and audio items included in the experiments. 
The results showed that basic audio quality was significantly affected by 
distortions likely to result from the interaction between dashboard- 
mounted centre loudspeakers and the windscreen; this would therefore 
need to be considered by automotive audio developers. In contrast, it was 
concluded that for the majority of audio items used in the research, it would 
be possible to band-limit the centre loudspeaker without a significant 
detrimental effect on basic audio quality. It was also found that degradation 
of basic audio quality resulting from the loss of low frequency in the centre 
channel could be counteracted by increased correlation in the front 
channels; this finding could aid automotive audio development. 
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0 Introduction 
0.1 Audio reproduction in the automotive environment 
Current social trends mean that drivers often want high quality audio entertainment 
during long, and often routine, journeys [Clark, 1990]. As a result, the automotive 
environment has become a prominent extension to home listening and consumers 
have been willing to pay for high quality multi-channel automotive audio systems 
[Crockett et al., 2006; Lewin, 2007]. This means that there is a commercial need to 
develop high quality audio systems for vehicles. 
Despite its popularity, the automotive enclosure is an unusual environment for audio 
reproduction, particularly when compared with a typical home or studio listening 
space. Audio reproduced in a vehicle is subject to a number of limitations due to the 
physical characteristics of the vehicle [Rumsey, 2008]. These include the limited size 
and non-uniform shape of the vehicle interior, the atypical positions of the listeners' 
seats compared to a home listening environment and the diverse materials used for 
construction and upholstery of the space, for example glass, plastic, wood and 
carpet. The loudspeaker size and positions are often constrained by the available 
space and by being sited on the dashboard and in the door enclosures [House, 1989]. 
The limitations of the loudspeakers, the environment and the interaction between 
loudspeakers and environment result in spectral, spatial and temporal distortions 
that are perceived at the listening positions in an untreated vehicle'. Distortions in 
the temporal domain, which can alter spectral and spatial perception, are caused by 
differences in the time of arrival of signals at the listening position. Spatial 
distortions, caused by the atypical listening positions and the different absorbent 
properties of the interior, can affect spectral, spatial and temporal perception. 
'Mechanical design and acoustic treatment are used in automotive audio to design a system 
that performs to the highest possible capacity. However, distortions exist despite these 
treatments when audio is reproduced in the vehicle; these are treated using digital signal 
processing prior to marketing. An untreated vehicle is one that has been designed to perform 
as well as possible using mechanical and acoustical means but has not been treated with 
final, pre-retail equalisation. 
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Magnitude distortions of the frequency spectrum are common, where the measured 
amplitude of the frequency response at the listening position is altered from the 
ideal; these are caused by loudspeaker limitations and the interaction of the 
loudspeakers with the car environment. Spectral distortions are the most commonly 
occurring cause of perceived degradations to audio reproduced in the automotive 
environment. 
0.2 Compensation for perceived distortions in the automotive environment 
Past research in automotive audio has led to procedures to counteract the perceived 
spectral, spatial and temporal effects described in Section 0.1, prior to the marketing 
of the vehicle. 
Frequency equalisation and signal time-alignment have been used to compensate for 
distortions of the frequency spectrum; spatial diffusion and imaging have been 
improved using logic-steered systems such as Dolby Pro Logic and Lexicon Logic 7; 
and transducer developments have enabled smaller, thinner loudspeakers to be 
installed to maximise performance in limited space. 
Additional loudspeakers and the introduction of multi-channel audio reproduction 
were used to minimise selected spatial effects perceived in automotive environments 
including poor spatial imaging and lack of spatial diffusion. However, the addition 
of dashboard-mounted centre loudspeakers as part of multi-channel reproduction 
systems often introduced further sound wave interactions between the windscreen 
and loudspeaker that were perceived as spectral distortions. 
The process of compensating for different distortions in the automotive audio 
environment prior to market release is therefore a careful balance between 
improving the listening experience in one domain without introducing unwanted 
perceptual effects in another domain. It is therefore important for automotive audio 
engineers to know which spectral, spatial and temporal distortions are most 
detrimental to the listening experience, so that compensation can be applied to 
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greatest effect. Research has not previously been carried out to identify the most 
significant distortions and their effects on audio performance, particularly for the 
predominant spectral distortions. 
0.3 Assessment of audio in automotive environments 
In order to identify the distortions that are most detrimental to the listening 
experience, some form of automotive audio assessment must be carried out. 
Physical measurements of an audio system, such as frequency response or sound 
pressure level, can be used to assess audio performance. However, physical 
measurements of reproduced audio do not necessarily reflect the perceptual 
response of the human auditory system. Audio reproduction is intended as a 
perceptual experience for human consumption and it is likely that a perceptual 
evaluation will represent the listener's experience more accurately than a collection 
of physical measurements [Bech and Zacharov, 2006]. 
This idea was supported by Heyser [1974], who stated that measurements do not 
always correlate with what is heard by a listener. Gabrielsson and Sjögren [1979] 
agreed that although physical parameters such as frequency response and signal-to- 
noise ratio are often the basis of product assessment, they are not useful to the 
average consumer and do not provide enough information to appreciate how the 
sound will be perceived by a listener. This suggests that although physical 
measurements might inform a developer of selected aspects of the performance of a 
system, subjective evaluation is necessary to reflect accurately the human response to 
a product; a product may perform ideally in a laboratory test but fail in the 
marketplace if evaluation of the subjective perceptual response and observation of 
listener preferences are not taken into consideration. 
However, the collection of perceptual measurements has drawbacks in terms of the 
time and cost involved; one solution would be to create a predictive model that 
accurately calculates perceptual responses based on physical measurements. 
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Although a predictive method is likely to be less time consuming once it has been 
developed, its development requires a great deal of work and the collection of a large 
number of subjective responses to calibrate and validate the predictive model. 
Listeners in assessments of audio systems use perceptual attributes to evaluate the 
performance of the system under test. Perceptual attributes can be divided into a 
series of levels: global attributes, such as audio quality, offer a broad view of an 
audio system's performance; mid-level attributes such as spatial quality are used to 
assess one portion of the overall perceptual performance; low-level attributes focus 
on a concentrated component of the audio performance such as envelopment, which 
will contribute to both mid-level and global level attributes. The audio quality 
perceptual attribute was described by Letowski [1989] as a global attribute with 
spatial and timbral components. The model introduced by Letowski has been 
expanded by other authors to incorporate a range of low-level attributes, such as 
brightness and envelopment, and mid-level attributes such as timbral quality, which 
contribute to global attributes such as basic audio quality. An advantage of the mid- 
level and global audio quality attributes that can be used in perceptual audio 
evaluations is that perceived timbral and spatial effects are incorporated as a 
component of the higher-level attributes, but do not need to be assessed individually 
when time is limited. Basic audio quality is one such global perceptual attribute that 
features in a number of international assessment standards, such as ITU-R BS. 1534 
[ITU-R, 2003]; it incorporates perceived effects in the temporal, spatial and spectral 
domains. 
0.4 Aims and Scope of the research 
As explained in Section 0.1, spectral, spatial and temporal distortions are common in 
untreated automotive environments as a result of physical limitations of the 
loudspeakers, the environment and their interaction. Methods to counteract the 
perceived effects of these distortions have been researched, as described in Section 
0.2. However, some of the methods used have resulted in additional distortions, for 
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example multi-channel loudspeaker configurations and dashboard-mounted centre 
loudspeakers have introduced additional distortions in the spectral domain. 
Automotive audio developers must balance improvements made to the audio 
performance with any detrimental side effects. Magnitude distortions of the 
frequency spectrum, called spectral distortions in this thesis, are a common cause of 
perceived effects in the automotive environment. The spectral distortions that have 
the largest effects on perceived audio performance, particularly those caused by 
multi-channel reproduction systems in an automotive environment, have not yet 
been identified in research but doing so would allow signal processing and engineer 
time to be concentrated on those spectral distortions prior to vehicle marketing. 
Although other distortions exist in the automotive environment, spectral distortions 
are predominant and therefore it is in the interest of automotive developers to 
identify the detrimental effects of these first. It is also important to include a range of 
critical audio material in any experiment to ensure that the system under test is put 
under stress [ITU-R, 2003]. For automotive audio developers this will establish the 
dependence on the reproduced audio of the perceived effects of spectral distortions. 
Some form of audio assessment is necessary to quantify the effects of spectral 
distortions in the automotive environment. The basic audio quality attribute was 
introduced as part of the perceptual audio quality model in Section 0.3 and will be 
explored further in Chapter 1. As part of an automotive audio evaluation, basic 
audio quality can be used to quantify the perceived effects of spectral distortions in 
an automotive environment. 
The main aim of this research was therefore to measure the effects on basic audio 
quality of spectral distortions that are the result of physical limitations of automotive 
audio. These included the loudspeakers, the automotive environment or the 
interaction between loudspeakers and environment, with a focus on effects caused 
by the implementation of multi-channel audio reproduction. From an automotive 
audio development perspective, this aim was intended to identify which of the 
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spectral distortions tested in this research are important to perceived quality in the 
car and might require engineering efforts, and those which might be considered 
lower priority because they have limited effects on perceived quality. 
The research in this thesis was restricted to effects perceived in the driving position 
because the majority of car journeys are completed by a single occupant [Department 
for Transport, 2007]. Although this limited the scope of the research, it kept constant 
the interactions between the loudspeakers and environment that might have been 
dependent on listening position. 
The car environment is subject to engine, road and wind noise when in motion and 
these affect the audio reproduced in the vehicle, however the inclusion of these 
effects is challenging in a controlled experiment. It would have been dangerous for 
the car driver to participate in a listening test whilst the vehicle was moving but 
systems to simulate accurately the noise inside the vehicle whilst it is stationary, 
although in development, were not available. It was therefore necessary to exclude 
the effects of noise in the automotive environment from the research experiments; the 
car was stationary in all experiments. 
It was necessary to review the range and causes of spectral distortions that exist in a 
multi-channel automotive environment and might have audible effects at the 
listening position. From these, a selection was made that represented spectral 
distortions that are typically found in an untreated automotive audio environment. 
Digital filters were designed to simulate the selected spectral distortions on a 
selection of audio material. In order to minimise the cause of perceived effects to 
spectral magnitude alterations, the filters were designed to maintain the original 
phase response of the audio items. Any changes to the phase response at the 
listening position that were caused by the loudspeakers, the vehicle or their 
interaction remained constant throughout the test. 
In order to test the effects of these spectral distortions it was necessary to treat 
the 
vehicle to create a reference condition with which 
distortions were compared. 
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Frequency equalisation, time delay and bass management were used to match as 
closely as possible to an ideal response. 
Three subsidiary aims were defined: 
The first aim was to establish if spectral distortions in a multi-channel automotive 
audio system had an effect on basic audio quality at the listening position, and if so 
what was the size of the effect. 
The second aim was to establish if the effects on basic audio quality of spectral 
distortions were dependent on characteristics of the auditioned programme material, 
such as the inter-channel correlation, the spectral response and the inter-channel 
level differences. 
Finally, to explore the relationships between characteristics of the audio items, 
characteristics of the spectral filters and basic audio quality using a regression model. 
The aim of the regression model was to explore further the experimental results by 
linking specific characteristics of the filters and audio items and their effects on basic 
audio quality. 
0.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis describes the research carried out to measure the effects on basic audio 
quality of spectral distortions in an automotive audio environment. 
Chapter 1 reviews the causes of spectral, spatial and temporal distortions that exist in 
untreated automotive audio environments and which result in audible effects at the 
listening position. Existing treatments for these distortions that have been developed 
through research are discussed and further distortions created by these treatments 
are identified. The advantages and disadvantages of potential perceptual audio 
attributes, including basic audio quality, for the investigation of spectral distortions 
are discussed. Two international standards for evaluating basic audio quality are 
reviewed and the changes that are necessary for an automotive experiment are 
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considered. The advantages and disadvantages of using naive and trained listeners 
in this research are discussed. 
A detailed experimental methodology is given in Chapter 2. This includes details of 
the experimental method and experimental conditions. The technical specifications of 
the audio system installed in the car and the treatment carried out to create the 
reference condition are described. The criteria for selecting audio material are listed 
in addition to the experimental procedures including audio level alignment, user 
interface and selection of the listening panel. Finally the statistical analysis methods 
are described, including post-screening of listeners. 
The aims, design and outcomes of the first experiment are reported in Chapter 3. 
This experiment tested the effects on basic audio quality of selected spectral 
distortions in the front three channels of a multi-channel automotive audio 
environment. 
The second experiment, which is described in Chapter 4, investigated the effect on 
basic audio quality of a selected range of spectral distortions in the centre channel of 
a multi-channel automotive audio environment. The aims, experimental design and 
results are reported. 
The relationships between basic audio quality and characteristics of the audio items 
and spectral filters used in the experiments were explored using regression 
modelling. The regression modelling, including descriptions of the audio item and 
spectral filter metrics, is reported in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 summarises the contents of this thesis and highlights the main conclusions 
that were drawn from the research and the original contributions to knowledge. The 
potential directions for further research in this area are discussed. 
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0.6 Original Contributions of the research 
The research and experimentation described in this thesis have made a number of 
original contributions to the field of audio quality evaluation in automotive audio. 
" Spectral distortions of the centre channel had a small effect on basic audio quality 
for some music and speech genres whilst they had a large effect for other musical 
genres 
" For most audio items included in the experiment, the majority of spectral 
distortions of the left and right channels had a large effect on basic audio quality 
9 Experimental results and regression modelling showed that the perceived quality 
in a car is likely to be negatively affected if distortions caused by the interaction 
between a dashboard-mounted loudspeaker and the windscreen such as a 2.5kHz 
peak are not corrected, particularly for audio sources with a strong vocal focus 
" It might be possible to install smaller centre loudspeakers with a bandwidth 
between 300Hz and 4kHz because when using this bandwidth in the centre 
channel in the second experiment the majority of audio items were unaffected 
0 Based on this research, automotive audio developers could save engineering 
resources by focussing on the removal of the windscreen/dashboard-loudspeaker 
interaction, whilst sacrificing some centre loudspeaker bandwidth. In audio 
systems where the inter-channel correlation can be manipulated, basic audio 
quality could be improved by increasing front channel correlation to counteract 
loss of low frequency in the centre channel 
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" The basic audio quality regression model developed in this research, 
although still some way from being a fully validated predictive model, was a 
successful first step towards an automotive audio design tool that with 
further research, including additional metrics and in-car measurements 
would be a useful testing and development tool for automotive engineers that 
would save engineering resources 
0.7 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the motivation for this research. Spectral distortions in 
automotive audio were identified as affecting perceived quality but the effects of 
these distortions, and their relationship with the characteristics of the reproduced 
audio, have not been quantified. The research aims were developed from this and the 
scope of the research outlined. The structure of the thesis and its original 
contributions were summarised. 
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1 Audible Effects of Spectral, Spatial and Temporal 
Distortions in Automotive Audio 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the physical characteristics of the automotive environment that 
have audible effects on sound reproduction. The causes and effects of these 
characteristics are considered in two groups: spatial and temporal effects and 
spectral effects. Existing solutions that have been researched and implemented in 
automotive audio environments to counteract these effects are discussed. Spectral 
distortions are predominant in the automotive audio environment but their 
perceptual effects have not been quantified, therefore identifying the need for this 
research. 
Perceived audio quality is discussed in relation to the evaluation of spectral 
distortions. Audio quality attributes that can be used in experiments to test the 
perceived effects of spectral distortions are reviewed and the advantages of the basic 
audio quality attribute are discussed. International audio evaluation standards that 
are used to assess basic audio quality are discussed, with consideration of the 
changes that were required in order to conduct the experiments in an automotive 
setting. The benefits of the MUltiple Stimulus with Hidden Reference and Anchor 
(MUSHRA) method, which typically uses trained listeners, are reviewed. However, 
based on the assumption that automotive audio is intended for a consumer audience 
rather than for audio experts, the advantages and disadvantages of using naive or 
trained listening test subjects for this research are argued. 
1.2 Audible effects of automotive audio environment characteristics 
Audio reproduced in any vehicle is affected by the construction of the environment. 
As automotive audio has progressed, from simple radio installations to multi- 
channel reproduction, the understanding of automotive acoustic conditions and 
their 
effect on audio performance 
has been broadened. 
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Early research in automotive audio conducted by Schwarz and Brinkerhoff [1957] 
recognised that the difficulties in automotive audio were not limited to the 
reproduction system but included the environment and the interaction between the 
environment and system. By the mid 1970s it was acknowledged that cabin acoustics 
and loudspeaker positioning were integral to audio performance, but at that time 
accurate stereophonic reproduction, although possible, was considered challenging 
[Cohen, 1976]. 
During the last thirty years, developments in car audio research have progressed to 
include multi-channel reproduction and led to a greater understanding of the 
environment and its effects. Shively accurately summarised modern car audio 
environments as small and noisy spaces compounded by factors that affect the 
spectral, spatial and temporal perception of audio [Shively, 2000]. 
The physical constraints of the automotive environment and their effects are 
reviewed in this section. Automotive research and development has concentrated on 
solutions to overcome these effects and these are discussed. 
1.2.1 Causes of audible spectral, spatial and temporal effects 
The design and placement of stereo loudspeakers in the automotive environment 
was subject to various trials when they were first introduced [King, 1967; Cohen, 
1976] and similar research was conducted on loudspeaker placement and 
environmental treatments during the introduction of multi-channel playback systems 
[Nind, 2001]. The greatest limitations for loudspeakers are the design restrictions that 
limit space on the dashboard and in other locations inside the vehicle [Rumsey, 
2008]. 
House and Shively provided elegant descriptions of the specific characteristics of 
automotive environments that affect the perception of reproduced audio 
[House, 
1989; Shively, 1998,2000]. These are considered in two groups in this research - those 
characteristics that affect the spectral perception and those that affect spatial and 
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temporal perception. The following sections provide a detailed description of the 
characteristics of the automotive environment and their associated spectral, spatial 
and temporal effects on reproduced audio. 
1.2.1.1 Spectral 
The vehicle cabin is small, typically in the range of 3- 5m3. This limited volume 
contributes a number of acoustic resonances with modes between 80Hz and 300Hz. 
The small volume means that the number of modes is small, but those present are 
prominent; the most noticeable resonances (often with amplitudes up to 12dB) are 
between 120Hz and 150Hz. Standing wave reflections between parallel surfaces of 
the interior i. e. the floor and roof and the car walls cause these resonances. Complex 
standing waves can also form between multiple non-parallel surfaces. Additional 
low frequency resonances (between 150Hz and 500Hz) are created when 
loudspeakers are placed in the boot space or door enclosures but these tend to have 
smaller amplitudes and are dependent upon the volume of the enclosed space. 
The signal-to-noise ratio of replayed audio is affected by the noisy conditions of the 
vehicle, contributed by wind, engine and road noise. This is most prominent for low 
frequencies where noise levels can reach 80dB SPL below 100Hz even at fairly low 
vehicle speeds [House, 1989]. Low frequency content of reproduced audio is often 
masked by the noise and requires reproduction levels to be artificially increased in 
the masked frequency region in order to be audible. In the middle frequency range, 
vibration of larger surfaces, such as the car roof or the boot lid, as a result of road or 
engine noise can result in signal-to-noise ratio variations in the 300Hz to 1kHz 
region. These can mask regions of the middle frequency range in the reproduced 
audio requiring further artificial level increases to counteract the effect. 
The interior of the car contains a variety of surface types and shapes that have 
different absorption and reflection properties including wood, plastic, glass, leather 
and cloth. Absorbent materials like cloth and carpet will reflect less energy than 
glass, wood or plastic surfaces, reducing the amount of reflected energy inside the 
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vehicle. The interaction between direct sound waves from the loudspeakers and 
reflected waves will vary according to the reflective surface; waves reflected from 
curved interior surfaces like the dashboard or windscreen will have a different angle 
of reflection from waves reflected from flat surfaces such as door windows. The 
interaction between direct and reflected waves in the vehicle environment typically 
results in distortions of the frequency spectrum between 300Hz and 500Hz. It is the 
interaction of direct waves and reflected waves, particularly from loudspeakers 
mounted in the dashboard and directed at the windscreen, which causes comb 
filtering in this frequency region. 
In the higher frequency range, variation in the acoustic transparency of speaker 
grilles and panelling can cause band limitation. Peaks and troughs in the 500Hz to 
5kHz region are the result of wave diffraction caused by physical obstructions to the 
sound. In most cases the aperture through which a loudspeaker is firing and its 
diameter in relation to the wavelength of the sound are factors that determine the 
degree of spectral distortion at high frequencies. 
Additionally, band limitation of loudspeaker frequency responses is dependent on 
the space available to install loudspeakers. Automotive loudspeakers are often 
required to be small to fit with the aesthetics of the vehicle interior and this limits the 
reproduction bandwidth. For door-installed loudspeakers this limitation is often 
overcome with multiple driver units, however dashboard-installed centre 
loudspeakers are usually heavily restricted in terms of space and only a single driver 
is installed. The centre loudspeaker output of the automotive system is usually the 
most band-limited compared with the other installed loudspeakers. 
1.2.1.2 Spatial and Temporal 
The small volume of the car cabin combined with the internal upholstery results in a 
very short reverberation time. The direct sound waves and any reflections from hard 
surfaces are absorbed very quickly by softer material surfaces (carpet, seat coverings 
etc. ) and do not allow a reverberant field to develop. The listening experience differs 
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greatly from a typical listening room; the sound waves have a short decay time and 
normal room reverberation is not present [Nind, 2001]. 
It was suggested by Smithers [2007] that the biggest challenge within the automotive 
audio environment was the predominance of off-centre listening positions. The rear 
central seat provides the sole central listening position but is typically the least used 
position [Davis, 2003]. In off-centre positions, the listener is in very close proximity to 
the loudspeakers and the cabin wall, particularly in the front of the vehicle. This is 
responsible for a narrow sound field that lacks the impression of depth. 
The non-central positioning of the listeners also alters the perception of spatial 
images within the frontal sound stage of the car. In a stereo reproduction 
configuration, front sound stages are often considered to be narrow and the 'hole in 
the middle' effect is common. The reflective surfaces in close proximity to the side of 
the listener (i. e. glass windows) also confuse lateral images, altering the perception of 
spaciousness. The term side bias is used to describe the effect of listeners' proximity 
to the side loudspeakers. The increased level and temporal proximity to one 
loudspeaker can move virtual sound images to the side of the sound-field [Smithers, 
2007]. 
Spatial imaging variation is also caused by time delays and additional reflections 
between sounds from the loudspeaker on the listener's side and those from the 
opposite side [Crockett et al., 2006]. In both stereo and multi-channel systems, 
differences in the time of arrival of sounds between the left and right loudspeakers 
and the listener cause comb filtering. The first null tends to be at approximately 
500Hz (determined by the dimensions of the cabin, listening position and 
loudspeaker positions) and effects are apparent on stereo imaging up to about 1kHz, 
covering the region in which human hearing is most sensitive to phase differences; 
magnitude distortion is also audible. At low frequencies the comb filtering nulls are 
wider than the critical bands making them audible, however above 5kHz, comb- 
filtering effects are reduced as the critical auditory bands become wider than the 
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comb filtering nulls [Smithers, 2007]. The comb filtering between 500Hz and 5kHz is 
significant enough to cause audible changes to the stereo imaging [Rumsey, 2008]. 
1.2.2 Existing solutions to audible spectral, spatial and temporal effects 
As the automotive audio industry has developed, a number of the problems 
described in Section 1.2.1 have been investigated by the industry. Although some 
solutions are documented openly, much of the work has not been published because 
of the competitive nature of the industry, leading to a lack of available literature. 
In a recent Audio Engineering Society workshop on automotive audio [reported in 
Rumsey, 2008] it was acknowledged that uneven low frequencies remain a common 
automotive audio problem, particularly for musical bass lines with large pitch and 
level variations. The main causes are the low frequency modal characteristics of the 
vehicle interior previously described. The unevenness is most noticeable in the rear 
seats, but is more easily corrected for the front seats using increased amplifier power 
to provide frequency equalisation in the problem areas of the spectrum. However, an 
increase in amplifier power to drive the equalisation system will entail further cost so 
will not be possible for all cars. 
An additional solution for low frequency variations is to reduce the energy lost 
through the doors by adding damping to the door enclosures. However, this can be 
impractical and each door within one vehicle will have a different characteristic 
dependent upon the number of internal wires and devices (electric windows, central 
locking etc) installed in the door. Restrictions in the size and weight of doors, 
especially for smaller cars, have led to research quantifying and modelling changes 
in electro-acoustic performance when using the door as the loudspeaker enclosure. 
The research indicates that some level of frequency response control during door 
design is possible, with further modelling work proposed, which would be beneficial 
to the industry [Shively and King, 2003; Shively et al., 2005]. 
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Low frequency noise from the engine and road was reported as another main 
contributor to uneven bass response. Although a car reproduction system might have 
an ideal frequency response when stationary, when the car is in motion the noise 
masks much of the lower portion of the frequency spectrum. Car audio systems 
therefore tend to be equalised using a frequency response curve that incorporates up 
to 12dB amplitude gain below 40Hz. However, Clark noted that, even with 
frequency equalisation, musical bass lines remained uneven in a moving car, 
suggesting that the problem remains despite attempts to equalise the response but 
this has not been supported by a full subjective evaluation [Rumsey, 2008]. 
Field gave a more positive review in the recent AES workshop of solutions to the low 
frequency problem. Subjective comments from listeners were collected in a large 
number of cars with different low frequency variations; the cars considered to have a 
stable response had no more than ±3.5dB variation in the lower frequencies whilst 
cars that were described as 'boomy' or 'too bassy' by listening subjects had low 
frequency variations in the range +7dB to -15dB. This suggests that a more reserved 
frequency tuning approach might give uniform low frequency reproduction. In 
addition, Field described the use of time delay and level variation between different 
low frequency drivers in a system called sound-field management; this enabled a 
more even frequency response to be created in multiple seat positions [reported in 
Rumsey, 2008]. 
The cost of systems to compensate for ambient noise levels and automated speed- 
related volume controls outweighed their benefits in the 1950s but are common in 
modern vehicles. Many of the ambient noise issues described in the previous sections 
have been reduced by improved sound isolation in the automotive cabin and quieter 
engines [Davis, 2003]. 'Auto EQ', an automatic equalisation system that uses a 
microphone inside the car to adjust the reproduction system based on electro- 
acoustic measurements, is now readily available but is unlikely to replace specific 
tuning and equalisation by system designers. It does however provide automotive 
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systems engineers with a good initial base on which to improve. Road noise 
compensation is another form of equalisation now widely available as part of 
automotive audio systems and addresses low frequency reproduction variations, but 
its presence will be dependent upon the cost of the system [Stroud and Nind, 2007]. 
The car was described by Crockett et al. [2006] as 'a prominent environment for 
listening to multi-channel audio content', prompted by the adaptation of domestic 
multi-channel systems for the car in response to demand by regular drivers. The 
addition of multi-channel playback to the automotive environment has led to the 
installation of centre loudspeakers mounted on the dashboard, an increasingly 
common feature in high-end automotive audio systems [Smithers, 2007; Stroud and 
Nind, 2007]. 
Developments in transducer technology have signalled a move towards thinner units 
that are easier to install [Stroud and Nind, 2007]. This has many space-saving 
benefits and is particularly advantageous for systems which use multi-channel 
loudspeaker setups and where size and space restrictions are an important 
consideration. This is also of benefit where band-limited reproduction has been 
forced by a lack of installation space, such as for dashboard-mounted centre 
loudspeakers. 
The addition of a central loudspeaker is intended to improve the localisation of 
individual sound sources and the overall stereo imaging, in addition to enabling the 
reproduction of multi-channel audio. In some vehicles it is not always a practical or 
feasible solution (due to space or cost constraints) and therefore the spatial imaging 
problems will remain [Crockett et al., 2006]. However, a centre loudspeaker can also 
introduce additional phenomena, particularly because the sound wave interaction 
between dashboard-mounted loudspeakers and the windscreen, as described in 
Section 1.2.1.1. 
The comb filtering effects resulting from interactions between central 
dashboard- 
mounted loudspeakers and the windscreen are difficult to improve with equalisation 
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alone due to the high Q-factor of the peaks and troughs. The Q-factor or quality 
factor is the ratio of the centre frequency (fo) of a peak or trough to the bandwidth 
(Of); Q=f,, /Mf, where a high Q-factor indicates a sharp or narrow peak or trough. 
However, some improvement can be achieved by moving the loudspeaker nearer to 
windscreen/ dashboard apex. This reduces the amplitude of frequency spectrum 
ripples, but will increase their number. [House, 1989] 
For individual listeners, comb-filtering effects can be reduced by equalising time 
delays from the loudspeakers, but for multiple listeners this is much more 
complicated. Smithers [2007] found that the use of all-pass filters in individual 
loudspeakers showed measurable improvements in sound quality and spatial 
imaging for off-centre listeners in both stereo and multi-channel environments. 
Further testing of this system with a variety of audio signals is required as minimal 
subjective results were published, however it might prove to be a relatively simple 
addition to automotive systems that could improve virtual imaging without a 
significant drop in perceived audio quality. 
Within the multi-channel domain, a large number of the installed systems are 'logic- 
steered' (up-mixed) and discrete 5.1-channel systems; they are mostly available in 
high-end vehicles. Up-mixing technology, which distributes information from a two 
channel source to a multi-channel output, has been incorporated in cars to create a 
more involving sound environment with the ability to enhance the virtual sound 
stage and images [Crockett et al., 2006]. Up-mixed multi-channel reproduction, using 
algorithms such as Dolby ProLogic II or Lexicon Logic 7, was designed to provide 
strong central sources whilst maintaining the image width provided by the left and 
right channels [Nind, 2001]. In terms of the rear sound stage, multi-channel matrix 
systems aim to enhance spatial diffusion for both multi-channel and stereo sources; 
this creates the illusion of a larger acoustic space and enhanced spatial reproduction, 
particularly in the case of stereo sources, which has been identified as a problem in 
automotive audio environments [Griesinger, 1997]. Various versions of the 
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technology are available, but rear listener satisfaction remains a challenge, 
particularly within the lower portion of the market where the reduced cost of the 
system means that fewer alterations can be made to the installed system to improve 
upon the basic level of reproduction quality [Stroud and Nind, 2007]. 
In a similar area, some initial research was undertaken to explore the possibility of 
widening the perceived listening space inside the car [Seo et al., 2007]. Listeners 
observed improvements in the perceived width of the environment when artificial 
lateral reflections were added to the audio source. These were achieved by 
reproducing reflections through additional loudspeakers. Further validation is 
required to promote the benefits of this system; particularly as additional 
loudspeakers are required, which incurs additional costs and further frequency 
spectrum distortions. 
1.2.3 Conclusions 
The construction of the car environment has a significant impact on the reproduction 
characteristics of any installed audio system. The characteristics of the automotive 
environment that have associated effects on reproduced audio and existing solutions 
are summarised in Table 1-1. 
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Physical 
characteristic 
Spectral 
effects 
Spatial and 
temporal effects 
Existing solutions 
Small overall Acoustic Limited spatial Logic-steered multi- 
cabin volume resonances impression due to lack channel systems can (80Hz - 300Hz) of reverberant field increase spatial diffusion 
to enhance the spatial 
impression 
Limited Low frequency Increased amplifier 
loudspeaker modes (150Hz power; frequency 
enclosure - 500Hz) equalisation; increased 
volumes (boot damping in door 
space or doors) enclosures 
Noisy 
conditions 
(wind, road and 
engine noise) 
Large surface 
resonations 
(roof, boot lid) 
caused by road 
noise etc. 
Reduced Soundproofing; 
signal-to-noise automatic frequency 
ratio equalisation; sound-field 
(particularly management 
below 100Hz); 
uneven low 
frequency 
reproduction 
Reduced Soundproofing; 
signal-to-noise automatic frequency 
ratio (300Hz - equalisation 
1kHz) 
Varied surface 
absorption 
properties 
Off-axis 
listening 
positions; 
surface 
absorption and 
reflection 
characteristics; 
proximity to 
loudspeakers 
Acoustic 
transparency of 
grilles and 
panels 
Physical 
obstructions 
(loudspeaker 
aperture size) 
Wave 
interference 
and diffraction 
(in 
combination 
with hard 
reflective 
surfaces); 
comb filtering 
between 300Hz 
and 500Hz 
High 
frequency 
band limitation 
...... . __. _ .............................. Uneven 
frequency 
response 
(500Hz - 
5kHz) 
Short reverberation Logic-steered systems 
time create the illusion of a 
larger space 
.............. .. _.. __ Narrow sound image; 
hole-in-the-middle; 
skewed images; time of 
arrival differences 
cause comb-filtering 
(500Hz - 5kHz) 
Multi-channel systems 
with centre 
loudspeakers (but 
further wave 
interference is likely); 
logic-steered/up-mix 
systems 
Frequency equalisation 
Limited Band Transducer 
installation limitation at developments, smaller 
space low and high and thinner loudspeaker 
frequencies units 
Table 1-1 Summary table of physical characteristics of the automotive environment, their 
spectral and spatial effects, and existing solutions 
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Distortions of the frequency spectrum of reproduced audio in the automotive 
environment are predominant and are the underlying cause of the majority of 
perceived changes in the spectral domain. Frequency spectrum distortions also 
manifest as spatial effects and further spectral and spatial effects are perceived as a 
result of temporal distortions. 
Some automotive systems remain basic, but with the appropriate application of 
improvements in specific areas based on subjective evaluations, there is the potential 
to create a high quality reproduction system. Improvements will have an impact on 
cost and space requirements and must therefore make a distinct improvement to the 
overall quality of the reproduction system to be beneficial. 
Of particular note is the recent addition of multi-channel reproduction systems and 
centre loudspeakers, intended to ameliorate some of the spatial effects of the 
automotive environment. Although these systems can counteract imaging 
discrepancies and increase spatial diffusion, they can also be responsible for 
additional spectral distortions due to sound wave interactions, particularly between 
dashboard-mounted centre loudspeakers and the windscreen. 
It is important for automotive audio developers to know which distortions have a 
significant perceived effect so that improvements can be applied efficiently and to 
the greatest effect. No research has been published on the perceived effects of 
magnitude distortions of the spectral response in multi-channel automotive 
environments, particularly those caused by the additional sound wave interactions 
introduced by central loudspeakers. 
It was established in Section 0.4 that the scope of the research would be limited to the 
driving position, in which the listener is in closest proximity to the front 
loudspeakers. The use of multi-channel audio sources in automotive audio systems 
and the introduction of a centre loudspeaker to improve stereo imaging mean that 
audio sources in the front sound stage are distributed across three front channels 
rather than just the left and right loudspeakers as with stereo sources. Furthermore, it 
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is common for the primary audio content in multi-channel sources to be reproduced 
through the front three channels. Based on this knowledge, it was decided to 
concentrate on spectral distortions involving the front channels (centre channel and 
the left and right channels) of the multi-channel automotive environment. 
1.3 Perceptual audio quality evaluation in automotive environments 
The previous section explored the characteristics of the automotive audio 
environment that have an effect on spectral, spatial and temporal performance. 
Distortions of the frequency spectrum are common in automotive audio and are 
responsible for the majority of perceived changes to reproduced audio. However, no 
research had been completed to investigate the perceived effects of spectral 
distortions of a multi-channel automotive audio environment. The proximity of a 
listener in the driving position to the front loudspeakers and the reproduction of the 
primary audio content through the front channels of a multi-channel system led to 
the focus of the research on spectral distortions in the front three channels. 
In Chapter 0, the advantages of a perceptual study were highlighted; Letowski's 
audio quality model and the basic audio quality attribute were introduced. In this 
section, background to audio quality is discussed and potential audio quality 
attributes that might have been used to test the perceived effects of spectral 
distortions are reviewed. Two international audio evaluation standards that could 
have been used to assess basic audio quality are described and the changes 
necessary in order to conduct the experiments in an automotive setting are discussed. 
The advantages and disadvantages of using naive or trained listening test subjects 
with the selected MUSHRA method are argued. 
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1.3.1 Perceptual audio quality attributes 
Letowski [1989] devised a simple model of the components of audio quality, 
incorporating timbral and spatial quality, that can be developed into the audio 
quality attribute hierarchy shown in Figure 1-1. The low-level attributes are the 
multi-dimensional components that make up the mid-level (e. g. timbral quality) and 
global attributes such as basic audio quality. 
Basic audio 
quality 
Timbral quality 
For example: 
Brightness, colouration 
Spatial quality J fidelity 
Front spatial 
fidelity Surround 
spatial fidelity 
For example: 
Image skew, scene depth, 
envelopment, source width 
Global attribute 
Low-level 
attribute 
Figure 1-1 Audio attribute hierarchy [incorporating ideas from Toole, 1985; Letowski, 1989; 
Rumsey, 2002; Moore, 2004; Zielinski et al., 2005] 
Although the assessment of low-level attributes such as source width and 
envelopment provide a detailed map of listeners' impressions of the reproduced 
audio, the resource limitations of the research would have enabled audio 
performance to be considered using only a small number of attributes. The question 
of their relative weighting and contribution to basic audio quality would also have 
been difficult to address within the scope of the research. 
Use of a perceptual attribute in the upper parts of the attribute hierarchy would have 
enabled a broader view of audio performance to be developed that would 
immediately be useful to automotive audio developers. This is also the approach 
adopted in the majority of international standards relating to audio quality 
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evaluation. It was decided that a mid-level or global audio attribute would therefore 
be appropriate for the research. There would then be scope for future work to 
investigate the effects of spectral distortions in automotive audio on specific low- 
level attributes, and to determine their contributions to global quality. 
Audio quality is generally judged in comparison with some form of reference, based 
on either what is expected by the individual subject, perhaps according to their 
training, memory or imagination, or some predetermined and audibly exemplified 
level of quality. 
The concept of quality in relation to a reference also features in the work of Blauert 
[in Blauert and Jekosch, 1997], who defined product sound quality as its adequacy in 
the context of a specific goal. They further proposed that listeners use an internal 
reference that is defined by the desired features of the product. The desired features, 
which influence the expectation and internal reference of the tester, will include 
visual cues as well as the functionality of the product. 
Moore [2004] stated that the accuracy or fidelity of the reproduction is the main 
emphasis, for example the correspondence of the sound reproduction to the original 
intentions of the producer or performer. In this case, although not focussed on 
quality specifically, the performance of the product is judged according to a very 
specific reference, that of the intentions of the person who produced and performed 
the recording. The performance of the whole system is determined by the weakest 
link in the chain and any deviation from the original sound might be considered 
poorer quality. 
The concept of aiming for fidelity to the original intentions of the performer or 
producer is somewhat idealistic; in terms of automotive audio reproduction it would 
be difficult to obtain because most music is not specifically created for reproduction 
in a vehicle. However, aiming for audio reproduction that meets the expectations of 
the listener, possibly including the functionality and appearance of the system, 
would be a suitable goal for automotive audio. Functionality and appearance were 
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not considered in this research; however, it was possible to establish whether 
reproduced audio in an automotive environment met a predetermined level of 
quality by making comparisons with a reference condition that met this 
predetermined standard. 
A description of mid-level and global audio attributes used to assess audio quality in 
comparison with a reference condition is provided below. The reference condition in 
these attributes is usually an unprocessed version of the audio material under test, 
reproduced in controlled listening conditions. A table summarising the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of these attributes for the research follows the 
attribute definitions. 
1.3.1.1 Basic audio quality 
Basic audio quality (BAQ) is the global attribute featured at the top of the audio 
attribute hierarchy in Figure 1-1. The attribute was defined by the ITU-R as the 
single, global attribute used to judge any and all detected differences between a 
reference item and a test item. Listeners are responsible for weighting the low-level 
differences that they perceive between the reference and impaired versions to decide 
on their overall basic audio quality rating. The standardisation of this attribute has 
led to its use in several audio industry perceptual evaluation standards [ITU-R, 1994, 
1997,2003]. 
1.3.1.2 Spatial quality 
Spatial quality was considered by Letowski to be a component of audio quality and 
appears on the second level of the diagram in Figure 1-1 as a mid-level attribute. In 
ITU Recommendations, spatial quality is divided into two component parts: 
Front image quality 
This attribute is related to the localisation of the frontal sound sources. It includes 
stereophonic image quality and losses of definition. [ITU-R, 1997] 
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Impression of surround quality 
This attribute is related to spatial impression, ambience, or special directional 
surround effects. [ITU-R, 1997] 
These two spatial quality attributes were adapted for use in experiments by Zielinski 
et al. [2005] for evaluating multi-channel audio systems. The attributes were 
redefined so that listeners rated 'fidelity' rather than quality i. e. fidelity to the 
reference condition. For each attribute listeners were asked to ignore all other 
changes in the test conditions, therefore each attribute was intended only to show 
changes in front spatial fidelity or changes in surround spatial fidelity. 
1.3.1.3 Timbral quality 
Another mid-level attribute in Figure 1-1, timbral quality was identified by Letowski 
as a component of audio quality in addition to spatial quality. Zielinski et al. used an 
adapted timbral fidelity attribute in addition to the two spatial fidelity attributes 
described above; listeners were asked to ignore all changes in the test conditions 
from the reference and to assess only timbral changes. 
The advantages and disadvantages of these attributes were considered when 
selecting an attribute for the research. A summary is presented in Table 1-2. 
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Attribute Advantages Disadvantages 
Basic audio Results in a global measure Presents a broad view of audio 
quality of quality which is performance and does not 
immediately useful to highlight specific changes i. e. if 
system developers only timbral or spatial aspects 
Trained listeners are likely { 
were changing as a result of a 
to understand the term and test condition this would not 
concept of basic audio be apparent by measuring only 
quality due to their training basic audio quality 
It covers any and all 
changes to the audio that 
result from the application 
of test conditions i. e. 
spectral distortions in this 
thesis 
Spatial quality A specific indication of Training would be required for 
i. e. front spatial spatial performance is given listeners to ensure that they 
quality /fidelity compared with a specified understood the attribute and 
or surround reference condition were capable of identifying 
spatial Spatial changes are isolated any spatial changes 
quality / fidelity from other changes i. e. It can be challenging for 
timbral changes listeners to isolate the spatial 
..................... .................. 
changes from others 
........... ........... _ .......... ...... .................................... Timbral quality As with spatial quality, a Additional listener training { 
specific measure of the would be required and 
timbral changes from the isolation of the changes from 
reference condition is overall impression can be 
possible. Any timbral difficult for the listeners 
changes are isolated 
Table 1-2 Summary of advantages and disadvantages of selected audio quality attributes 
Although both spatial and timbral quality attributes present a specific and isolated 
way to measure audio quality in multi-channel environments, both require specific 
training to aid the listener grading process. The concept of basic audio quality is 
likely to have been part of audio training received by the experienced listeners that 
the ITU suggest for basic audio quality evaluations. 
Basic audio quality gives a broader measurement of quality than either spatial or 
timbral quality, which can be a disadvantage; however this attribute has immediate 
value for developers as it covers any and all changes in the system under test and 
presents an overall impression of quality. For these reasons, it was decided to use 
basic audio quality as the perceptual attribute in experiments to investigate the 
perceptual effects of spectral distortions in automotive audio environments. 
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1.3.2 Standardised basic audio quality evaluation methods 
Following a review of potential perceptual attributes, it was concluded in the 
previous section that basic audio quality had a number of advantages in the context 
of this research. It is a robust and comprehensible attribute for listeners to use and 
provides useful information to manufacturers. For future work, beyond the research 
detailed in this thesis, basic audio quality could be divided into a number of lower- 
level perceptual attributes to expand the understanding of the effects of spectral 
distortions in the automotive audio environment. 
Using the basic audio quality attribute narrowed the choice of evaluation methods 
for the research. It is used in certain standardised methods, such as those described 
in ITU Recommendations, but it was necessary to decide if these were appropriate 
and to consider their relative advantages and disadvantages. 
1.3.2.1 ITU-R BS. 1116 
The ITU Recommendation BS. 1116 [ITU-R, 1997] defines basic audio quality as 
described in Section 1.3.3 and stipulates the comparison of the test conditions with a 
high quality reference during evaluation. The test procedure uses a triple stimulus 
(A, B, C) comparison, with stimulus 'A' as the explicit reference. Listeners must 
compare stimuli 'B' and 'C' with the identified reference; one stimulus will always be 
identical to the reference whilst the other will be impaired and must be graded 
accordingly using the basic audio quality attribute. 
The procedure was designed for small audio impairments (such as those introduced 
by high quality audio codecs) and the Recommendation stipulates that its use for 
larger and easily detectable audio impairments is not recommended. The spectral 
distortions identified in Section 1.2 as the focus for this thesis were considered to be 
moderate to severe distortions and the use of BS. 1116 could have given unreliable 
results. 
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The triple stimulus comparison also has the disadvantage of comparing only two test 
stimuli at a time with the identified reference. In order to use BS. 1116 in this research 
it would have been necessary to have a large number of listeners, or a panel of 
listeners who could complete many repeat sessions, or to restrict the number of test 
conditions by reducing the number and range of audio items or the number of 
spectral distortions. Both options would have reduced the scope of the investigation 
of the effects of spectral distortions on perceived audio quality. The testing of the 
perceptual effects of these distortions using basic audio quality and the ITU-R 
BS. 1116 method was therefore deemed unsuitable. 
1.3.2.2 ITU-R BS. 1534 
The ITU-R BS. 1534 (MUltiple Stimulus with Hidden Reference and Anchor or 
MUSHRA) method also recommends the use of the basic audio quality attribute but 
in contrast to BS. 1116 it is designed for the assessment of intermediate impairments. 
The procedure compares up to 12 stimuli with an explicit reference, making it 
possible to compare more stimuli at a time than the BS. 1116 method. It was therefore 
a possible evaluation method for the spectral distortions that were tested and would 
allow a large selection of audio items to be evaluated. 
1.3.3 Adapting basic audio quality evaluation for the automotive environment 
An important consideration for the test method was the intended test environment. 
The MUSHRA method was designed for use in a standardised listening room (as 
described in ITU-R BS. 1116) rather than in an automotive environment. A 
standardised method for evaluating audio in the automotive environment has not 
yet been developed. 
The challenges of the automotive space, as described in Section 1.2.1, extend into 
evaluation methods and mean that the use of standards like the MUSHRA method is 
difficult without adaptations. Whilst the testing of individual components - 
loudspeakers, amplifiers, audio sources - is essentially simple, the automotive 
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environment is generally considered to perform significantly more poorly in 
acoustical terms than most domestic or professional listening room environments. 
This is a result of the varied loudspeaker positions, according to the design of the car 
cabin, and the combination of environmental factors including the small cabin size, 
noise levels, listening position and acoustic treatment as described in Section 1.2. 
These affect the transfer of traditional methods into the automotive environment. 
In addition to the characteristics of the automotive environment that limit the 
acoustic reproduction, the structure of the environment makes assessment difficult. 
In a listening room multiple systems can be evaluated in a blind comparison test. In 
the automotive environment it is not possible to interchange systems in the vehicle 
within the space of one rigidly controlled test. The alternative - to move the listener 
between multiple vehicles, or between a vehicle and a room - introduces auditory 
memory issues. Real-time assessment within the vehicle (during driving) can provide 
a realistic reproduction of the system, including road and engine noise, but is 
dangerous to carry out. 
Despite the possible problems with transferring the MUSHRA method into the car 
environment, other methods of basic audio quality evaluation were not available for 
the automotive environment. It was therefore decided to use a MUSHRA evaluation 
with a selection of adaptations to make the method suitable for the automotive 
environment. The specific alterations to the MUSHRA Recommendation necessary 
for this research are described in Chapter 2. 
1.3.4 Using naive or trained listeners in the MUSHRA method 
It is recommended in the MUSHRA method that trained listeners are used to make 
basic audio quality judgements [ITU-R, 2003]. However, the intended audience of 
automotive audio systems is a consumer population, which meant that additional 
consideration was given to whether naive (representing a consumer population) or 
trained listeners would be used in the experiments. 
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A small pilot study was conducted in which naive and trained listeners compared 
four spectrally distorted versions of an audio item in an automotive environment. 
The four versions included an unprocessed item and three items with different 
amplitude levels (6dB, 12dB and 18dB) of spectral distortion in the form of peaks and 
troughs between 500Hz and 5kHz. The comparison style was similar to the 
MUSHRA method, but the items were not compared with a reference and a 100- 
point audio quality scale was used instead of the basic audio quality scale; this was 
used to minimise the training of naive listeners to use the test method and attribute. 
Results showed that both the naive and the trained listeners were able to 
discriminate between the differently distorted items, as shown in Figure 1-2, 
although the discriminative power of the trained listeners was greater than that of 
the naive listeners. In addition, trained listeners made greater use of the scale range 
whilst naive listeners tended to be more generous with their ratings - scores were not 
placed in the lower portion of the scale - whereas the trained listeners tended to be 
more critical. This is a characteristic of trained listeners which has been documented 
in the past by various researchers, including Olive [2003] 
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Figure 1-2 Comparison of naive and trained listeners in a pilot study using a multiple 
comparison method to assess audio quality of four spectrally distorted items 
The discriminative power and critical nature of the trained listener results in the pilot 
study were considered to be advantageous for this research. Trained listeners were 
likely to represent closely the most critical opinion of the perceptual effects of the 
spectral distortions in the automotive environment; in other words, under the most 
critical test conditions with an expert listener, how does the system under test 
perform? The use of the most critical listeners could also be said to represent those 
people that inform consumer opinion such as reviewers. 
It was also found in work by Olive [2003] that preferences of naive and trained 
listeners were broadly consistent when comparing different loudspeakers but that 
trained listeners produced less noisy and more reliable results. Listener preferences 
have also been linked to basic audio quality in work by Rumsey et al. [2005b]; this 
indicated that trained listener basic audio quality judgements might be extrapolated 
to form a consumer population judgement of preference, supporting the use of 
trained listeners in an assessment of basic audio quality in the automotive 
environment. 
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1.3.5 Conclusions 
In this section the background to audio quality was reviewed and global, mid-level 
and low-level attributes were identified in previous research. Low-level perceptual 
attributes were deemed unsuitable for this research because they would have 
required considerable time and listener resources in addition to attribute-specific 
training. The advantages and disadvantages of a selection of mid-level and global 
attributes that have been used in multi-channel audio research were therefore 
considered. 
Timbral and spatial quality were identified as useful for showing specific changes 
from a reference within identified domains i. e. spatial changes only with all other 
changes ignored by the listener. However both attributes would have needed 
additional training to ensure that listeners are capable of identifying and isolating the 
changes within each domain. 
Basic audio quality gives a broad view of the performance of the system under test; 
this can be a disadvantage if it does not give enough specific information but is an 
advantage for giving an immediate overall impression of system performance. It is 
also relatively efficient in terms of experimental resources and training requirements. 
The relative weighting of different sub-attributes is left up to the individual listener 
and is not explicit. These factors, in combination with trained listeners' likely 
familiarity with the concept and use of the attribute and its links with listener 
preference, led to basic audio quality being identified as the most appropriate 
perceptual attribute to use in the context of this research. 
Two ITU-R audio evaluation standards were discussed and the MUSHRA method 
identified as appropriate for this research due to the ability to compare many audio 
stimuli more quickly than with the BS. 1116 standard. However, it was identified that 
some adaptations from the standard were necessary due to the research being carried 
out in an automotive environment. 
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Finally, consideration was given to the use of naive listeners in this research because 
generally they represent the consumer population at which automotive audio is 
aimed. However, a small pilot study comparing naive and trained listener audio 
quality judgements of spectrally distorted items in a multiple stimulus test showed 
that trained listeners were more consistent and critical and had greater 
discriminating power than naive listeners. The preferences of trained listeners were 
also shown by Olive to be broadly similar to those of naive listeners and Zielinski et 
al. found that listener preference was correlated with BAQ. It was therefore possible 
that the extrapolation of trained listener BAQ judgements might represent consumer 
opinions. This supported the decision to use trained listeners in the experiments, in 
accordance with the MUSHRA specification. 
1.4 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed the background literature that is relevant to this research. 
Section 1.2 discussed the restrictions of the automotive audio environment that result 
in audible effects. Limited cabin size and dashboard space can restrict the positioning 
of loudspeakers and alter the perceived frequency response. Noise, interior materials 
and the off-centre positioning of the listeners are disadvantages of the car as a high 
quality listening environment. Spectral distortions are predominant and affect the 
perceived quality of the audio reproduction. 
Systems have been developed to counteract some of these effects, however the 
identification of spectral distortions that have a significant perceptual effect has not 
been carried out, highlighting the need for this research. Furthermore, this would 
allow automotive audio developers to concentrate their efforts on the most audible 
distortions. 
Potential perceptual audio attributes for evaluating perceptual effects of spectral 
distortions were reviewed in Section 1.3 and the advantages and disadvantages of 
low-level, mid-level and global attributes were discussed. Basic audio quality, the 
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global attribute defined by the ITU for use in listening tests where an object is 
compared with a reference, was identified as suitable for the investigation of spectral 
distortions in an automotive audio environment. It was able to provide a valuable, 
overall impression of perceived audio quality that trained listeners participating in 
the experiments were likely to understand from their audio training, without 
additional training. 
The choice of basic audio quality narrowed the potential evaluation methods. The 
ITU-R Recommendations BS. 1116 and BS. 1534 were reviewed. The MUSHRA 
method, with adaptations to make it suitable for use in an automotive environment, 
was chosen for the experiments in this research. Although trained listeners are 
recommended for participation in the MUSHRA method, naive listeners might have 
better represented the consumer population for which automotive audio is designed. 
A small pilot study revealed that naive listener audio quality judgements were less 
critical and more inconsistent than trained listeners. In addition, the preferences of 
trained listeners have been shown to be broadly similar to those of naive listeners 
and BAQ has been related to listener preference. This meant that trained listener 
BAQ judgements therefore had the potential to be extrapolated to represent 
consumer opinions and, as a result, it was decided to use trained listeners in the 
research experiments. 
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2 Experimental Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
The research reviewed in Chapter 1 highlighted the physical characteristics that have 
an audible effect on the perceived quality of automotive audio systems. These 
include the capability of the loudspeakers, the physical construction of the 
environment and the interaction between the loudspeakers and environment. It was 
concluded that magnitude distortions of the spectral response are the main 
contributors to changes in perceived audio quality in automotive environments. 
A number of solutions have been implemented to improve the performance of 
automotive audio, such as frequency equalisation, loudspeaker damping and time 
delays. However, no work has been undertaken to establish which typical spectral 
distortions in the front channels of a multi-channel automotive audio system have a 
significant perceptual effect, particularly where central loudspeakers had been 
added, introducing further spectral distortions as a consequence. A study of the 
perceptual effects of these spectral distortions would enable the automotive industry 
to direct its engineering efforts in a cost-effective manner to those channels and 
regions of the frequency spectrum in the front sound stage that play a significant part 
in perceived audio quality. 
This chapter describes the experimental design of a study to establish the effects on 
basic audio quality of selected spectral distortions of the front channels of an 
automotive audio system. The overall aims of the thesis are specified, followed 
by 
detailed descriptions of the experimental conditions and procedures. 
2.2 Aims 
In Chapter 1, magnitude distortions of the spectral response were described that are 
caused by deficiencies in loudspeaker quality or interactions between the 
loudspeaker output and the physical construction of the car interior. These 
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distortions have been measured at a fixed listening position (driving seat), in a car 
fitted with an audio system, by several authors including House [1989] and Shively 
[1998; 2000]. 
The first aim of this thesis was to establish if spectral distortions of the front channels 
of an automotive audio system had an effect on basic audio quality at the listening 
position, and if so how much. The identification of any spectral distortions that have 
a significant effect on basic audio quality would enable the focus of future 
developments to be efficiently applied. 
The interaction between the loudspeaker output and the car environment causes 
wave interference, wave reflections and masking of selected frequencies at the 
listening position. When all other environmental factors, including the listening 
position are fixed, the interactions are dependent on the characteristics of the 
programme material reproduced through the loudspeakers. Changes in physical 
characteristics of the programme material, such as inter-channel covariance, 
correlation and amplitude, alter the effects of the loudspeaker and environment 
interaction. 
The second aim of this thesis was to establish if the effect on basic audio quality of 
spectral distortions was dependent on the basic characteristics of the programme 
material, including its inter-channel relationships. This would enable engineering 
efforts to be tailored for specific audio genres, perhaps to market a system for a target 
audience and their likely listening habits. 
2.3 Experimental Method 
The ITU-R Recommendation BS. 1534 (MUSHRA) method was found in Chapter 1 to 
be an appropriate evaluation method for this research. The magnitude distortions of 
the spectral response that were implemented in the experiments were considered 
moderate or severe and this corresponded with the type of impairments for which 
the MUSHRA method was designed. 
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The MUSHRA method suggests the use of the basic audio quality attribute, which 
was advantageous for this study because it states that listeners assess any and all 
detected differences between the reference condition and the test conditions. For this 
study, this ensured that any changes in the perceived audio quality were captured, 
whether they were spatial, temporal or spectral differences from the Reference 
condition, but the cause was isolated to any spectral distortion that was implemented 
as part of the test. 
It was necessary to adapt selected parts of the ITU-R BS. 1534 (MUSHRA) method to 
suit the experiments as the study was conducted in an automotive environment 
rather than a listening room environment. The tests were conducted inside a vehicle 
to ensure environmental validity by preserving non-audio factors, such as visual and 
physical cues, and to keep constant other automotive distortions that were not 
investigated in this thesis. However, changes were limited to the following: testing in 
an automotive rather than listening room environment; the adaptation of the low 
quality anchor stimuli; the removal of the scale descriptors so that listeners used a 
numeric scale with no hedonic labelling to assess the test conditions. These changes 
are fully documented in the following sections. 
2.4 Experimental Conditions 
This study explored a small selection of the magnitude distortions of the spectral 
response that have been measured in automotive environments, as reviewed in 
Chapter 1. The selected distortions investigated in the test were based on the outputs, 
and their interactions with the environment, of the three front loudspeakers in a 
multi-channel system, based on measured changes in the spectral response at the 
listening position. Although it is possible that these effects were not isolated to the 
front loudspeaker outputs, they were considered to be the main influence on the 
spectral distortions measured at the listening position. 
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The spatial and temporal characteristics of the loudspeakers and car environment 
were not included as experimental variables in this research. However, it was not 
possible to control any spatial and temporal effects that were perceived as a result of 
implementing the selected spectral distortions. As stated in Section 1.3, the use of the 
basic audio quality attribute was advantageous in this study because it reflected all 
changes to the perceived quality at the listening position, whether temporal, spatial 
or spectral, that were caused by magnitude distortions of the spectral response of the 
three front channels. 
Investigation of the effect of the interaction between the characteristics of programme 
material and the spectral distortions was possible by selecting a range of programme 
material with different basic characteristics (described in Section 2.5). The resources 
of the experiment including equipment, time and listeners meant that a limited range 
of material was used therefore reducing the potential generalisation of the 
conclusions. However, the material was carefully selected to cover a range of genres 
and to include a full range of the measured basic characteristics. 
The transfer of the MUSHRA method into the automotive environment required 
some changes from the stipulations of the ITU Recommendation. The main 
differences were the off-centre listening positions of the car driver and most 
passengers, the physical situation of the listener in the vehicle and selected 
characteristics of the installed audio system. 
A fixed listening position, in the driving seat, was chosen for this study. Excluding 
listening position from the experimental factors was advantageous because it 
controlled the interactions between the loudspeaker outputs and the car environment 
that might have been listener position dependent. However this limited any 
conclusions regarding the effects of the spectral distortions to a single listening 
position. 
There is a lack of available methods for basic audio quality evaluation in the 
automotive environment and because the car was not to be compared with a 
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listening room in this research, it was concluded in Chapter 1 that it was appropriate 
to conduct the experiments inside a vehicle. 
A further important consideration was the audio system to be used in the car because 
MUSHRA requires a high quality reference condition with which all test conditions 
are compared. The vehicle available for this study was originally fitted with a system 
that was unable to provide a high quality reference due to the limited bandwidth and 
positioning of the loudspeakers, particularly the central loudspeaker. A standalone 
audio system, comprising high quality wide bandwidth loudspeakers, high quality 
amplifier and a digital signal processor that allowed the manipulation of spectral, 
spatial and temporal features, was therefore installed in the car to create a high 
quality reference condition'. 
2.4.1 The Reference Condition 
A high quality reference condition had to be created in the automotive environment 
for two reasons. Firstly, the standard audio system installed in the test vehicle was 
not capable of reproducing high quality audio due to limited bandwidth 
loudspeakers. For example, a typically installed central loudspeaker in an 
automotive system might be band-limited above 6kHz, making it impossible to 
investigate the effect of a 10kHz high frequency roll-off, simulating a mid-quality 
central loudspeaker, on perceived quality. Secondly, to avoid compound 
experimental errors, the test conditions (spectral distortions) needed 
to be 
superimposed on an ideal spectral response when measured at the 
listening position, 
rather than a spectral response that already included the magnitude 
distortions that 
were being explored. 
2.4.1.1 Standalone Loudspeakers 
Six standalone loudspeakers were installed in the test vehicle to create 
the high 
quality reference condition. The five main 
loudspeakers (Left, Right, Centre, Left 
2 Car and equipment kindly provided by Harman/Becker 
Automotive Systems 
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Surround and Right Surround) were Infinity Satellite 750 loudspeakers, typically 
used in home-theatre multi-channel systems. The loudspeakers' frequency response 
was within ± 6dB of the level measured at 1kHz (78.5dB SPL) from 200Hz to 15kHz, 
measured in 1/12 th octave bands, 1m from the loudspeaker driver in a free field 
using a 2V stepped sine tone. The subwoofer was built specifically for the test using a 
200mm driver in a 30cm square closed box, which was placed on the rear right seat. 
The subwoofer response was within ± 3dB of the level measured at 1kHz (81.0dB 
SPL) between 40 Hz and 400Hz, also measured lm from the loudspeaker in a free- 
field using 1/ 12th octave bands. Free-field frequency response plots for the Satellite 
and subwoofer loudspeakers are shown in Appendix A. 
The use of these high quality mid-size loudspeakers enabled the test conditions to 
incorporate a broad range of spectral distortions. The additional advantage of using 
standalone loudspeakers was that the loudspeakers could be positioned to minimise 
some of the other perceived effects typically experienced in automotive audio 
systems. For example, the centre loudspeaker was positioned with the loudspeaker 
driver pointing towards the car cabin rather than the windscreen, in contrast to a 
dashboard installed loudspeaker, to minimise the effects of wave reflections from the 
windshield, which can result in a peaked spectral distortion at 2.5kHz. 
The main disadvantage of using the standalone loudspeaker system was that it might 
not have accurately represented all the characteristics of a typical automotive audio 
system. However, it was decided that the advantages gained by using the standalone 
loudspeakers, including the ability to create a high quality reference condition with 
which to compare the test conditions and the ability to test a wider range of 
conditions, outweighed this disadvantage. 
2.4.1.2 Standalone Audio System 
A standalone audio system was used instead of the test vehicle's integrated system. 
This was used in combination with the standalone loudspeakers to create the high 
quality reference condition for the MUSHRA method. 
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The system diagram in Figure 2-1 shows the equipment signal chain used in this 
study. Details of each piece of equipment, its purpose and the input and output 
specification in the signal chain are shown in Table 2-1. The positioning of the 
loudspeakers inside the vehicle cabin is shown in Figure 2-2. 
PDA& User 
Interface 
Remote 
Desktop WiFi 
Sharing Firewire 1/4' jack 
Laptop Audio DSP cats cat5 Amplifier Interface 
HH Lh/l. H! i .' Rlli 
!//. .W .G 
Ethernet 
Switch 
Figure 2-1 System diagram showing the signal chain from the user interface control to the 
standalone loudspeaker output 
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Equipment Input Purpose Output 
Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA) 
Listener Listeners access User 
Interface on PDA using 
Remote Desktop 
PDA control 
data via 
Wireless 
connection / 
Remote 
desktop 
Audio Interface Audio via 
...... ........ 
Distributes Firewire audio 
.......... ......... Analogue 
Firewire input to 6-channel analogue audio output 
output via unbalanced 
cable and 1/4" 
connector 
Digital Signal Analogue Audio routing, bass Digital audio 
Processor (DSP) audio management and via Cat5 
output via application of signal (Ethernet) 
unbalanced processing to achieve cable 
cable and Reference condition 
1/4" (frequency equalisation, 
connector delay and gain control); 
analogue-to-digital 
converter for output via 
Ethernet 
Ethernet Switch Digital Controls audio output to Digital audio 
audio via amplifier (all in digital via Ethernet 
Ethernet domain) 
Amplifier Digital 
audio via 
Ethernet 
Administers the User 
Interface; stores listener 
response data 
............................. _ ...... 
Digital-to-analogue 
conversion; audio output 
control to loudspeakers 
User Interface 
manipulation 
Audio via 
Firewire 
Analogue 
audio via twin- 
core 
loudspeaker 
cable 
Table 2-1 Signal chain description: Equipment, input, purpose and output specification 
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From ethernet switch 
Figure 2-2 Schematic showing approximate placement of loudspeakers inside the vehicle 
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The listeners used a PDA for ergonomic and acoustic reasons. In a short pilot study 
using a laptop within the vehicle, listeners commented on the awkwardness and 
additional fan noise when a laptop was used. The PDA allowed the laptop to be 
removed from the vehicle cabin, solving both of these issues. Details of the software 
user interface are given in Section 2.6.1. 
The audio system installed in the test vehicle was manipulated using the digital 
signal processor to create a high quality reference condition, similar to a high quality 
system at the point of sale (based on a high quality Harman /Becker consumer 
automotive audio system). A car environment and audio system is designed to 
reproduce the highest quality that it is possible to achieve by acoustical and 
mechanical means, when initially installed; this can be called an untreated vehicle. 
However, perceived quality is still subject to some spectral, spatial and temporal 
distortions, as shown in Figure 2-3. 
Audio Audio 
system 
Untreated 
vehicle 
Distortions in acoustic 
response (see 
Chapter 1) 
Figure 2-3 Acoustic conditions created when using an audio system in an untreated vehicle 
High quality vehicle systems are prepared for retail by applying additional digital 
signal processing including frequency equalisation and loudspeaker time alignment 
to create a treated vehicle, see Figure 2-4. The applied signal processing treatment is 
designed to meet a spectral response `target curve' that is specific to the particular 
system manufacturer. 
Audio Digital Treated Reference condition 
Audio signal vehicle 
(tuned to target spectral 
system processing response) 
Reference condition 
(tuned to target spectral 
response) 
Figure 2-4 The reference condition - created using digital signal processing between audio 
system and loudspeaker output 
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The audio system used in this study was manipulated using the digital signal 
processor shown in Figure 2-1 to remove as many as possible of the measured 
spectral, temporal and spatial characteristics that were detrimental to the perceived 
audio quality (these were described in Chapter 1). The test vehicle was tuned to meet 
as closely as possible, a typical target spectral response used by Harman/Becker 
Automotive Systems. 
The spectral response target curve used in this study was based on a typical 
frequency response used by Harman /Becker Automotive Systems when treating 
their high quality automotive audio systems. The spectral response, measured at the 
driver's listening position, was aimed to be as flat as possible across the spectrum 
with an amplitude increase of approximately 4dB in the low frequency region below 
100Hz. In general, the slight amplitude boost at low frequencies is included to 
counteract low frequency engine and road noise experienced while a car is in motion 
(although this factor was not part of this research) and is also based on listener 
preferences from extensive market research [Newman, 2005-2008]. 
2.4.1.3 Digital signal processing treatment 
The audio output of the standalone audio system was manipulated to create the 
reference condition in the vehicle using the digital signal processor included in the 
signal chain in Figure 2-1. The processor was configured using its own software 
interface, controlled by an additional laptop. 
A 6-channel measurement microphone array was positioned at head-height in the 
fixed listening position in the driver's seat (right-hand side) of the vehicle. The array 
was connected to a multiplexer device that spatially averaged the output of the 6 
microphones outputs to create a composite frequency response output. The 
composite output from the multiplexer was plotted in 1/12'h octave bands using a 
software program called SPECTRA. Each microphone in the array was calibrated; a 
94dB SPL measurement tone produced by a Brüel and Kjaer calibrator was confirmed 
to record 94dB SPL on SPECTRA. 
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Using the signal processor it was possible to adjust the aspects that were considered 
important for the creation of the reference condition in the vehicle. Foremost was 
control of the spectral response as measured at the listening position. It was also 
possible to insert delay into the individual channels in the signal chain in order to 
align the time of arrival of the signal at the listening position. This optimised the 
signal reproduction for the driving listening position and reduced comb filtering that 
could have been introduced by signals that were not time-aligned. In addition, signal 
gain and the crossover between the main loudspeaker channels and the subwoofer 
was controlled in the signal processor. Tables 2-2 and 2-3 summarise the bass 
management, gain and delay applied using the signal processor to create the 
reference condition. 
Channel 
Input 
Crossover Equalisation Delay Master 
Gain 
Channel 
Output 
Left 1.120Hz crossover Figure 2-5 0.594ms -5dB Left 
using high and low 
Right pass filters. Appendix A 1.438ms Right 
2. High pass filtered ... .............. Centre audio sent to main Appendix A 2.094ms Centre 
.. _.. _. _.. ............................................ .. channel EQ. Low 
Left pass filtered audio Appendix A 0.0 ms Left 
Surround sent to subwoofer Surround 
summer (bass 
Right managements Appendix A 0.844ms Right 
Surround Surround 
LFE 120Hz low pass filtered audio sent to LFE summer. 
See Table 2-3 for remaining processing 
Table 2-2 Individual channel treatment including equalisation and delay applied by the digital 
signal processor 
Channel Input Summer Equalisation Delay Master Channel 
Input Gain Gain Output 
Crossover +2.32dB Six ' Appendix A 1.22ms -5dB Subwoofer 
output i channels 
from 5 summed to 
channels (L, create 
R, C, LS, RS single 
120Hz LPF) subwoofer 
output 
Crossover 0dB 
output from 
LFE (120Hz 
LPF) 
Table 2-3 LFE channel summing and treatment including equalisation and delay applied by 
the digital signal processor 
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Time delays were applied to each loudspeaker, by time-aligning clicks reproduced 
through the individual loudspeakers. Each loudspeaker was delayed relative to the 
left surround loudspeaker, to which no delay was applied, as it was the furthest 
distance from the listening position. The centre channel, positioned on the 
dashboard, received the greatest time delay because it was furthest from the left 
surround loudspeaker. 
For the application of frequency equalisation to achieve the target curve, the 
frequency response measured at the listening position was monitored using 
SPECTRA whilst -20dBFS decorrelated pink noise was reproduced through each 
loudspeaker with the amplifier gain set to reproduce the comfortable listening level 
chosen for the multi-channel test audio (see Section 2.5.3). The spectral response of 
each loudspeaker output was monitored and adjusted separately. Table 2-4 and 
Figure 2-5 show the frequency equalisation treatment applied to the left channel 
signal chain; tables and graphs of the frequency equalisation treatment for the 
remaining channels are shown in Appendix A. 
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Left Channel Equalisation 
Type 
1 Bell 9dB / octave 2.34kHz 
2 High Shelf 12dB / oct 9.21kHz 
Slope Frequency Width 
1 octave 
......... 1 Oct 
Boost/Cut 
+6.0dB 
........................................................ 
+7.53 dB 
3 High Shelf 15dB / oct 15.4kHz 0.1 Oct +3.0dB 
4 Bell 6dB / Oct 1.5kHz 0.08 Oct +6.0dB 
5 Bell 6dB / Oct 400Hz 1 Oct +5.1 dB 
6 Bell 6dB / Oct 219Hz 0.7 Oct -6.0dB 
7 Bell 6dB / Oct 250Hz 0.2 Oct -5.0dB 
8 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 
........ 1kHz 1 Oct -3.0dB 
Table 2-4 Left channel frequency equalisation treatment 
c 
co 
CD 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 2-5 Left channel frequency equalisation treatment - amplitude (dB) vs. frequency (Hz) 
The overall 6-channel response was monitored concurrently to balance each 
loudspeaker in relation to the overall output to achieve the final spectral response, 
adjusted to adhere as closely as possible to the Harman/Becker target curve. 
The 
untreated and treated spectral response of the vehicle, measured at the 
listening 
position is shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6 Spectral response of the untreated and treated vehicle, 1/12th octave 
measurements of 6-channel decorrelated pink noise, at the listening position 
Once the signal processing had been adjusted and measured at the listening position, 
the settings were saved to the signal processor and were applied to all signals that 
passed through the signal chain. A detailed schematic of all the treatments 
incorporated in the digital signal processor to create the reference condition, in 
addition to the remaining channel frequency equalisation treatments, is shown in 
Appendix A. 
2.4.2 The Test Conditions 
The test conditions for this study were selected spectral distortions in the front 
channels of a multi-channel automotive audio system. These were compared with 
the reference condition described in Section 2.4.1 in a MUSHRA listening test to 
establish their effect on basic audio quality. 
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The aforementioned reference system calibration enabled the selected test conditions 
to be superimposed onto the audio that was reproduced through the system without 
creating compound errors e. g. a test condition that featured a high frequency roll-off 
would not be replayed through an already band-limited system. The diagram in 
Figure 2-7 shows the concept of the test condition; digitally filtered audio was 
reproduced through the treated 'reference condition' vehicle. 
Digital 
Audio Digital Treated Test Condition (imitating selected Audio spectral 
system signal vehicle aspects of the Untreated vehicle, but filters processing replayed through the Treated vehicle) 
Figure 2-7 Test conditions created using altered audio replayed through the treated vehicle 
Digital spectral filters were used to create spectral distortions at the listening position 
similar to those that have been observed in untreated vehicles, as reviewed in 
Chapter 1. The test filters used in this study were based on observed spectral 
distortions of the loudspeakers or of the interaction between the loudspeakers and 
the vehicle environment. No deliberate spatial or temporal distortions were included 
in this study. 
The test conditions were achieved by processing selected audio items with digital 
filters using a mathematical software program. This process is described in Section 
2.5.2. The filters were intended only to simulate magnitude changes in the frequency 
spectrum; they did not attempt to remove reflections or to alter the phase of the 
reproduced signals. However, any nuisance variables not incorporated in the 
reference condition processing described in Section 2.4.1 remained constant for the 
duration of the study. 
The effect of the designed filters on broadband pink noise was tested at the listening 
position using the multiplexed microphones and SPECTRA measurement system 
described in Section 2.4.1 for the set up of the reference condition. The altered signals 
were played in through the reference condition system and the resulting response 
measured at the listening position. The output of the altered channel only was 
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measured to ensure that each filter resulted in the intended effect at the listening 
position. The graph in Figure 2-8 shows the listening position responses for a 
selection of centre channel spectral filters that were applied to broadband pink noise 
for measurement purposes. 
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Figure 2-8 Frequency response measurements at the listening position for broadband pink 
noise processed with a selection of centre channel spectral filters 
The graph showed that each filter was producing the desired result at the listening 
position; the 2.5kHz peak is clearly shown in the graph, in addition to the roll off 
points of the 6kHz low pass filter and the 3.5kHz anchor. The cut-off point for the 
graph shown in Figure 2-8 was the crossover point to the subwoofer, at 120Hz, which 
was switched off for the measurement process. 
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2.5 Audio Conditions 
2.5.1 Selection criteria for audio items 
A range of programme material was required for this study to test the effects of the 
spectral distortions on basic audio quality. The audio items selected had to satisfy a 
number of criteria. 
" Applicability of material to real-world automotive listening 
It was important that the audio chosen for the experiment represented a broad cross- 
section of in-car listening material for regular drivers so that it was possible to relate 
the study to the existing problems experienced with automotive audio systems. 
Market research data detailing the typical genre choices of regular drivers was 
provided by Harman/ Becker Automotive Systems [Newman, 2005-2008]. This led to 
the selection of a variety of genres with an emphasis on speech and music, 
particularly pop and easy listening. 
0 Audio present in front channels with a wide and even frequency response 
The spectral distortions for this study were applied to the front channels of the 
reproduced audio. To ensure that it was possible to assess the effects of the selected 
spectral distortions, it was necessary to select audio items that were audibly altered 
by the distortions. The frequency content, in terms of bandwidth and amplitude 
consistency across the frequency response, was analysed and the effects of the 
distortions auditioned by experienced listeners in the vehicle. A wide bandwidth 
ensured that high and low frequency distortions were audible; for example, an audio 
item with very little high frequency content might not have been audibly altered by a 
high frequency band limitation. Consistent amplitudes across the frequency response 
were important for distortions that altered the amplitude of the spectral response; for 
example, peak and notch distortions might have been less audible if the audio 
already contained large variations in that region of the frequency response. 
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"A range of programme material characteristics 
The second aim of this study was to establish if basic audio quality at the listening 
position was dependent on the interaction between spectral distortions and 
programme material characteristics, including inter-channel relationships in the 
chosen audio items. The inter-channel relationships of audio items vary according to 
the distribution of the audio between the channels of a multi-channel system, 
particularly when a main source such as vocals or speech is present. Some audio 
items have the vocals concentrated in the centre channel resulting in decorrelated 
front channel signals, whilst others have vocals more evenly distributed across the 
three front channels to give a higher inter-channel correlation. It was likely that 
audio items with high inter-channel correlation would be more robust in terms of 
perceived effects in cases where distortions were applied to only a few of the 
channels (e. g. only the centre). For example, centre channel distortions were more 
likely to result in audible effects on vocals in an audio item having a strong central 
vocal source and minimal vocal reproduction through the left and right channels 
than in an audio item with the same vocal source evenly distributed across the front 
channels. In the latter case the component of the vocal distributed to the left and 
right channels might mask or compensate for any missing or additional spectral 
content from the centre channel. To test this, a range of audio items was included 
with different inter-channel relationships, varying between extremes from isolated 
central sources to distributed sources. 
A large pool of audio material containing over 200 different audio items was 
auditioned in an ITU-standard listening room [ITU-R, 1997] in an off-centre listening 
position measured to simulate the driving position in a vehicle (whilst the car was 
unavailable). An interactive software interface was used to audition a variety of the 
possible spectral distortions (including high and low pass filters and peak/notch 
filters) to test their audibility. 
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A shortlist of audio items was selected based on the initial listening sessions and 
further assessments were made of these items using signal analysis. Windowed 
spectral analysis, averaged over the length of each audio item, was used to observe 
the range and amplitude consistency of the frequency response. Inter-channel 
correlation and covariance analysis were used to ensure a range of inter-channel 
relationships was included in the selected audio items. 
A selection of audio items was used in each experiment based on these criteria. 
Specific details of the audio chosen and the further experiment-specific requirements 
are included in Chapters 3 and 4. 
2.5.2 Applied spectral distortions 
A selection of different spectral distortions was applied to the front channels of the 
selected audio items to create the test items that were reproduced in the treated 
vehicle for comparison with the reference condition, as described in Section 2.4. The 
audio reproduced as the stipulated reference condition with which all test conditions 
were compared was an unprocessed version of each selected audio item i. e. no 
spectral distortion was applied. 
The spectral distortions were created using digital filters with zero-phase delay, 
designed and implemented in mathematical programming software [MathWorks, 
2005], based on the research reviewed in Chapter 1 and on analysis of the spectral 
response of typical automotive loudspeakers measured at the listening position3. 
Each spectral distortion was designed so that its effects lay above the crossover 
frequency between the main loudspeakers and the sub-woofer of the installed audio 
system (see Section 2.4.1.3 for details of the crossover frequencies). This was to 
ensure that the processed frequency regions of the test items were reproduced 
through the main loudspeaker channels and did not form part of the audio content 
sent to the sub-woofer by the signal processor. The audio content 
below the 
3 Courtesy of Harman/Becker Automotive Systems 
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crossover frequency of all processed items was sent to the subwoofer as normal. The 
selected spectral distortions tested in each experiment, with reasons for their 
inclusion, are described in Chapters 3 and 4. 
The MUSHRA recommendation stipulates the use of a low quality anchor, which is 
not made explicit to the listeners, to provide a repeatable stimulus on each test page 
that is comparable with a well-known level of quality. The recommended low anchor 
in the specification is a 3.5kHz low pass filter applied to all reproduced channels, 
however preliminary listening in the test vehicle indicated that the recommended 
anchor was not consistent with the characteristics of the remaining spectral 
distortions. Further listening in the vehicle and discussions with a number of trained 
listeners indicated that using a low quality anchor with all channels band-limited 
would confuse listeners when all other items were processed only in the front sound 
stage. An alternative filter was therefore designed for this study (a 3.5kHz low pass 
filter applied to the three front channels) so that the low anchor characteristics 
remained consistent with those of the remaining stimuli. 
Detailed filter specifications, including program code and frequency response 
graphs, for all of the spectral distortions included in this research are included in 
Appendices B and D. 
2.5.3 Audio Level Alignment 
Following the processing of the audio files with the spectral distortion filters, the 
audio was replayed from the laptop, through the signal chain 
(see Figure 2-1) 
including all digital processing treatment, to set the listening level. 
The audio item that was perceptually loudest was set to replay at a 
listening level 
that would remain comfortable for listening periods of up to 40 minutes 
(based on 
the opinion of the author and two other listeners). Loudness was measured using a 
software tool devised by [Dewhirst, 2005] based on Moore's loudness model 
[Moore, 
2004] that calculated loudness in phons, based on 1/3 rd octave measurements of dB, eq 
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over 30 seconds using a looped version of the audio item. All of the audio items used 
in the experiments were loudness equalised to this level (measured as 88 phons) and 
then checked by ear to ensure all items were at the same perceptually comfortable 
loudness. This was necessary to avoid experimental error due to loudness changes 
between different audio items. 
2.6 Experimental Procedure 
In accordance with the MUSHRA specification, the spectrally distorted audio items 
were compared with the explicit reference condition (an unprocessed version of the 
audio items). An additional 'hidden' reference item was included on each test page 
as a test stimulus, to provide a comparator for analysing listener performance. The 
presence of, and grading procedure for, the hidden reference was made explicit to 
the listeners in the test instructions. Listeners also assessed the low quality anchor, 
described in Section 2.5.2, but this was not explicitly identified to the listeners. 
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2.6.1 User Interface 
The software user interface, included in Table 2-1 and Figure 2-1, was controlled by 
remote desktop sharing on the PDA, connected by a wireless network to the laptop. 
The interface used in this study is shown in Figure 2-9. The reference item is 
identified as [R] on the left-hand side of the main screen. 
Basic Audio Quality Q 
This single, global attribute is used 
to Judge any and all detected 
differences between the 
Reference and examples. 
Audition and assess the basic 
audio quality of each example. 
Allocate a score to each example 
using the slider, at least one must 
be given a score of 100. 
Click. to shut 
START 
BAQ TEST 
Figure 2-9 Example of software user interface for the study of the effects of spectral distortion 
on basic audio quality 
2.6.2 Familiarisation and Test Instructions 
For all experiments, listeners were given written instructions and had the 
opportunity to ask questions prior to a familiarisation session and again before the 
main tests. During the short familiarisation listeners were able to audition all test 
stimuli included in the test and use the interface. This style of familiarisation session 
was in accordance with the ITU-R (MUSHRA) recommendation [ITU-R, 2003]. 
In the main tests, listeners were asked to grade the basic audio quality (BAQ) of the 
test stimuli using the 0-100 continuous quality scale (CQS) specified in the MUSHRA 
test method. The five descriptors ('Excellent', 'Good', 'Fair', Poor' and 'Bad') were 
removed from the basic audio quality scale for this study. There were two reasons for 
this: the labels on the CQS are hedonic in nature and it could be argued that the 
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perceptual intervals might not be linear; a recent study by Brooks et al. [2007] also 
suggested that listeners tend to ignore the labels on scales when grading audio items, 
instead they calibrate the scores according to the range of qualities present in the test 
stimuli and that labels might therefore be redundant. It was therefore decided to 
include only the numeric labels on the user interface. 
Listeners were asked to judge any and all detected differences between the reference 
and the object and grade accordingly; they were also instructed to grade at least one 
example at 100 on the scale, due to the presence of the hidden reference. Instructions 
were available at any time during the test to remind listeners of the experimental 
task. 
2.6.3 Listeners 
A discussion of the choice of listeners for the main experiments was included 
Chapter 1. It was argued that trained listeners were appropriate for this experiment 
because they represented the opinions of the most critical listeners of automotive 
audio and were capable of giving critical quality judgements under strict conditions 
with less noisy results than naive listeners. 
Two groups of listeners were available for use in the research: students and staff 
from the Institute of Sound Recording at the University of Surrey and employees at 
Harman /Becker Automotive Systems in Bridgend. The two groups of listeners are 
labelled 'Surrey' and 'Harman' respectively in the remainder of this thesis. The 
selection criteria (based on pre-screening criteria in ITU-R BS. 1534 Recommendation) 
for participating in the listening tests as a trained listener were as follows: 
" Participation in some formal listening training as part of university degree 
training (Surrey members) or as part of the Harman technical ear training system 
" Experience of listening test participation 
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No formal task training was provided prior to participation in the experiments - it 
was considered that training might reduce differences of opinion between listeners 
that might contribute bias to the results. However each test was preceded by detailed 
written instructions, an opportunity for questions, and a stimuli and interface 
familiarisation session. 
2.7 Statistical Analysis 
2.7.1 Data Screening 
Following the listening tests, the basic audio quality data was screened to improve 
the data 'signal-to-noise' ratio [Bech and Zacharov, 2006]. Listeners whose 
performance was inconsistent between test sessions, showed limited discrimination 
ability and who did not demonstrate the ability to identify repeatedly the hidden 
reference item were identified through analysis of their performance. The MUSHRA 
recommendation [ITU-R, 2003] identifies the ability to make consistent, repeated 
gradings as a suitable screening criterion; the BAQ data from listeners not meeting 
this criterion were removed from the final dataset before analysis. 
2.7.1.1 Hidden reference discrimination 
A listener who correctly identified the hidden reference on all occasions during the 
test would have a mean marker for this stimulus on the 100-point line on the BAQ 
scale, with no error-bars (zero 95% confidence interval). It was expected that the 
trained listeners would be capable of repeatedly identifying the hidden reference. 
Examination of mean scores and confidence intervals for individual listeners across 
all instances of the hidden reference was carried out. This was used to identify 
listeners whose mean score fell outside the expected range. 
2.7.1.2 Listener inconsistency 
The BAQ scores for all of the test stimuli were analysed to identify listeners who 
were inconsistent when making repeated ratings of the same stimulus. 
Bech and 
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Zacharov [2006] suggested the use of univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) to 
calculate the mean square error variance when analysing repeated ratings of the 
same stimulus for each listener. This provided a measure of inconsistency for each 
listener. 
In the ANOVA, BAQ Score was the dependent factor whilst Item and Filter were 
fixed independent factors. For each listener, the root mean square error (RMSE) was 
calculated and gave a mean error value in the same scalar units as BAQ score, which 
enabled direct comparison with the BAQ results [Zielinski et al., 2003b]. The RMSE 
data for all listeners was used to compare the mean errors for the individual listeners 
and to identify the most inconsistent listeners. 
2.7.1.3 Overall discrimination ability 
The F-statistic, recorded from the listener-by-listener ANOVA analysis described in 
Section 2.7.1.2, was suggested by Bech and Zacharov [2006] for testing listeners' 
discrimination ability in listening tests. Although this statistic can indicate the size of 
effect for one listener compared with another, it is a highly non-linear statistic with a 
very wide range and therefore difficult to compare. However, the partial eta squared 
value from the ANOVA test can be used to show discrimination ability on a scale 
between 0 and 1 making it simple to compare listeners. Examination of ANOVA 
partial eta squared values between the reference and the least distorted stimuli and 
between the reference and the most distorted (anchor) stimulus was used as further 
evidence of the discrimination ability of each listener to aid the listener screening 
process. 
2.7.2 Experimental Analysis 
The experimental aims of the thesis were to assess if the spectral distortions had an 
effect on basic audio quality, and if so, the magnitude of the effects. The design of the 
experiments, which used more than two distortions and where all listeners 
participated in all experimental conditions, meant that a repeated-measures analysis 
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of variance (RM-ANOVA) could be used. It was likely that the BAQ observations 
might be dependent on each other because listeners participated in all conditions. 
RM-ANOVA was more suitable than Univariate ANOVA to test the differences 
between, and the significance of, the effects on BAQ of each spectral distortion 
because independence of observations is not assumed. Repeated-measures analysis 
also provides greater detection power than Univariate ANOVA and is suitable in 
experiments that use a continuous rating scale, such as BAQ and have a relatively 
small number of participants [Field, 2005]. The significance level used for all analysis 
was 5% (p=0.05). 
Two assumptions need to be satisfied for RM-ANOVA to be used: normal 
distribution of scores and the assumption of sphericity. The Shapiro-Wilks test was 
used to check for normal distribution using the standardised residuals of the BAQ 
scores; it is more accurate than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and is suitable when 
the number of listeners is fewer than 50. In the case that the assumption of normality 
was violated, it was still possible to use RM-ANOVA because it is relatively robust 
when the number of observations is quite high and listeners have participated in all 
test conditions [Field, 2005]. 
The assumption of sphericity need only be considered if the number of test 
conditions is greater than three, which was the case in all parts of the research 
experiments. Sphericity was checked using Mauchly's test and if the significance 
value (p) was less than 0.05, the assumption was violated. In those cases where the 
assumption of sphericity was violated, the degrees of freedom were corrected by 
using the lower-bound estimate, which is the most rigorous option available, 
meaning that a larger effect is required before significance is shown [Field, 2005]. 
In combination with error bar graphs showing mean BAQ scores and confidence 
intervals for each different spectral distortion, tests of within-subjects effects from the 
RM-ANOVA were used to evaluate which experimental factors and interactions 
were statistically significant and partial eta squared included to show the magnitude 
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of effect. Pairwise comparisons were then carried out, using the Bonferroni correction 
method to control family-wise errors, to test the significance of effects between each 
pair of spectral distortions. 
Regression analysis was used to investigate further the interaction between the 
centre channel spectral distortions, the characteristics of the unprocessed audio items 
and their relationship with BAQ. Metrics were calculated to describe the filters used 
to imitate the spectral distortions; the audio item characteristics that were used in the 
initial audio item selection process, described in Section 2.5, were used as audio 
metrics. 
The ability to predict BAQ from a number of filter-based and audio-based metrics 
using regression analysis enabled the relationships between, and contribution of, the 
metrics to BAQ to be explored in detail. Partial least squares regression (PLS-R) was 
chosen over multiple linear regression (MLR) and principal component regression 
(PCR). A number of the metrics used in the regression analysis were correlated 
which can lead to misinterpretation when using MLR; PCR and PLS-R avoid 
problems with collinearity between metrics but PLS-R offers improved prediction 
ability over PCR [Esbensen, 2002]. A greater ability to predict BAQ provided a more 
robust model, where the contributions of the metrics to BAQ could be explored with 
confidence. 
The regression model was assessed using the correlation between the actual and 
predicted BAQ values; a greater correlation indicated a better model. The root mean 
square error (RMSE) was used to interpret the error in the model, where a lower 
value indicated a more accurate model. In addition, the development of the model 
aimed to reduce the number of variables and principal components included, as 
far 
as possible, to reduce complexity and increase potential generalisation. 
The metrics 
included in the model were examined using weighted regression coefficients to 
establish the importance of their contribution to BAQ and raw regression coefficients 
to investigate the relationship between included variables and BAQ. 
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2.8 Summary 
The two research aims of this thesis were given in Section 2.2; these were to establish 
if spectral distortions of the front channels of an automotive audio system had an 
effect on basic audio quality at the listening position and to investigate whether the 
effects were dependent on the programme characteristics, including the inter-channel 
relationships, of the programme material. 
The ITU-R BS. 1534 (MUSHRA) method was identified in Chapter 1 as advantageous 
for this experiment because it was possible to compare several degraded items with 
an identified reference condition and it was designed to test intermediate 
impairments such as those typically experienced in an automotive environment. In 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 the setup of the reference condition required for the MUSHRA 
design was described. The standalone audio system used in the experiments was 
described. This was necessary because the installed automotive audio system was 
not capable of producing the high quality reference required by the MUSHRA 
method. High quality loudspeakers and reproduction equipment were installed and 
treated using digital signal processing to create a reference condition audio output 
that delivered a sound field comparable with that of a high quality consumer vehicle 
at the point of sale. 
The test conditions that were compared with the reference in the experiments were 
described in broad terms in Section 2.4. These were created by applying digital 
spectral filters to individual channels of selected audio items to imitate spectral 
distortions typically found in less well treated automotive environments resulting 
from audio system limitations, environmental conditions or interactions between the 
audio system and the environment. The filtered items were replayed through the 
reference condition audio system, which ensured that the test impairments were 
compared with the high quality reference rather than with an inherently impaired 
system. 
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The audio conditions for the experiments were described in Section 2.5. This 
included the selection criteria for the audio items. A wide frequency spectrum with 
consistent audible amplitudes was required to ensure that the different test 
conditions would be discernible. A range of audio items with different programme 
characteristics, including inter-channel correlation and covariance, were selected so 
that the dependence of the basic audio quality impairments on these characteristics 
could be tested. 
Experimental procedure was described in Section 2.6. Two groups of trained listeners 
who had received formal listening training, but no task training specific to this 
research, formed the listening panel. Listeners used a software user interface in a 
MUSHRA experiment and completed a familiarisation session where they 
auditioned the audio stimuli and used the interface prior to the main test sessions. 
The statistical analysis used in the experiments were described, including the listener 
screening procedures, statistical assumptions, repeated measures ANOVA and 
regression analysis. The setup, procedures and analysis outlined in this chapter were 
used in two experiments, which are described in the following chapters, to address 
the aims of the thesis. 
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3 Experiment 1- effects of front channel spectral 
distortions on basic audio quality 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes an experiment conducted to investigate the effects of front 
channel spectral distortions on basic audio quality in a multi-channel automotive 
audio system. 
The MUSHRA experimental method, audio material selection process, choice of 
listening panel and test procedure used in this experiment were described in Chapter 
2. The eight audio items that were tested in this experiment are detailed in this 
chapter and reasons given why they met the selection criteria. The six spectral 
distortions that formed the test conditions, to simulate those found in an untreated 
automotive audio environment, are described. Final details of the listening panel are 
also given. 
Analysis of the collected listener responses was conducted. The data was screened to 
ensure that the listeners were able to make consistent basic audio quality ratings of 
identical stimuli. The basic audio quality ratings were examined using repeated 
measures analysis of variance to answer the experimental questions and to 
draw 
conclusions. 
3.2 Aims 
The experiment described in this chapter investigated the 
first aim of this thesis, 
which was to establish if spectral distortions of the front channels of an automotive 
audio system had an effect on basic audio quality, and as a result might 
therefore be 
a priority for automotive audio developers. Digital spectral 
filters were designed to 
simulate a selection of the spectral distortions that can arise 
in an untreated car 
reproduction system, as described in Chapter 1. 
These filters simulated the effects of 
loudspeaker distortions, automotive environment distortions and interactions 
between the automotive environment and the audio output from the 
front 
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loudspeakers. A selection of audio material was processed using the chosen spectral 
filters and a panel of listeners rated the basic audio quality of the processed audio 
material compared with the reference condition specified in Chapter 2. 
The second aim of this research was to establish if spectral distortions were 
dependent on the characteristics of audio material, including inter-channel 
relationships. This was investigated as part of this experiment by including audio 
material with different programme characteristics including a range of inter-channel 
relationships, as specified in the selection criteria in Chapter 2. 
For this first experiment, the spectral filters applied to the front audio channels were 
divided into two groups: one group affecting the centre loudspeaker and its 
interaction with the automotive acoustic environment and the other affecting the left 
and right loudspeakers and their interaction with the automotive acoustic 
environment. This was necessary because different music production techniques 
mean that the centre loudspeaker of a multi-channel audio reproduction system 
often reproduces audio content that is different from the left and right loudspeakers. 
The centre loudspeaker is also subject to localised physical constraints such as 
windscreen reflections and dashboard space restrictions, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
The production techniques that have evolved from monophonic and stereophonic to 
multi-channel audio mean that the left and right loudspeakers tend to reproduce 
similar audio content to each other; physical restrictions such as door enclosure 
volume will be almost symmetrical for these loudspeakers. 
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Four experimental questions were identified: 
" Is there an effect on basic audio quality, when compared with the reference 
condition, of spectral distortions applied to the centre channel of multi- 
channel audio replayed in a multi-channel automotive environment and if so, 
what is the magnitude of effect? 
" Are the basic audio quality ratings for the different centre channel spectral 
distortions dependent upon programme characteristics of the audio items? 
" Is there an effect on basic audio quality, when compared with the reference 
condition, of spectral distortions applied to the left and right channels of 
multi-channel audio replayed in a multi-channel automotive environment 
and if so, what is the magnitude of effect? 
" Are the basic audio quality ratings for the different left and right spectral 
distortions dependent upon programme characteristics of the audio items? 
Investigation of the effects on basic audio quality of spectral alterations to multi- 
channel audio in standard listening room environments, conducted by Zielinski et al. 
[2002a; 2002b; 2003a; 2003b] and Rumsey et al. [2005a], gave evidence of basic audio 
quality degradation when bandwidth limitation was applied to the channels 
concerned. It was therefore expected that applying other spectral distortions to the 
audio material in an automotive environment would also result in a degradation of 
basic audio quality at the listening position for both centre and left and right 
distortions, when compared with the reference condition. It was also expected that 
the nature of the spectral distortion, either in terms of its amplitude or its position in 
the spectrum, would influence the basic audio quality. For example, the 1kHz to 
4kHz frequency range lies within the most sensitive part of human hearing so a 
distortion within this range was likely to be more audible and more detrimental to 
basic audio quality than a similar distortion outside the sensitive hearing range. 
As described in Section 2.5.1, differences exist in audio content distribution between 
left, right and centre channels in typical multi-channel audio material. The spectral 
distortions investigated in this experiment were specified to affect the left and right 
or the centre channels of the reproduced audio, therefore the distribution of the 
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audio sources was likely to have an influence on the result. The effect on basic audio 
quality of the chosen spectral distortions was expected to be dependent upon the 
characteristics of the audio items. For example, it was likely that a centre channel 
spectral distortion might have a detrimental effect on basic audio quality for an 
audio item with a strong central vocal source but a lesser effect on an audio item 
with a distributed vocal source. In the latter case, the left and right channel vocal 
content might mask or otherwise conceal the distortion applied to the centre channel 
in the distributed source. In contrast, it was likely that left and right channel spectral 
distortions might not have a large effect on basic audio quality if the primary content 
of the mix was reproduced mainly through the other channels. However it was 
expected that for the majority of audio items, the primary audio content would be 
reproduced through the left and right channels, particularly where left and right 
channel content was an important component for creating a stable frontal image. It 
was highly likely therefore that the majority of audio items would have been affected 
by the left and right channel spectral distortions. 
3.3 Experiment design 
Based on the experimental methodology and criteria detailed in Chapter 2, an 
experiment (called Experiment 1 from here onwards) was designed to investigate the 
experimental questions identified in Section 3.2. The number of audio items, spectral 
distortions and listeners were chosen to suit the adapted MUSHRA evaluation 
method described in Chapter 1. 
The experimental variables and their components are summarised in Table 3-1. Basic 
audio quality was the perceptual audio attribute selected as the dependent variable. 
Four independent variables were used: audio items, test filters, test session and 
listening group. Eight audio items, including music and speech, were selected. All 
audio items were processed with three centre channel test filters and three left and 
right channel test filters to create the test stimuli. Two groups of trained listeners 
evaluated the stimuli on at least two occasions. The stimulus order was randomised 
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to avoid learning and order effects. The levels of each independent variable are 
described and justified in subsequent sections. 
Dependent Variable: Basic Audio Quality 
Independent Variable 
.................................................................................................................... Audio items 
Centre channel test 
filters 
Levels 
............................................................................................................................................ Classical; Film; Pop; RnB; Rock; Funk; Male 
Speech; Male and Female Speech 
........................................................................................................................ C_6kHz_LPF; C_2.5kHz_Peak; C_LPF&Peak 
Table 3-1 Dependent and independent experimental variables for Experiment 1 
The two groups of test filters (Left and Right; Centre) were specified as part of the 
experiment aims in Section 3.2 because differences exist in music production 
techniques and source distribution to left, right and centre channels and spectral 
distortions in the automotive environment differ between central loudspeakers and 
left and right loudspeakers. The left and right channel filters were not applied to the 
centre channel and vice versa. All listeners assessed all test conditions on two 
occasions so that RM-ANOVA could be used to analyse the data. 
3.3.1 Dependent Variable 
The basic audio quality (BAQ) variable was discussed in Chapter 1. Defined in the 
MUSHRA Recommendation as the single, global attribute used to judge any and all 
detected differences between a reference item and a test item, this description was 
provided to listeners as part of the test instructions 
(described in Section 2.6.2). 
Listeners in the experiment rated BAQ on a 100-point continuous quality scale 
without descriptor labels as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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3.3.2 Independent Variables 
3.3.2.1 Audio items 
The broad selection criteria for the audio material were discussed in Chapter 2. It was 
necessary to choose audio material that fulfilled the following criteria: typical of real- 
world automotive listening; contained audio in the front channels; had a wide and 
even frequency response; exhibited a range of the physical characteristics described 
below. 
Eight musical and speech items were chosen; summary details of the audio items are 
shown in Table B-1 in Appendix B. 1. This set of audio items kept the stimuli set 
within reasonable proportions considering the time, equipment and listener 
resources but represented the main genres typically heard in the automotive audio 
environment (based on research conducted for Harman Becker Automotive Systems 
[Newman, 2005-20081). 
The selected audio items had wide and even frequency content in the front channels 
according to listening sessions and spectral fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis in 
MATLAB [MathWorks, 2005]. The spectral analysis was based on a series of 2048- 
point FFT windows taken over the length of the extract and averaged. An example of 
the spectral analysis plots used to assess the frequency content of each audio item is 
shown in Figure 3-1 with the remaining spectral analysis plots in Appendix B. 2. 
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Figure 3-1 FFT spectral analysis plots of the 5 main channels of the pop audio item for 
Experiment 1 
A range of programme characteristics, including inter-channel correlation, was 
assessed using MATLAB for each audio item. Table 3-2 contains descriptions of the 
analysis variables and the MATLAB code for each characteristic is included in 
Appendix B. 
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Analysis Variable Description 
Percentage Inter-channel correlation based on KLT4 covariance matrices variance in 1st (global measure of correlation between signals). The data Eigenchannel (5 
channels, no LFE) represents the percentages of total variance present in the 1st 
eigenchannel - the greater the percentage variance in this 1st Percentage 
eigenchannel the higher the correlation between the variance in 1st channels. tigenchannel (3 
Front channels) 100% variance = identical audio in all channels used in the 
calculation. Totally uncorrelated audio in all channels is 
shown by 20% variance in the 1st eigenchannel for 5-channels 
(variance equally divided between the 5 eigenchannels) and 
33.3% variance in the 1st eigenchannel for 3-channels 
(variance equally divided between the 3 eigenchannels). 
The two separate variables use 5 channels (left, right, centre, 
left and right surround) and 3 channels (left, right and 
centre) in the calculations. 
............... LR-C Correlation Correlation coefficients (between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates 
coefficient completely correlated signals and 0 indicates completely 
uncorrelated signals). The coefficients were calculated 
between 1) L and C channel and 2) R and C channels. The 
arithmetic mean of 1) and 2) was calculated to give the mean 
correlation of left and right channels relative to the centre 
channel. 
Mean LR-C (RMS the left-right and RMS level difference (in dB) between difference dB) 
centre audio signals. Arithmetic mean of left-centre and 
right-centre RMS level difference. A positive result indicates 
that the left-right channel has a greater RMS level than the 
centre. 
........................ ...... _. .......... .......................................................... ............... ........... ............ . Mean Rear-Front RMS level difference (in dB) between rear and front 
(RMS difference 
channels. Difference between arithmetic mean level of rear dB) 
channels and arithmetic mean level of front channels. A 
positive result indicates that the rear channels have a greater 
RMS level. 
Table 3-2 Descriptions of the analysis variables used to assess programme material 
characteristics in MATLAB for Experiment 1 
Details of the programme characteristic analysis, including inter-channel correlation, 
with a descriptive summary, are shown in Table 3-3. 
4 Karhunen-Löeve transform [Jolliffe, 2002] 
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Table 3-3 Summary of programme characteristics of the eight audio items for Experiment 1 
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3.3.2.2 Spectral filters 
The digital spectral filters that were applied to the selected audio items were based 
on spectral distortions that might occur in the front of a multi-channel automotive 
environment in an untreated vehicle (prior to any processing applied to 'tune' the 
vehicle for retail). The filters were representative of the worst possible cases of 
distortions likely to occur in a real car, based on confidential measurements made in 
a large number of cars by Harman Becker Automotive Systems. The possible spectral 
distortions, as described in Chapter 1, included high frequency limitation, reduced 
bandwidth at high and low frequencies and mid-frequency range notches and peaks 
that were the result of loudspeaker limitations, the acoustic environment and 
interactions between the environment and loudspeakers. 
The untreated vehicle was adapted using a standalone audio system treated with 
frequency equalisation and delay, as described in Chapter 2, to create a reference 
condition vehicle with which filtered audio items were compared. Spectral filters 
were applied to the individual channels of the audio files to simulate selected 
spectral distortions. The processed audio files were replayed through the reference 
condition vehicle audio system to enable listeners to compare the degraded stimuli 
with the reference condition. 
The audio processing was implemented using MATLAB software [MathWorks, 
2005]. Each audio process was designed so that its effects lay above the crossover 
frequency between the main loudspeakers and the sub-woofer of the standalone 
audio system (see Chapter 2 and Appendix A for full details of the crossover 
frequencies). This was to ensure that the processed frequency regions of the test 
stimuli were reproduced through the front channels only and did not form part of 
the audio content sent to the sub-woofer by the digital signal processor in the signal 
chain described in Chapter 2. The audio content below the crossover frequency of all 
processed items would be sent to the sub-woofer as normal. 
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Seven spectral filters were created using finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite 
impulse response (IIR) filters. To avoid group delays on the filtered audio, the zero- 
phase digital filtering technique available in MATLAB was used to ensure phase 
synchronisation between differently filtered channels [Oppenheim and Schafer, 
1989]. This was also necessary to make sure that the filters only altered the 
magnitude of spectral response and did not alter the phase response, as described in 
Section 0.4. As explained in Section 3.3, different filters were used for the centre 
channel and left and right channels. Three filters were created for the centre channel, 
three filters were created for the left and right channels and one further filter was 
created for a low quality anchor. A summary of the spectral filters used to create the 
test stimuli is provided in Table 3-4, including reasons for inclusion. 
The MUSHRA recommendation stipulates the use of a low quality anchor, to provide 
a repeatable stimulus on each test page. The recommended low anchor in the 
MUSHRA specification is a 3.5kHz low pass filter applied to all reproduction 
channels. Preliminary listening in the car and discussion with a number of trained 
listeners indicated that using a low quality anchor with all reproduction channels 
band-limited as per the recommendation, would confuse listeners when all other 
stimuli were processed only in the front channels (left, right and centre) making the 
anchor inconsistent with the characteristics of the remaining test stimuli. An 
alternative 3.5kHz low pass filter was created and applied to the three front channels 
so that the low anchor characteristics remained consistent with those of the 
remaining stimuli. 
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ID Filter Label Description Spectral distortion 
filter simulates 
1 Unprocessed All channels unprocessed Specified by MUSHRA 
Recommendation 
W.... ........... 2 C_6kHz_LPF Centre channel only - Band-limited 
processed with 6kHz low loudspeaker due to size 
pass filter (lpf) restrictions or physical 
obstructions i. e. grille 
aperture ......... ... _ ' .. _ ..... ._.... ................ ..... _............................... 
.......... C_2.5kHz_Peak Centre channel only - Dashboard loudspeaker 
processed with 2.5kHz peak and windscreen 
filter, 12dB magnitude interaction, also 
described as windshield 
loading 
4 C_LPF_and_Peak Centre channel only - Combined distortions 2 
combined processes 2 anti l and .1 (6kHz lpf and 2.5kHz peak) 
15 LR_300Hz_and_1 Left and right channels only 
kHz Peaks - processed with 300Hz and 
1kHz peak filters, 12dB 
( magnitude 
......... 
6 LR_500Hz_Notch 
7 LR Peaks_and_N 
otch 
............... ...... .......... 8 Front_Anchor Low quality anchor - left, 
right and centre channels 
only - 3.5kHz lpf 
Low frequency modes 
due to door enclosure 
space limitations; comb 
filtering due to varied 
surface reflection 
properties 
........................... One possible spectral 
distortion within the 
comb filtered frequency 
region caused by varied 
surface reflection 
properties 
Combined distortions 5 
and6 
Alternative anchor, 
adapted from 
MUSHRA 
Recommendation, for 
stimuli consistency 
Table 3-4 Summary of selected spectral filters used in Experiment 1 with associated spectral 
distortion each filter is intended to simulate 
Examples of the programming code written to process the audio files are included in 
Appendix B. 3. The graph in Figure 3-2 shows the resulting frequency response of the 
designed 6kHz low pass filter (filter 2) and the graph of the frequency response of 
the designed left and right channel 500Hz notch filter (filter 6) is shown in Figure 3-3. 
Left and right channels only 
- processed with 500Hz 
notch filter, 20dB magnitude 
Left and right channels only 
- combined processes 5 and 
6 (300Hz and 1kHz peaks, 
500Hz notch) 
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The graphs for the remaining filters described in Table 3-4 are shown in Appendix 
B. 4. 
Centre 6kHz Low Pass Filter 
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Figure 3-2 Frequency response of 6kHz low pass filter used to process centre channel of 
audio items 
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Figure 3-3 Frequency response of 500Hz notch filter used to process left and right channels 
of audio items 
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3.3.2.3 Test Sessions 
Listeners completed the test in two separate sessions on different days. The repeat 
sessions allowed listeners' performance to be assessed. The initial test session 
consisted of a short familiarisation during which listeners were able to audition all of 
the test stimuli, use the PDA hardware and try the software user interface; this was 
followed by the first full test run. This style of familiarisation session was in 
accordance with the MUSHRA Recommendation [ITU-R, 2003]. The second full test 
run was completed during the second session, following a written reminder of the 
test instructions. 
3.3.2.4 Listening Group 
A total of 26 listeners (from Harman and Surrey as described in Section 2.6.1) 
participated in the listening test. The differences in listener training between the 
Harman and Surrey listeners, as described in Chapter 2, made it necessary to carry 
out post-screening of the listening test data to avoid discrepancies in performance 
and to reduce the noise in the dataset. This was completed following the experiment, 
based upon the listeners' ability to detect the hidden reference and their 
inconsistency between test sessions and is reported in Appendix C. 
3.3.3 Test procedure 
Each test run consisted of eight consecutive screens on the PDA, with each audio 
item presented on a separate screen in a random order that was different for each 
listener. On each screen, the eight test stimuli, presented in a random order for each 
page, were compared with the identified reference condition (shown by R on the 
interface). An additional 'hidden' reference item was included on each test page as a 
test stimulus, to provide a comparator for analysing listener performance. The 
presence of, and grading procedure for the hidden reference was made explicit to the 
listeners in the test instructions. The alternative low quality anchor, defined in 
Section 3.3.2.2, was included on each page to provide a repeatable stimulus. Unlike 
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the hidden reference item, listeners were not informed of the presence of this low 
quality anchor and treated it as an additional test stimulus. 
3.4 Analysis 
3.4.1 Data Screening 
Following the listening tests, the BAQ scores provided by the listeners were screened 
to improve the data signal-to-noise ratio using the methods described in Section 
2.7.1. 
The listener performance analysis, which is included in Appendix C. 1, showed that 
discrimination of the hidden reference was challenging and intra-listener 
inconsistency (between test sessions) was moderately high, even for experienced 
listeners who had been familiarised with the test task and audio material. 
Following the initial analysis, additional test sessions were carried out using the 
same experimental procedure to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the dataset. 
Prior to the additional sessions taking place, the Harman and Surrey listening groups 
were compared (see Appendix C) and their results found to be highly correlated. It 
was therefore decided to use only the Harman listening panel in the additional test 
sessions to reduce the burden on experimental resources such as the vehicle and 
listening panel. 
The Harman listening group completed three additional test runs and further listener 
performance analysis was carried out. The data from all sessions completed 
by the 
Harman listening group was analysed according to the method in Section 2.7.1 and 
compared with the original Surrey data, as shown in Appendix C. 
It was decided to retain the entire Harman listening panel because their 
hidden 
reference discrimination 
had improved with the additional test sessions. The six 
Surrey listeners with the lowest mean BAQ scores for the hidden reference were 
removed from the dataset, 
leaving twenty listeners in the final dataset. 
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3.4.2 Experimental Results 
The basic audio quality scores in the screened dataset were analysed using the 
methods described in Section 2.7.2 to test the experimental questions identified in 
Section 3.2. RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data and was divided according to 
the two types of spectral distortions, those applied to the centre channel and to the 
left and right channels. Detailed tables can be found in Appendix C and the analysis 
is discussed in the following sections. 
3.4.2.1 Centre channel distortions 
For the spectral distortions applied to the centre channel, the statistical assumptions 
were checked (Appendix C. 2.1). Mauchly's test of sphericity was violated for all 
experimental factors (Distortion; Audio) and interactions (Distortion*Audio) so the 
lower-bound estimate was used to correct the degrees of freedom in the RM- 
ANOVA, as described in Section 2.7.2. 
Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the centre channel spectral 
distortions and the low quality anchor (shown in Appendix C. 2.2) were examined. 
The scores assigned to the test stimuli and the low quality anchor stimuli showed 
that listeners had used the full range of the BAQ scale; this indicated that listeners 
were able to use the basic audio quality scale to discriminate between the full range 
of spectral distortions, including the anchors. 
The main analysis can be found in Appendix C. 2.3; the results showed that the 
spectral distortions (Distortion), audio items (Audio) and the 2-way interaction 
between them (Distortion*Audio) had a significant effect on basic audio quality. 
In response to the first experimental question, the significant effect of the Distortion 
factor meant that at least one significant difference existed between the BAQ scores 
of the different spectral distortions. This showed that at least one of the tested 
spectral distortions had a statistically significant effect on basic audio quality. The 
magnitude of effect of Distortion, measured using partial eta squared, was 0.855 
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which suggested a strong effect on BAQ. The graph in Figure 3-4 shows the mean 
scores and 95% confidence intervals for the centre channel spectral distortions, 
averaged across all audio items, for which at least one significant difference in BAQ 
scores exists between pairs of distortions. The low pass filter distortion had the least 
effect on BAQ of the three distortions, followed by the 2.5kHz peak distortion and 
finally the combined peak and low pass filter distortion had the greatest effect on 
BAQ. 
o 
v 
a 
Figure 3-4 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, averaged across all audio items 
According to the listening test instructions, the reference condition (labelled 
Unprocessed) should have been rated at 100 on the BAQ scale on each occasion it 
appeared in the test. However, the listener analysis described in Section 3.4.1 
indicated that listeners found it challenging to identify consistently the hidden 
reference; this is also shown in Figure 3-4. Despite the lower BAQ scores given to the 
reference condition, pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni correction (see Appendix 
C. 2.4), indicated that the BAQ scores for each spectral distortion were significantly 
different from the reference condition and from every other spectral distortion. 
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The effects on BAQ of the spectral distortions for the individual audio items were 
analysed separately because the RM-ANOVA showed a significant interaction 
between Distortion and Audio, although the magnitude of effect was smaller than for 
the Distortion factor alone. This indicated that differences existed in the effects on 
BAQ of the spectral distortions dependent upon the audio item, which needed 
further investigation to answer the second experimental question. 
Pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni correction, were used to analyse the 
differences between the mean BAQ scores of the spectral distortions for the 
individual audio items. Results (included in Appendix C. 2.5) showed that for all 
eight audio items at least one of the tested spectral distortions was significantly 
different from the reference condition. This confirmed that the BAQ scores for the 
different spectral distortions were dependent on the audio item. 
For five of the items, the mean BAQ scores for all of the spectral distortions were 
significantly different from the reference; these items were the Film, Pop, RnB, Male 
Speech and Mixed Speech items. The significant differences in BAQ score existed 
despite the reference condition having been scored lower than 100 on the BAQ scale, 
as previously discussed. 
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The graph in Figure 3-5 shows the mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals 
for the RnB item for which all distortions had significantly different BAQ scores from 
the reference condition (labelled Unprocessed). 
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Figure 3-5 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, for the RnB audio item 
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In contrast, for three of the audio items (Classical, Rock and Funk) fewer of the 
spectral distortions had significant effects on BAQ. For the Funk item shown in 
Figure 3-6, the combined 6kHz low pass and 2.5kHz peak filter was the only 
distortion for which BAQ score was significantly different from the reference 
condition (labelled Unprocessed). 
1 
Distortion 
Figure 3-6 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, for the Funk audio item 
The data included in Section 3.3.2.1 to define the programme characteristics was 
examined to determine reasons for the differences between the effects of the spectral 
distortions on BAQ for the different audio items. 
For the Male Speech item in which all channels were identical, it was expected that 
reduction in the energy in selected regions of the frequency response of the centre 
channel, introduced by the low pass filter distortion, might have been compensated 
for by the energy in that region produced by the remaining unaltered channels. In 
contrast it was expected that the spectral distortions that introduced additional 
energy to the frequency spectrum, particularly in the 1kHz - 4kHz 
frequency range, 
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which is very sensitive in humans, would have increased the total energy and 
therefore had an effect on BAQ compared with the reference condition. 
Contrary to some expectations, the BAQ of all of the test spectral distortions were 
significantly different from the BAQ of the reference condition for the Male Speech 
item. This suggested that BAQ was particularly susceptible to spectral distortions in 
the centre channel when speech was identical in all channels, regardless of whether 
the energy in the centre channel was increased or decreased in the tested frequency 
regions. It was considered that changes to the centre channel might have audibly 
altered the spatial imaging because the frontal image was no longer contiguous, in 
addition to the spectral balance, therefore affecting the overall impression of the 
audio. However, work by Zielinski et al. [2005] has shown that spatial effects have a 
much smaller influence on basic audio quality than timbral effects, therefore it was 
more likely that the spectral effects of the distortions had the dominant effect on 
BAQ. 
It was also likely that listeners were concentrating solely on the single voice that was 
present in the Male Speech item. Although the spectral alterations were only applied 
to the centre channel and therefore only affected a small proportion of the overall 
sound image, no alternative sound sources were present to distract the listeners' 
attention away from even minor changes in the vocal source. If a distinct sound effect 
or second voice had been present this might have altered the perception of the 
spectral alteration. 
The detection of changes in speech audio items, also agrees with work by Soulodre et 
al. [2003] who found that listeners were able to detect loudness differences in speech 
items more readily than in other audio items, most likely due to the voice being a 
listener's most familiar sound. It was possible that listeners were particularly 
sensitive to the loss of brightness of the voice when the low pass 
filter was applied or 
an increase in sharpness or shrillness when the 2.5kHz peak 
filter was applied, 
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whereas listeners might have had a greater tolerance to these changes in other audio 
material. 
The Mixed Speech audio item had different centre channel content from the 
remaining four main channels, which were identical. The correlation coefficient 
between the centre channel and the left and right channels was 0, which indicated 
that the centre channel content was uncorrelated with the left and right channel 
content. It was expected that this would lead to significant differences in BAQ scores 
for all distortions because alterations in the energy at different frequencies were less 
likely to be compensated for or hidden by the other channels when the audio was 
uncorrelated. It was also possible that the different vocal sources in the other 
channels might distract the listener from the central vocal source, therefore making 
spectral distortions less audible. 
The results showed that the BAQ of all of the tested spectral distortions was scored 
significantly differently from the reference condition. It was therefore likely that the 
different content in the centre channel made the distortions more obvious and 
audible to the listener. Although the Mixed Speech item had a distinct, female voice 
in the centre channel with a male voice in the four remaining channels, the male 
voice did not distract attention away from the female speech source enough for the 
spectral distortions to be inaudible; as for the Male Speech item it was likely that the 
familiarity of the human voice to listeners made tolerance of changes much lower. It 
was also likely that listeners detected changes in the brightness and sharpness of the 
voice, which altered their opinion of BAQ. 
The audio item analysis shown in Table 3-3 was seemingly contradictory for the RnB 
item. The centre channel of the RnB item was totally uncorrelated with the left and 
right channels, but the percentage variance in the 1st KLT eigenchannel was quite 
high for both the 5-channel and 3-channel KLT analysis. This was attributed to the 
musical content in each channel, which featured consistent rhythm and 
bass lines 
across all main channels with 
different voices in each channel but with the vocal 
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content biased towards the front channels. This would have elevated the overall 
inter-channel correlation due to the nature of the musical accompaniment but meant 
that the centre channel was uncorrelated with the left and right channels because of 
the differing vocal content in the front channels. 
It was also expected that the BAQ scores would be affected by the distortions despite 
the possible distractions by the musical content in the left, right and rear channels 
from changes in the front channels because the vocal content would be exposed. It 
was also supposed that the different energy in each frequency region in the other 
channels would result in less opportunity for the effects of the spectral distortions on 
the centre channel energy to be compensated for or hidden. As the graph in Figure 3- 
5 and the pairwise comparisons showed, the RnB item had the largest differences of 
the eight audio items in mean BAQ score between the reference and each of the 
spectral distortions. This indicated that the uncorrelated centre channel with the 
isolated vocals, similar to the Mixed and Male Speech items, made the effects of the 
centre channel distortions more audible. 
The Film and Pop items had highly correlated front channels, with vocal sources 
distributed across the three front channels. It was expected that the energy in the left 
and right channels might have made the distortions less audible by compensating for 
missing energy in the centre channel or that musical content in the left, right or rear 
channels might distract the listener from spectral distortions in certain frequency 
regions. However, the inter-channel RMS level differences also showed that the front 
channels were greater in level than the rear channels and that the centre channel was 
greater in level than the left and right channels. The greater level in the centre 
channel was therefore suggested as the reason that significant differences were 
evident in the results between the BAQ scores of the reference condition and the test 
conditions. The audibility of the distortion might therefore be dependent upon the 
centre channel level regardless of the inter-channel correlation. 
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For those audio items where the spectral distortions had limited effects (Classical, 
Rock and Funk), the Funk item was the least affected. It was expected that the Funk 
item might have been less susceptible to the spectral distortions because it had 
relatively high percentage variance in the 1St eigenchannel for the three front 
channels. This indicated that the front channels were highly correlated and that the 
left and right channels were likely to compensate for or mask changes in energy in 
the centre channel. It was also suggested that the musical content of the other 
channels, which had a large number of instruments and a fairly complex musical 
structure, might have drawn the listeners' attention away from the channel that was 
altered. The results were in agreement with this expectation and showed that only 
the BAQ of the combined low pass and peak filter was significantly different from 
the reference. It was also suggested that the greater RMS level of the left and right 
channels relative to the centre channel might have also reduced the audibility of the 
effects on the centre channel of the spectral distortions. 
The Classical and Rock items had two perceived significant differences in BAQ from 
the reference condition (for the peak and combined filters). The BAQ scores for the 
low pass filter were not significantly different from the reference. 
The Classical item had relatively low percentage variance in the 1st eigenchannel 
(indicating less correlated signals) and low correlation between the centre and left 
and right channels. It was expected that the effects of the distortions might have been 
audible due to a lower likelihood of missing energy in the centre channel being 
compensated for by the left and right channels or additional energy being masked. 
Although two of the three spectral distortions met this expectation the low pass filter 
did not have a significant effect on the BAQ scores. Examination of the spectral 
analysis (see Figure B-1 in Appendix B. 2) showed that the frequency content was 
very similar in all front channels; therefore the effects of the low pass 
filter in the 
centre channel might 
have been compensated for by the spectral content in the left 
and right channels. 
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In contrast, the front channels of the Rock item were not very correlated, but the 
greater RMS level in the left and right channels relative to the centre channel was 
likely to have compensated for the loss of energy in the frequency region affected by 
the low pass filter distortion similar to the Funk item. 
It was also observed for some of the audio items, where the BAQ of the combined 
distortions was significantly different from the reference condition, that the BAQ of 
the combined low pass and peak distortion was not significantly different from that 
of the peak distortion. It was concluded that the effects on BAQ of the combined 
distortion for these audio items were mostly due to the increase in energy caused by 
the 2.5kHz peak component of the distortion. This suggested that the addition of a 
low pass filter to an item with a 2.5kHz peak would have a negligible effect on basic 
audio quality. The graph in Figure 3-7, for the Film item, was a good example of this 
effect. 
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Figure 3-7 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, for Film audio item 
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3.4.2.2 Left and Right Channel Distortions 
As with the centre channel distortions, statistical assumptions were checked 
(Appendix C. 3.1) and where the assumption of sphericity was violated the lower- 
bound correction was used. Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals were 
also examined for the left and right channel distortions and anchor (see Appendix 
C. 3.2). As for the centre channel distortions, the listeners used the full range of the 
BAQ scale and had therefore been able to use the BAQ scale to discriminate between 
the different spectral distortions. 
The spectral distortions (Distortion), audio items (Audio) and the 2-way interaction 
between Distortion and Audio were shown to have had a significant effect on basic 
audio quality by the results of the RM-ANOVA, seen in Appendix C. 3.3. 
The third experimental question was answered by this result; the BAQ of at least one 
of the tested spectral distortions was significantly different from that of the reference 
condition with a high magnitude of effect (partial eta squared = 0.821). The graph in 
Figure 3-8 shows the mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the left and 
right channel spectral distortions, averaged across all audio items, for which at least 
one significant difference in BAQ scores exists between pairs of distortions. The 
500Hz notch had the least effect on BAQ, followed by the combined peaks and notch 
filter and finally the 300Hz and 1kHz peaks filter. 
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Figure 3-8 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for left and right channel spectral 
distortions, averaged across all audio items 
As previously mentioned, the reference condition (labelled Unprocessed) should 
always have been rated at 100 on the BAQ scale. However, the listener analysis 
showed that listeners found it challenging to identify repeatedly the hidden reference 
resulting in a mean BAQ score below 100 for the reference condition as shown in 
Figure 3-8. Pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni correction (see Appendix C. 3.4), 
showed that the BAQ scores for each spectral distortion were significantly different 
from the reference condition and from every other spectral distortion despite the 
lower BAQ scores given to the reference condition. 
The significant effect on BAQ of the 2-way interaction (Distortion*Audio) shown in 
the RM-ANOVA led to the separate analysis of the eight audio items using pairwise 
comparisons with Bonferroni correction to investigate the fourth experimental 
question. The magnitude of effect for the Distortion*Audio 2-way interaction was 
smaller than for the Distortion factor alone, but the significance indicated that 
differences between the effects on BAQ of the spectral distortions were dependent 
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upon the audio item. Results are shown in Appendix C. 3.5 and significant differences 
from the reference condition existed for at least one spectral distortion for all eight 
audio items. 
Seven of the eight audio items had significant differences in BAQ between the 
reference and all left and right channel distortions. The graph in Figure 3-9 shows the 
mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the Male Speech and Rock items. 
Although all of the BAQ scores for the tested spectral distortions were significantly 
different from the reference condition in both audio items, it is also clear from the 
graph that the size of the effect was different. The difference in BAQ scores is 
relatively small for the Male Speech item with all of the scores in the top third of the 
scale whilst for the Rock item the scores are spread across the majority of the scale. 
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Figure 3-9 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for left and right channel spectral 
distortions, for the Male speech (grey) and Rock (black) audio items 
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The RnB item was the only audio item where not all of the spectral distortions had 
significantly different BAQ scores from the reference condition; the BAQ score for the 
500Hz notch distortion was shown by the pairwise comparisons to be statistically 
similar to the reference. The graph in Figure 3-10 shows mean BAQ scores and 
confidence intervals for the RnB audio item. 
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Figure 3-10 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for left and right channel 
spectral distortions, for the RnB audio item 
The programme characteristic data in Section 3.3.2.1 was examined for the different 
audio items to establish reasons for the differences in BAQ for the different spectral 
distortions. 
The BAQ scores of the majority of audio items were significantly affected by all of the 
left and right channel spectral distortions. This was in agreement with expectations; 
the other reproduction channels were unlikely to compensate for or conceal changes 
in the energy in the left and right channels caused by the spectral distortions because 
the contribution of these two channels to the overall energy of the audio 
reproduction was large. The distortions therefore affected BAQ regardless of the 
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inter-channel correlation or the inter-channel level differences of the majority of 
audio items. It was also likely that the left and right channels (in combination with 
the centre channel) contained a high proportion of the musical focus such as vocals, 
reducing the likelihood of musical content in the other channels drawing the 
listeners' attention from the spectral distortions. 
However, for the RnB audio item, the BAQ scores for the 500Hz notch distortion 
were not significantly different from the reference. Examination of the programme 
characteristics in Table 3-3 did not provide immediate evidence why this item might 
be different from the other audio items. The percentage variance in the 1st 
eigenchannel for this item indicated that the audio signals in all channels were highly 
correlated - similar to the Film item for which the 500Hz notch filter did have an 
effect on BAQ. The front channel correlation was low, which should have increased 
the likelihood of the distortions having an effect on BAQ because the centre channel 
was less likely to contain energy to compensate for the lost energy in the left and 
right channels. The left and right channels were greater in level than the centre 
channel, which was expected to increase further the audibility of the distortion. The 
main difference from the other audio items was that the rear channels were 
approximately 3dB greater in level than the front channels, which might have led to 
some compensation for the loss of energy in the 500Hz region in the left and right 
channels. However, examination of the spectral analysis plots (Figure B-6, Appendix 
B. 10), revealed that the left and right channels had lower amplitudes than the centre 
channel around the 500Hz region in the unprocessed audio item; it was possible that 
the centre channel content compensated for the energy deficit at 500Hz due to the 
filter in the left and right channels, therefore making the 500Hz notch filter less 
audible at the listening position. This was also the audio item that 
had differing vocal 
content in each channel and where the centre channel distortions were audible. 
The 
strength of the centre channel vocal content in combination with the greater energy 
in the 500Hz region in the centre channel might have distracted the listener from the 
spectral distortion in the 
left and right channels. 
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3.4.3 Conclusions 
The conclusions from Experiment 1 are summarised in this section. Conclusions were 
drawn for each experimental question and their consequences for automotive audio 
highlighted. 
In response to the first experimental question, centre channel spectral distortions had 
a significant effect on basic audio quality with a large effect size. The characteristics 
of the different audio items were examined and found to have had an effect on the 
basic audio quality of the centre channel spectral distortions. The BAQ of all audio 
items was significantly affected by at least one spectral distortion, answering the 
second experimental question. 
For five of the eight audio items all of the tested centre channel spectral distortions 
had a significant effect on BAQ compared with the reference condition. The nature of 
the audio items, including their inter-channel correlation and spectral or musical 
content were discussed in relation to the BAQ scores. It was suggested that where 
vocal sources were a focal point in the centre channel or were the sole audio source, 
the spectral distortions were more audible. For speech audio items, it was suggested 
that the familiarity of the human voice increased the listeners' ability to detect 
impairments, regardless of the content of the non-degraded channels and the inter- 
channel relationships. 
For the three audio items (Classical, Rock and Funk) where only one or two 
distortions had a significant effect on basic audio quality, specific aspects of the 
audio item programme characteristics such as inter-channel correlation, spectral 
channel content and inter-channel level difference were suggested as responsible for 
masking, compensating for or otherwise concealing the change in the signal, 
resulting in the distortions being less audible. Complex musical content in the other 
channels was also suggested as a distractive source that drew the listeners' attention 
away from selected spectral distortions. 
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The left and right channel spectral distortions were found to have a significant effect 
of large magnitude on basic audio quality, which answered the third experimental 
question. The programme characteristics were examined in relation to the left and 
right spectral distortions, for the fourth experimental question; it was found that for 
all but one of the audio items, the effects of the spectral distortions were significantly 
different from the reference condition. Due to the significant contribution of the left 
and right channels to the overall audio reproduction energy and to the likelihood of 
them reproducing the main musical sources, it was unlikely that other channels 
would have reproduced enough energy to mask or conceal the distortions in the left 
and right channels or to distract the listeners with focal musical sources. 
However, for the RnB item the 500Hz notch was not significantly different from the 
reference condition. It was concluded that this might have been due to the lower 
amplitude in the left and right channels around the 500Hz region, making 
compensation for this loss of energy more likely by the centre channel and the rear 
channels. It was also likely that the strong vocal source in the centre channel was a 
focal point for listeners, thus distracting them from the 500Hz notch spectral 
distortion in the left and right channels 
The consequences of these conclusions for automotive audio were considered. The 
spectral distortions that were simulated in the vehicle using spectral filters would 
typically be equalised from the audio system, prior to marketing, by automotive 
audio manufacturers. However these conclusions indicated which distortions could 
not be ignored and which might perhaps require less engineering time and signal 
processing resources. 
The spectral distortions that included a 2.5kHz peak in the centre channel were 
designed to imitate the interaction between signals from a dashboard-mounted 
loudspeaker and the windscreen. The significant effect on basic audio quality of the 
2.5kHz peak distortions indicated that the presence of this distortion would need to 
be corrected for all of the audio items in Experiment 1 in order 
for BAQ not to be 
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significantly affected. The interaction between the centre loudspeaker and the 
windscreen should therefore be a priority distortion for automotive engineers to 
correct prior to marketing, regardless of the audio genre (based on this selection of 
audio material). 
For the Rock, Funk and Classical items used in Experiment 1, the centre channel 
could be band limited down to 6kHz, which indicated that a smaller loudspeaker 
could possibly be used, dependent upon the requirements of the end users. In 
addition, it was noted that for some audio items band limitation to 6kHz had a 
negligible effect on BAQ where the 2.5kHz loudspeaker-windscreen interaction was 
present. This suggested that correction of the windscreen-loudspeaker interaction 
was of greater priority where both conditions existed. This could be achieved by 
installing a loudspeaker closer to the apex of the dashboard and windscreen to 
reduce the amplitudes of spectral ripples in the middle frequency region; a smaller 
loudspeaker might be required due to space restrictions, but this would be possible 
due to the smaller perceived effects of high frequency band-limitation in the centre 
loudspeaker. 
In contrast, with the exception of the RnB item, all of the left and right channel 
spectral distortions affected BAQ compared with the reference for all audio items. 
This indicated that mid-frequency spectrum peaks and a 500Hz notch in the left and 
right channels would need to be equalised prior to marketing in order minimise 
effects on BAQ for the tested audio items. This would almost certainly require the 
comb-filtering effects that result from varied surface reflection properties in the 
vehicle to be counteracted using equalisation or alteration of the absorption 
properties inside the cabin. 
From the results in this experiment it was concluded that the effects of the centre 
channel spectral distortions on basic audio quality were more programme dependent 
than for left and right channel distortions. It was therefore decided to concentrate on 
additional centre channel spectral distortions in a second experiment; this was 
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advantageous for the research, enabling the investigation of a wider range of centre 
channel distortions and the ability to determine if a different set of centre channel 
distortions were also programme dependent. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter described an experiment to investigate the effects on basic audio quality 
of spectral distortions in the centre channel and left and right channels. For each type 
of distortion (centre; left and right), the first aim was to determine if they had a 
significant effect on basic audio quality and to what extent. The second aim was to 
investigate if the effects were dependent upon the characteristics of the programme 
material. 
The listening test used the MUSHRA method to test the effects of three centre 
channel distortions and three left and right channel distortions on eight different 
audio items. The audio items were chosen from different genres and had different 
programme characteristics including inter-channel correlations and inter-channel 
level differences. 
It was found that both centre channel and left and right channel spectral distortions 
had a significant effect of large magnitude on basic audio quality. The left and right 
channel distortions had a significant effect on basic audio quality for seven of the 
eight audio items. The BAQ score of the RnB item was not significantly different 
from the reference for the 500Hz notch distortion; this was attributed to the possible 
compensation of the lost energy in the left and right channels by the other channels 
in this particular frequency region and to the attention of the listener being drawn to 
focal vocals in the centre channel. 
Centre channel distortions were found to have more programme-dependent 
variations in basic audio quality; five items were significantly affected by all spectral 
distortions but three showed a smaller number of effects. The basic audio quality of 
the Funk item in particular was only affected by the combined peak and low pass 
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filter distortion; this was attributed to the greater level in the left and right channels 
which would have increased signal masking and energy compensation for the centre 
channel. 
It was also concluded that automotive audio engineers would need to counteract the 
spectral distortions caused by interactions between the centre loudspeaker and the 
windscreen in order to not affect basic audio quality. Additionally, distortions in the 
left and right channels caused by reflected waves and different absorption properties 
in the car cabin, resulting in comb-filtering, would need to be equalised prior to 
marketing to avoid basic audio quality degradation. In contrast, for the Classical, 
Rock and Funk items in this experiment, the centre channel could be band limited to 
6kHz without significantly affecting the basic audio quality. 
The centre channel distortions were more programme-dependent than the left and 
right channel distortions so it was decided that a further experiment would use a 
broad range of centre channel spectral distortions to widen the scope of the research. 
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4 Experiment 2- effects of centre channel spectral 
distortions on basic audio quality in a multi- 
channel automotive audio system 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, it was concluded that both left and right channel and centre channel 
spectral distortions had an effect on basic audio quality. The effects on basic audio 
quality were dependent on the characteristics of the audio material; the spectral 
distortions were highlighted, masked or compensated for by energy in the other 
reproduction channels or the musical content resulted in the listeners' attention being 
drawn to or away from the distortions by strong vocal sources or complex 
instrumental content. It was concluded that the centre channel distortions were more 
programme-dependent than the left and right channel distortions and that it would 
be advantageous to design a second experiment; the scope of the further experiment 
was to investigate the effect on basic audio quality of further spectral distortions in 
the centre channel of an automotive audio system. 
The experimental procedure for this investigation was used in the previous 
experiment with full details given in Chapter 2. The vehicle setup, MUSHRA 
experimental method, audio material selection process and test procedure were 
retained from the previous experiment but slight adjustments were made to the 
listening test user interface following listener suggestions. 
In this chapter, the eight audio items used in this experiment are described, with 
reasons for their selection. Seven spectral distortions were tested; their design and 
implementation is detailed. As in Chapter 3, the basic audio quality ratings were 
analysed using RM-ANOVA and pairwise comparisons to test the experimental 
questions and conclusions drawn. 
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4.2 Aims 
In Chapter 3, it was concluded that to concentrate on an additional range of centre 
channel spectral distortions was advantageous for the research, and would broaden 
the conclusions regarding the effects on BAQ of a greater range of centre channel 
distortions. 
The aim of this experiment, hereafter called Experiment 2, was to investigate a broad 
range of spectral distortions in the centre channel of a multi-channel automotive 
audio system that can arise in an untreated vehicle, as described in Chapter 1. As in 
Experiment 1, spectral test filters were used to simulate loudspeaker distortions, 
automotive environment distortions and interactions between the automotive 
environment and the audio output from the front loudspeakers. 
The selection of audio material included discrete and up-mixed multi-channel 
material typical of consumer automotive audio listening according to surveys 
conducted on behalf of Harman Becker Automotive Systems [Newman, 2005-2008]. 
The audio items were chosen from radio, digital versatile disc (DVD) and compact 
disc (CD) to test different source media and up-mix processing available in modern 
automotive audio systems. The different source media resulted in a range of audio 
item characteristics; the items were analysed, as described in Chapter 2, to ensure 
that a range of characteristics was included. This meant that the dependence of basic 
audio quality on programme characteristics for different spectral distortions could be 
investigated. 
As with the experiment described in Chapter 3, the audio items were processed 
using zero-phase digital spectral filters designed in MATLAB. These were assessed 
by comparison to the reference condition specified in Chapter 2, by a panel of trained 
listeners using the MUSHRA method and the basic audio quality perceptual 
attribute. 
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Two experimental questions were identified: 
" Is there an effect on basic audio quality, when compared with the reference 
condition, of spectral distortions applied to the centre channel of multi- 
channel audio replayed in a multi-channel automotive environment and if so, 
what is the magnitude of effect? 
" Are the basic audio quality ratings for the different spectral distortions 
dependent upon programme characteristics of the audio items, including 
different audio sources? 
As in the first experiment, it was expected that applying spectral distortions to the 
centre channel would have a detrimental effect on the basic audio quality, dependent 
on the magnitude and frequency range of the distortion. By testing only centre 
channel distortions in this experiment, it was however expected that basic audio 
quality might not be significantly affected in certain cases where the centre channel 
output was concealed by greater amplitudes, similar spectral content or focal musical 
content in other channels. It was therefore important to include a range of severity in 
the spectral distortions and a range of programme characteristics where the 
opportunities for the centre channel distortions to be concealed were varied. 
It was also expected that some audio sources might be less affected by spectral 
distortions than others due to the distribution of source content such as vocals, 
speech or sound effects. For example, it was considered likely that radio news (up- 
mixed to multi-channel) with speech distributed fairly evenly across all channels 
would not be affected by centre channel distortions due to concealment of the 
distortions by the remaining unaltered channel content. However, it was found in 
Experiment 1 that speech items were significantly affected by spectral distortions, 
possibly due to the speech providing the focal point of the listener and the 
familiarity 
of the human voice reducing the tolerance of the listener to perceptual changes. 
Despite this, using an up-mixed radio source might result in a different outcome, as a 
result of the signal compression used in digital radio broadcasting. 
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In contrast, the centre channel content of designated multi-channel audio items from 
DVD-audio sources with diverse source distribution was less likely to be masked by 
other channels and it was therefore expected that the spectral distortions would be 
more audible. However, it was also likely that complex musical content with 
different focal points in multi-channel sources might distract the listener from some 
spectral distortions, or draw attention to them if they affected a focal vocal in the 
centre channel for example. 
4.3 Experiment design 
Using the experimental methodology and criteria described in Chapter 2 and the 
experiment design detailed in Chapter 3, an experiment was devised to investigate 
the experimental questions identified in Section 4.2. 
Table 4-1 summarises the experimental variables and their levels including basic 
audio quality as the dependent variable, as in the previous experiment. Three 
independent variables were used: audio items, test filters and test session. 
Dependent Variable: Basic Audio Quality 
Independent Variable 
Audio items 
Centre channel test 
filters 
Levels of Variable 
Radio News; Radio Play; Radio Speech; CD Pop; 
DVD Easy; DVD Pop; DVD Classical; DVD Jazz 
C_4kHz_LPF; C_2kHz_LPF; C_300Hz_HPF; 
C_500Hz_HPF; Wide Band-limiter; 
Narrow_Band-limiter; C_2.5kHz_Peak 
Test session Ti; T2; T3 
Table 4-1 Dependent and independent experimental variables for Experiment 2 
A full-factorial design was used and all listeners assessed all test conditions on three 
occasions. This enabled the use of repeated-measures ANOVA in the statistical 
analysis. 
It was shown in Experiment 1 that the BAQ scores from the two groups of trained 
listeners from Harman and Surrey were highly correlated (Appendix C. 1.3) therefore 
a single group of listeners was used in this experiment. The listener panel was drawn 
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from the Harman group because it minimised the time requirements for the test 
vehicle due to its location at the Harman site. 
Eight audio items, both music and speech, from multiple media sources including 
DVD, CD and radio were selected. All audio items were processed with seven centre 
channel test filters to create the test stimuli. The listeners evaluated the stimuli on 
three occasions. The stimulus order was randomised to avoid learning effects and 
inter-listener experimental bias. The components of each experimental variable are 
described and justified in subsequent sections. 
4.3.1 Dependent Variable 
The basic audio quality attribute was used with the same definition as Experiment 1 
and as defined in the MUSHRA Recommendation. The definition was provided to 
listeners as part of the test instructions (described in Section 2.6.2) and the listeners 
rated BAQ on the 100-point continuous quality scale. 
4.3.2 Independent Variables 
4.3.2.1 Programme items 
The audio material selection criteria were discussed in Chapter 2. Audio material 
was chosen that was applicable to real-world automotive listening, had audio 
present in the front channels, had a wide and even frequency response and had a 
range of physical characteristics such as inter-channel relationships. The additional 
criterion for this experiment was to include audio from different media sources that 
are used in modern automotive audio environments. These extended the different 
programme characteristics and made the audio selection more widely representative 
of real-world automotive listening. 
Eight musical and speech items were chosen with consideration for the time, 
equipment and listener resources to limit the proportions of the stimuli set. The 
audio selection represented the main genres typically heard in the automotive audio 
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environment (based on research conducted for Harman Becker Automotive Systems 
[Newman, 2005-2008]) but different media sources were included which represented 
a selection of the media systems available in modern vehicles. As part of the different 
media types, it was necessary to use multi-channel up-mix processing to convert 2- 
channel audio sources, such as CD and DAB-radio, to 5-channel sources so that they 
could be reproduced through the multi-channel automotive audio system. 
The two-channel radio sources were digitally recorded from a Digital Audio 
Broadcast (DAB) radio source onto a hard disk without compression; any 
degradation in quality that might arise due to broadcast compression would be 
consistent with the use of a DAB product in the car. These were then reproduced, 
along with the CD sources, through a Dolby Pro-Logic II multi-channel processor 
and recorded as 5-channel, 48kHz sampling frequency, 16-bit wave audio files. 
Different up-mix processing was selected for each source; these were selected as 
appropriate for each source based on listening sessions to compare different 
processing modes. The two radio items were processed using the 'Matrix' mode, 
recommended by Dolby for reproducing two-channel radio sources in a multi- 
channel automotive audio environment [Dolby Laboratories Inc., 2006]. The CD 
music item was processed using the 'Music' mode which steered selected audio to 
the centre channel during the up-mix process; central images in the two-channel 
source were steered to the centre channel output rather than distributing the images 
between the three front channels because this represented a more realistic multi- 
channel output where central images are directed to the centre channel only. No 
additional options, such as panorama or dimension, were selected because these 
settings were determined to be inconsistent with a typical multi-channel audio 
source. 
Listening sessions and fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectral analysis using MATLAB 
[MathWorks, 2005] were carried out, as in Experiment 1, to ensure the frequency 
content of the audio items was wide and even. 
The spectral analysis was based on a 
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series of 2048-point FFT windows taken over the length of the extract and averaged. 
Figure 4-1 shows the spectral analysis plots of the 5 channels of the radio news item; 
the spectral analysis plots for the remaining audio items are shown in Appendix D. 
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Figure 4-1 FFT spectral analysis plots of the 5 main channels of the radio news audio item 
The audio item characteristics were assessed using the same variables as described in 
Table 3-2 in Chapter 3. Detailed characteristics of the audio items are shown in Table 
4-2 with detailed characteristics shown in Table D-1 in Appendix D. 
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Table 4-2 Summary of programme characteristics of the eight audio items 
for Experiment 2 
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4.3.2.2 Spectral filters 
Digital spectral filters were applied in the second experiment to the centre channel of 
the selected audio items in order to quantify their perceived effects on basic audio 
quality. The filters were based on spectral distortions that might occur in an 
untreated vehicle (prior to any processing applied to 'tune' the vehicle for retail), as 
described in Chapter 2. As in Experiment 1, the filters were representative of the 
worst possible cases of distortions likely to occur in a real car, based on confidential 
measurements made by Harman Becker Automotive Systems. The spectral 
distortions covered a broader range of centre channel distortions than those used in 
the first experiment and were intended to simulate centre loudspeaker limitations, 
the acoustic environment and interactions between the environment and centre 
loudspeaker. 
Spectral filters were applied to the centre channel of the audio files. The processed 
audio files were replayed through the reference condition vehicle audio system, 
described in Chapter 2, to enable listeners to compare the degraded stimuli with the 
reference condition. 
The audio processing was implemented using MATLAB mathematical programming 
software [MathWorks, 2005]. As in Experiment 1, the audio processes were designed 
so that their effects lay above the crossover frequency between the main 
loudspeakers and the sub-woofer of the standalone audio system. 
Seven spectral filters for the centre channel were created using FIR and IIR filters. A 
zero phase filter process was used to avoid group delays when processing channels 
with different filters; this also maintained the original phase response of the audio as 
described in Section 0.4. The filters are summarised in Table 4-3, including reasons 
for inclusion. 
Consideration was given to the applicability of the 3.5kHz low pass filter applied to 
all reproduction channels recommended in the MUSHRA specification to provide an 
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anchor stimulus. Filters were applied only to the centre channel in this experiment 
and it was therefore likely that, as discussed in Chapter 3, listeners might be 
confused by an anchor stimulus with a low pass filter applied to all channels when 
other stimuli were processed in the centre channel only. Listening and discussion 
with trained listeners suggested that the alternative anchor from the first experiment 
(front channels filtered with a 3.5kHz low pass filter) was suitable but that an 
intermediate-quality anchor might provide a further understandable, repeated 
stimulus between the high-quality reference and the low-quality anchor. A 10kHz 
low pass filter applied to all reproduction channels was designed for this purpose. 
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ID Filter Label Description Spectral distortion 
filter simulates 
1 Unprocessed No processing Specified by MUSHRA 
Recommendation 
........ 
........ ... _ .......... ......... _.. .............. 2 C_4kHz_LPF Centre channel Simulates loudspeaker 
processed with a roll off for a medium 
....... 
4kHz low pass filter loudspeaker 
3 C_2kHz_LPF Centre channel .............. Simulates the roll off of 
processed with a a 165mm loudspeaker 
2kHz low pass filter 
4 C_300Hz_HPF Centre channel Low frequency 
processed with a loudspeaker high pass 
300Hz high pass filter 
filter 
5 C_500Hz_HPF Centre channel Alternative severe high 
processed with a pass filter 
500Hz high pass 
filter 
6 C_Wide_Band-limiter ... ................. Centre channel 
.... ............... ........ .................................... Combined filters 2 and 
processed with a 4 to create band-limiter 
4kHz low pass filter 
and a 300Hz high 
pass filter 
_... _ .................... .... _........... __....................... _... __ ...... 7C Narrow Band- Centre channel Combined filters 3 and 
limiter processed with a 5 to create band-limiter 
2kHz low pass filter 
and a 500Hz high 
pass filter 
8 C2.5kHz_Peak Centre channel Simulates centre 
vrocessed with a loudspeaker and A 
12dB, 2.5kHz peak 
filter 
All channels 
processed with a 
10kHz low pass filter 
windscreen interaction 
(see Experiment 1) 
Intermediate MUSHRA 
anchor 
Left / Right / Centre 
channels processed 
with a 3.5kHz low 
pass filter 
Alternative MUSHRA 
anchor 
Table 4-3 Summary of selected spectral filters used in Experiment 2 with associated spectral 
distortion each filter is intended to simulate 
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The programming code was updated for the second experiment to allow automatic 
processing of all the audio files using a looped code written in MATLAB; the user 
simply selected the filter to apply and altered the filenames for input and output. The 
programming code is shown in Appendix D. Example filter graphs for the 500Hz to 
2kHz narrow band-limiter filter (filter 6) and for the 2.5kHz peak filter (filter 7) are 
shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. The response graphs for the remaining filters described 
in Table 4-3 are included in Appendix D. 
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Figure 4-2 Narrow band-limiter filter (500Hz to 2kHz) used to process centre channel of audio 
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Figure 4-3 2.5kHz peak filter used to process centre channel of audio items 
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4.3.2.3 Test Sessions 
Analysis of the listeners' performance across the five test sessions in the first 
experiment (See Appendix D. 5) showed that identification of the hidden reference 
improved over a number of test sessions. Although four or five sessions might have 
improved the hidden reference discrimination, it was necessary to limit the number 
of sessions to three for Experiment 2 based on the availability of listener and 
equipment resources. Listeners completed the three test sessions on different days. 
Listeners auditioned all test stimuli and used the software user interface during the 
familiarisation session. The first test was completed immediately following the 
familiarisation; the remaining tests were then completed during two further sessions. 
4.3.2.4 Listening Group 
The listening panel for the second experiment consisted of ten trained Harman 
listeners; all had participated in the first experiment so were familiar with the user 
interface and test style in addition to the basic audio quality scale. 
4.3.3 Test procedure 
Listeners compared the reference condition vehicle, using an unprocessed audio 
item, with: the seven spectrally distorted test stimuli; a hidden reference that was 
made explicit to the listeners; two anchors, of intermediate and low quality, that were 
not identified to the listeners. 
As with the first experiment, each test run consisted of eight consecutive screens on 
the PDA, with each audio item presented on a separate screen in a random order that 
was different for each listener. On each screen, the ten test stimuli were compared 
with the identified reference (shown by R on the interface). The 
hidden reference 
item was included on each test page as a test stimulus, to provide a comparator 
for 
analysing listener performance. The presence of, and grading procedure 
for the 
hidden reference was made explicit to the listeners in the test instructions. The low 
and intermediate quality anchors were 
included on each page to provide a repeatable 
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stimulus, but listeners were not informed of the presence of the anchors and treated 
them as test stimuli 
4.4 Analysis 
4.4.1 Data Screening 
As with the first experiment, the BAQ scores were screened using the procedures 
described in Section 2.7.1, to ensure that the final dataset contained the BAQ scores of 
discriminating and consistent listeners. The analysis is presented in Appendix E. 1. 
Three of the ten listeners that participated in the test were identified as inconsistent 
or lacking discrimination ability; two of the three were removed from the final 
dataset because they had low mean error scores for the hidden reference and also 
showed inconsistency across the repeated stimuli. Data for the eight most consistent 
and discriminating listeners were retained for the main analysis. 
4.4.2 Experimental Results 
RM-ANOVA, as described in Section 2.7.2, was used to analyse the basic audio 
quality scores in the screened dataset to test the experimental questions identified in 
Section 4.2. The analysis can be found in Appendix E. 
The statistical assumptions were checked (Appendix E. 2.1). The lower-bound 
estimate was used to correct the degrees of freedom in the RM-ANOVA because 
Mauchly's test of sphericity was violated for all tested experimental factors 
(Distortion; Audio) and interactions (Distortion*Audio). 
An error bar graph showing mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for all of 
the spectral distortions and the anchors included in the test (shown in Appendix 
E. 2.2) was examined. The majority of BAQ scores were clustered above the 
uppermost quartile but the scores for the two anchor stimuli were 
in the bottom half 
of the scale. The scores assigned to the low and intermediate quality anchor stimuli 
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indicated that listeners had used the full range of the BAQ scale and suggested that 
the scores for the test distortions were intentionally clustered in the top part of the 
scale. 
The main analysis (Appendix E. 2.3) showed that the spectral distortions (Distortion) 
and the 2-way interaction between them (Distortion*Audio) had a significant effect 
on basic audio quality. The magnitude of effect for the Distortion factor was 0.513, 
whilst the 2-way Distortion*Audio interaction had a smaller magnitude of effect 
(partial eta squared = 0.227). This answered the first research question; at least one 
significant difference in basic audio quality existed for the different spectral 
distortions with a medium, but not large magnitude of effect. The smaller magnitude 
of effect for the 2-way Distortion and Audio interaction indicated that differences 
existed for the different audio items, but that they would be small and that not all 
distortions were likely to have significant effects on all audio items. 
The graph in Figure 4-4 shows mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for 
the different spectral distortions tested in Experiment 2, averaged across all audio 
items. It can be seen in the graph that the Narrow Band-limiter and the 2.5kHz Peak 
distortions had the largest effect on BAQ whilst the low pass filter distortions and the 
Wide Band-limiter were less perceptible. It is also clear that all of the distortions were 
graded in the upper most quartile. 
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Figure 4-4 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Experiment 2, averaged 
across all audio items 
Similar to Experiment 1, the score for the reference condition (Unprocessed) was 
below the expected 100 on the BAQ scale. Despite the perceptually severe nature of 
each spectral distortion included in Experiment 2 when heard in isolation, the results 
and confirmation from the listeners showed that the distortions were challenging to 
perceive in the context of the multi-channel reproduction system. It was not 
unexpected therefore that the hidden reference was difficult to distinguish from the 
remaining experimental stimuli. 
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed that significant differences 
in the BAQ scores existed between reference condition (labelled Unprocessed) and 
the 2kHz low pass filter, the 500Hz high pass filter, the 2.5kHz peak filter and the 
two band-limiter filters. For the 2kHz low pass and the 500Hz high pass filters the 
BAQ was significantly different from the reference, which was unsurprising as they 
were the more severe distortions in both cases i. e. the higher cut-off for the high pass 
filter and the lower cut-off for the low pass filter. The 2.5kHz peak filter gave rise to 
large differences in BAQ from the reference in all cases in Experiment 1 so it was 
expected that this would also be the case in Experiment 2. Finally, the band-limiter 
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distortions reduced the bandwidth of the centre channel by a large amount in both 
cases so it was expected, and shown, that these filters had a significant effect on 
BAQ. 
The significant interaction between the Audio and Distortion variables indicated that 
the BAQ scores were dependent upon the audio items and their interaction with the 
spectral distortions. In order to answer the second experimental question, pairwise 
comparisons with Bonferroni correction were used for the individual audio files to 
analyse the differences between the BAQ scores for the spectral distortions. Results 
are shown in Appendix E. 2.5. 
For four of the eight audio items (Radio News, Radio Play, DVD Pop and DVD Jazz) 
significant differences were evident between the reference and one or more spectral 
distortions. However, for the four remaining items, (Radio Panel, CD Pop, DVD Easy 
and DVD Classical) all of the spectral distortions were observed to be statistically 
similar to the reference condition. 
The programme characteristics shown in Table 4-2 were examined to determine 
reasons for the differences between the effects of the spectral distortions on 
BAQ for 
the individual audio items. 
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The BAQ score of only one spectral distortion was significantly different from the 
reference for the Radio News item. The 2.5kHz peak distortion showed a marked 
difference in mean score as seen in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, Radio News audio item 
The lack of significant difference between the BAQ score of the reference condition 
and the remaining spectral distortions was in line with the expectations identified in 
Section 4.2. The high inter-channel correlation, represented by the LR-C correlation 
coefficient and the high percentage variance in the 1st eigenchannel of the KLT 
matrix, and the very small differences in level between the different channels meant 
that the similar frequency content and energy in the un-distorted channels was able 
to conceal the spectral distortions in the centre channel. Energy in the other channels 
compensated for the lost energy in the centre due to band-limitation, meaning that 
the loss of energy in the centre channel was not detected. 
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For the low pass filtered distortions, the Radio News results were in contrast to the 
effect of the low pass filtered distortions on the speech items in Experiment 1. In the 
first experiment, this was attributed to the listeners' concentration on the single vocal 
source, with no other musical or sound effect sources to distract attention from the 
altered channel. However, the speech items in Experiment 1 were not recorded from 
a digital radio broadcast like the Radio News item. It was likely that the compression 
applied as part of the radio broadcast degraded the item, but it should also be noted 
that this was considered to be consistent with how digital broadcast audio material 
would sound in a real automotive environment. The spectral response shown in 
Appendix D indicated some spectral roll-off above 3kHz for the Radio News item 
compared with the speech items in Experiment 1, which would have altered the 
effects of the low pass filter distortions. It was therefore less likely that the BAQ of 
the low pass filter distortions would be detected as different from the reference 
condition. 
For the 2.5kHz peak distortions however, the listeners perceived a significant 
difference in BAQ from the reference condition. It was likely that the position of this 
distortion in the most sensitive part of the human hearing range meant that the audio 
content in remaining channels could not mask it. In this case, the high correlation 
between channels was detrimental, as alternative audio content was not available to 
distract from the increase in energy in the centre channel in the most sensitive range 
of the ear. 
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The Radio Play audio item showed significant differences between the reference 
condition and the 500Hz HPF and the reference and the Wide Band-limiter, as shown 
in Figure 4-6. Similar to the Radio News, the correlation between channels was very 
high although differences in level were evident with the front channels greater in 
level than the rear and the centre channel slightly greater in level than left and right. 
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Figure 4-6 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, Radio Play audio item 
In comparison with the Radio News item, in which the male speech was distributed 
evenly across all channels by the up-mix algorithm described in Section 4.3, the up- 
mixed Radio Play item had more variation across the channels in terms of spatial 
content and audio content. Different gender speech sources were concentrated in 
different channels and music and sound effects were distributed across all five 
channels. This meant that the centre channel had some differing content from the 
remaining channels unlike in the Radio News. The 500Hz high pass filter removed a 
significant portion of the low frequency content from the centre channel, which the 
spectral analysis in Appendix 
D. 2 shows contains quite high amplitudes. The Wide- 
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Band-limiter removed energy from both the upper and lower portions of the 
spectrum, therefore affecting both the male and female speech in the item. The 
removal of energy from this channel was obviously too great to be compensated for 
by the similar content in other channels. It was surprising that the Narrow Band- 
limiter (which removed more energy from the channel than the Wide Band-limiter) 
did not have a significant effect on BAQ; the value of p for this distortion was 0.05, 
which was on the upper limit of statistical significance. From the graph in Figure 4-6 
it can be seen that the 95% confidence intervals for this distortion were wider than 
for the Wide Band-limiter, which will have affected the significance. This indicated 
that some listeners might have perceived a larger difference in BAQ than others for 
the Narrow Band-limiter distortion. The distribution of the audio sources between 
the channels, and the presence of sound effects and music in addition to the speech 
were likely to be responsible for the non-significant differences in BAQ scores 
between the reference condition and the remaining distortions. 
For both the DVD Pop and DVD Jazz items, significant differences from the reference 
were only observed for the 2.5kHz peak distortion. Compared with the other musical 
items, the main difference was the strong presence of vocals in the centre channel 
combined with musical accompaniment and backing vocals in the remaining 
channels. The inter-channel correlation for these two items was much lower than for 
the radio items, indicating that the audio content was not very correlated between 
different channels. It was likely that the distribution of audio sources in these items 
resulted in compensation for lost energy in the centre channel (high pass, low pass, 
band limitation) by the musical accompaniment in the remaining channels, 
particularly for low frequency instruments such as bass guitar and high frequency 
instruments such a cymbals and percussion. However, the alteration of the energy in 
the sensitive band of human hearing, in a channel with mainly vocal content would 
have made the vocal sound sharp and bright, which resulted in a significant change 
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in BAQ. The graph in Figure 4-7 shows the large change in mean BAQ score for the 
2.5kHz peak distortion in the DVD Jazz item. 
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Figure 4-7 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, DVD Jazz audio item 
For four audio items (Radio Panel, CD Pop, DVD Easy and DVD Classical), none of 
the spectral distortions had a significant effect on BAQ compared with the reference 
condition. It was expected that some of the radio items might be unaffected by the 
spectral distortions because the up-mix process resulted in fairly even distribution of 
audio content between the 5 main channels; for the Radio Panel item this was the 
case for all distortions. The high inter-channel correlation was likely to have led to 
masking of the 2.5kHz peak distortion and energy compensation for the other 
distortions. It was also likely that the 2.5kHz peak was not audible in the Radio 
Panel, as it was for the Radio News, due to the different nature of the programme 
material. There were several different voices, audience noises and applause to 
distract the listener from the change in the centre channel caused by the 2.5kHz peak 
distortion; the effects of the distortions would not have been consistent throughout 
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the item due to the variation in the programme material compared to a programme 
with a single speech source. 
For the three remaining musical items (CD Pop, DVD Easy and DVD Classical) the 
lack of significant effect on BAQ was unexpected. The CD Pop item had medium 
inter-channel correlation (5-channel) with a slightly higher front channel correlation; 
this was most likely to have been caused by the strong vocal content in the three 
front channels which was only reproduced as ambience in the rear channels. It was 
suggested that the left and right channels might have been able to compensate for the 
missing frequency regions in the centre channel and mask additional energy. The 
medium inter-channel correlation indicated that audio sources present in channels 
other than the centre might also have been able to distract the listeners' attention 
away from changes in the centre channel. The presence of the vocal sources in the left 
and right channels in addition to the centre channel in the CD pop item was also 
likely to have compensated for alterations that affected the vocal reproduction from 
the centre channel. 
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The graph in Figure 4-8 shows the mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals 
for the CD Pop audio item, all of which are in the top part of the 100-point scale. 
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Figure 4-8 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, CD Pop audio item 
For the DVD Classical and DVD Easy the inter-channel correlation was low and it 
was therefore expected that masking and concealment of the distortions would be 
less likely. However, both items had a variety of instrumental sources heard in 
channels other than the centre. It was likely that the audio sources in the left, right 
and rear channels distracted the listener and drew their attention away from the 
changes in the centre channel. In both items, despite the lack of significant difference, 
the 2.5kHz peak did have a lower mean BAQ score than the reference and the 
remaining distortions, as seen for the DVD Classical item in Figure 4-9. This showed 
that although the BAQ of the 2.5kHz peak distortion was not significantly different 
from the reference, some difference in BAQ was detected, as was seen for the 
majority of the audio items. 
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Figure 4-9 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for centre channel spectral 
distortions, DVD Classical audio item 
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4.4.3 Conclusions 
The conclusions for Experiment 2 are summarised in this section and consequences 
for automotive audio developers are suggested. 
For the first experimental question, the spectral distortions were shown to have a 
significant effect on basic audio quality of a medium size. It was found that the 2- 
way interaction between Distortion and Audio was significant but of quite small 
magnitude, which indicated that although differences existed between the audio 
items, they would be relatively small and the effects would differ for the different 
distortions and audio items. 
Pairwise comparisons were used to examine the BAQ scores for the individual audio 
files to answer the second research question. The BAQ scores of four of the audio 
items (Radio Panel, CD Pop, DVD Easy and DVD Classical) were not significantly 
affected by any of the spectral distortions. This was unexpected because of the low 
inter-channel correlation, which was expected to reduce signal masking and energy 
compensation in the centre channel, therefore making the distortions more audible. 
However, examination of the characteristics revealed that each item had audio 
sources in the left, right and rear channels that were capable of drawing the listeners' 
attention from the altered centre channel. Additionally in the CD Pop item there 
were vocal sources present in the left and right channels but not the rear channels 
that would have provided some spectral compensation for lost energy in the centre 
channel. 
The Radio Play had significant differences in BAQ between the reference and two 
band-limited items. It was concluded that the number of significant differences was 
limited by the presence of varying speech, sound effects and spatial imaging that 
would have drawn the listeners' attention from the centre channel 
distortions 
The three items for which the 2.5kHz peak distortion had a significantly different 
BAQ score to the reference 
had centre channel content in common; the Radio News, 
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DVD Jazz and DVD Pop all had strong vocal sources in the centre channel which it 
was suggested were subject to additional sharpness and harshness caused by the 
peak distortion in the sensitive band of human hearing. It was likely that this 
additional energy could not be masked by the content in the other channels. 
From these results, it was concluded that although the 2-way interaction between 
spectral distortion and audio item was significant, indicating that differences existed 
in the BAQ scores dependent upon the audio item, the variation between items was 
quite small with half of the audio items showing no significant differences in BAQ. It 
was concluded that the audio items used in this test were unaffected by the majority 
of centre channel spectral distortions. 
The effects of these conclusions for automotive audio were reviewed. As in 
Experiment 1, the spectral distortions used in the experiment simulated a range of 
spectral distortions that would typically be equalised from the audio system before 
the vehicle was ready for retail. It was however possible to identify from the 
experimental conclusions, areas in which time and signal processing could be saved. 
The experimental results indicated that for most of the range of audio items included 
in the second experiment (with the exception of the Radio Play item) that it would be 
possible to restrict the total reproduction bandwidth of the centre loudspeaker to less 
than 4kHz, operating between 300Hz and 4kHz, without significantly affecting the 
basic audio quality of the multi-channel reproduction system. This suggested that, in 
agreement with Experiment 1, it would be possible to install a smaller centre 
loudspeaker. 
However, it was also deduced that the effect of the 2.5kHz peak distortion on BAQ 
which simulated the interaction between signals from the centre 
loudspeaker and 
reflections from the windscreen, was significant for audio with strong central vocal 
sources. It was also the distortion that 
had the greatest effect on all audio items, even 
if they were not significantly different from the reference in all cases. As stated 
in 
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Chapter 3, it would be important for automotive audio developers to ensure that the 
counteraction of the loudspeaker and windscreen interaction was prioritised in order 
to minimise the effects of this interaction on basic audio quality. 
In contrast to the effects of the centre channel spectral distortions on the audio items 
explored in Experiment 1, the basic audio quality for audio items in this experiment 
was less affected by the selected spectral distortions. Although the spectral 
distortions in this experiment were more severe in terms of band-limitation than in 
Experiment 1, the different audio items and therefore the different spectral, spatial 
and musical content of the reproduced audio altered which distortions were audible. 
Despite the differences in results between the two experiments, the conclusion from 
both was that adjustment of the reproduction was necessary to minimise the 
presence of the windscreen-dashboard loudspeaker interaction (represented by the 
2.5kHz peak in both experiments). To aid the correction of this distortion, it would be 
possible to reduce the bandwidth of the centre loudspeaker, and therefore its size, 
enabling the loudspeaker to be move closer to the apex of the windscreen to reduce 
the size of amplitude ripples in the sensitive region of human hearing. 
4.5 Summary 
A second experiment to investigate the effects on basic audio quality of spectral 
distortions in the centre channel was described in this chapter. Two experimental 
questions were identified to find out if centre channel spectral distortions 
had a 
significant effect on basic audio quality and, if so, how much and whether the effects 
of the spectral distortions were dependent upon the characteristics of the programme 
material. 
Eight audio items from a range of genres and audio sources including radio, 
CD and 
DVD were chosen; the items had a range of programme characteristics. 
Seven 
spectral distortions of the centre channel were tested using the 
MUSHRA method. 
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The centre channel distortions had a significant effect of medium magnitude on 
BAQ. This was also found to be dependent on the audio items, although to a smaller 
extent. 
Examination of the characteristics of the audio items showed that items with a strong 
central vocal source were susceptible to the effects of a 2.5kHz peak distortion. 
However, it was also found that the majority of audio items were robust to 
distortions that reduced the centre channel bandwidth to less than 4kHz. 
The results from both Experiment 1 and 2 suggested that automotive audio 
developers should concentrate signal-processing resources on minimising the 
interaction between dashboard mounted centre loudspeakers and the windscreen. 
The experimental results have shown that with the tested audio items the bandwidth 
of the centre loudspeaker can be reduced to 4kHz without significantly affecting the 
basic audio quality. The size of the centre loudspeaker could therefore be reduced, 
allowing it to be moved nearer to the apex of the windscreen to minimise the 
amplitude of spectral ripples in the middle frequency range. 
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5 Modelling the relationships between basic audio 
quality, audio item and spectral filter 
characteristics using regression 
5.1 Introduction 
It was concluded in Chapters 3 and 4 that the interaction between characteristics of 
the audio items and the tested centre channel spectral distortions affected the 
perceived basic audio quality at the driver's listening position. This chapter describes 
the exploration, that was undertaken using regression modelling, of the relationship 
between basic audio quality, the spectral filters and audio items used in this research. 
A regression model was developed that related basic audio quality to metrics based 
on the spectral filters and audio items used in the two experiments in this research. 
This was carried out to explore the contributions to basic audio quality of the 
characteristics of the audio items and spectral filters used in Experiments 1 and 2 and 
to identify which were the most important. 
5.2 Aims 
It was established in Chapters 3 and 4 that basic audio quality scores collected from 
listeners inside a vehicle fitted with a high quality multi-channel audio system were 
dependent upon selected spectral distortions applied to the centre channel of 
reproduced audio, and to the interaction between the spectral distortions and the 
audio items reproduced through the system. Characteristics of the reproduced audio 
items were examined and relationships observed between the basic audio quality 
scores, the inter-channel correlation, the inter-channel level differences and the 
musical content and source distribution of the audio. 
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the mathematical contributions to 
basic 
audio quality of the characteristics of the audio items and of the spectral 
filters used 
to implement spectral distortions in the vehicle. This was achieved by developing a 
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regression model that used metrics representing selected parameters of the audio 
items and spectral filters to predict basic audio quality. Centre channel spectral 
distortions only were included in the analysis because data were available from both 
Experiments 1 and 2 and this was consistent with the decision made in Chapter 3 to 
concentrate on centre channel spectral distortions. The experimental design and 
procedure were identical in the two experiments and a small number of spectral 
distortions and audio items had been included in both experiments. 
A regression model was useful for this research because it provided several pieces of 
information. These are summarised below: 
" It allowed exploration of the relationships between basic audio quality and 
the metrics of the audio items and metrics of the spectral filters that were 
used to simulate spectral distortions in Experiments 1 and 2 
0 It identified the metrics that had a large influence on basic audio quality and 
enabled analysis of the relationship between BAQ and those metrics 
" It was the first step towards a development tool that could help automotive 
audio developers to reduce engineering and signal processing resources 
It was necessary to acknowledge the limits of such a model before carrying out the 
analysis. Although these limitations reduced the accuracy and ability to generalise 
the model, the analysis that was conducted intended to explore the experimental 
results from Chapters 3 and 4, rather than develop a definitive predictive model for 
use in automotive audio. However, as a secondary outcome, it was the 
first step 
towards a model that could be used as a development tool to identify aspects of the 
automotive audio output where signal processing might be unavoidable to maintain 
a high level of basic audio quality, or to identify where it might not 
be necessary. 
The spectral filters used in Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to simulate selected 
distortions; the incorporation in the regression model of metrics based on these filters 
meant that the prediction of 
BAQ was based on simulations of typical spectral 
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distortions of the automotive audio environment and loudspeakers. The method 
employed for this chapter did not use any data measured at the listening position, 
except for the BAQ scores. 
5.3 Regression Analysis 
Regression analysis is the process by which a model is created to predict one variable 
using a linear combination of other variables. A simple regression uses one predictor 
variable to estimate an outcome variable, whilst a multiple regression uses two or 
more predictor variables [Field, 2005]. 
The main RM-ANOVA in Experiments 1 and 2 showed a significant 2-way 
interaction between the Audio and Distortion factors for the BAQ scores, whereas the 
audio items alone did not have a significant effect on BAQ. This suggested that a 
regression model that included information about both the audio items and the 
spectral distortions would be appropriate, as shown in Figure 5-1. This required a 
multiple regression model. 
Figure 5-1 Regression model using filter and audio metrics to predict BAQ 
Metrics were calculated to describe the spectral filters used to 
imitate the spectral 
distortions in Experiments 1 and 2. The programme characteristics that were used in 
the initial selection process, described in Section 2.5, were used as audio metrics; 
these were calculated for the original, unprocessed version of the audio 
items. 
Three regression methods - multiple linear regression 
(MLR), principal component 
regression (PCR) and partial 
least squares regression (PLS-R) - were considered 
for 
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this research. A number of the metrics used in the regression analysis were correlated 
which can lead to misinterpretation when using MLR; PCR and PLS-R avoid 
collinearity problems between metrics but PLS-R offers improved prediction ability 
over PCR [Esbensen, 2002]. A greater ability to predict BAQ provided a more robust 
model, where the contributions of the metrics to BAQ could be explored with 
confidence; partial least squares regression was therefore chosen over MLR and PCR. 
5.3.1 Partial Least Squares Regression 
PLS regression combines principal component analysis (PCA) and multiple linear 
regression (MLR). Detailed statistical explanations are contained in Field [2005] and 
Schroeder et al. [1986] for MLR and in Esbensen [2002] for PLS-R but summary 
details are included below. 
PCA breaks the predictor variables into orthogonal components and then finds those 
components that are relevant for the outcome variable and uses them in a multiple 
linear regression. MLR relates a number of predictor variables to one outcome 
variable in a direct linear relationship using the method of least squares; this method 
finds the line that best fits a set of data using the squared differences between the 
data points and a line through those data points. The 'best-fit' line is found 
mathematically by calculating the sum of the squared differences between a possible 
line and the data points; the closest fit to the data will be represented by the smallest 
sum of squares value. The slope and intercept of the best-fit regression line are 
estimated from this result. The regression line is represented by the equation 5.1 
below, in which the outcome variable (Y) is related to the predictor variables (X), 
which includes a constant (a), coefficients b and the error in the model, e. 
Y, = (a + b1X1 + b2X2 + ....... + 
b1X) + e; (5.1) 
The partial least squares regression analysis was carried out in The Unscrambler 
software programme [Camo, 2008]; the software has an intuitive interface that allows 
the user to include variable interactions and square terms and to develop models 
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using an iterative process. The model for this research was optimised using a number 
of simple steps. Each output was evaluated and then the model was optimised in the 
next iteration based on the evaluation. 
The performance of the PLS regression analysis was assessed using the correlation 
between the measured and predicted BAQ values; a greater correlation indicated a 
better model. In addition, the root mean square error (RMSE) was used to interpret 
the error in the model, where a lower value indicated a more accurate model. The 
variables included in the PLS-R model were standardised5 prior to inclusion in the 
calculation so that each predictor variable was compared on the same scale. 
The optimisation of the model aimed to reduce the number of variables and principal 
components included in the model as far as possible, to reduce complexity and 
increase the ability to generalise the results, whilst maintaining the accuracy of the 
prediction. Weighted (standardised) regression coefficients were used to examine the 
contribution to BAQ of each metric included in the model; un-weighted (un- 
standardised) regression coefficients were used to analyse the relationships between 
included variables and BAQ. 
5.3.2 Spectral filter and audio item metrics 
A selection of mathematical metrics was calculated for the spectral filters and the 
audio items. These are shown in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2. The metrics were calculated 
in MATLAB; some of these had been used in the audio selection process described in 
Chapter 2 to ensure that a range of audio characteristics was included in the stimuli. 
Other metrics were chosen for their ability to represent differences in the filters or the 
audio items. The MATLAB code for each metric is included in Appendix F. 
Standardisation is a widely accepted transformation that allows the predictor variables 
an equal opportunity to influence the regression model regardless of their initial variances. 
The variables are centred and then scaled to equal variance. [Esbensen, 2002] 
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Feature Description 
Frequency Response Area 
(1-5kHz Frame) 
This metric was designed to represent those filters having any positive h gain in t e sensitive range of human hearing. The area under the 
(labelled frequency response graph of the spectral filter was calculated between 
Response-Frame) 1kHz and 5kHz and then the area under the response graph of the 
unprocessed condition was subtracted. Negative areas existed for band- 
d filt li it b t m e ers u were treated as 0 as they did not extend above OdB; 
positive areas were included. This specifically targeted the filters that 
included the 2.5kHz peak where the area above 0dB was greater than for the reference condition. 
......... ........... Frequency Response ,...... ......... ...... ......... The spectral centroid of each filter was calculated (frequency range was Spectral Centroid 0- 24kHz). This indicated where in the frequency spectrum the'centre 
(Spectral_Centroid) of gravity' occurred. The reference condition had a centroid of 12kHz6; 
low pass filters had a lower spectral centroid than the reference; high 
pass filters had a high spectral centroid than the reference. 
Low Frequency Cut-off A low frequency cut-off point was calculated for each filter. This was 
point the frequency at the lower end of the spectrum, at which the frequency 
(LF_Cutoff) response dropped 3dB below the maximum amplitude. For the 
reference, the LF cut-off was OHz. Filters that did not have a low 
frequency roll off point, such as the 2.5kHz peak filter, also had a 0Hz 
cut-off point. 
High Frequency Cut-off 
point 
(HF Cutoff) 
... _ ............................................... -........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... A high frequency cut-off point was calculated for each filter. This was 
the frequency at the upper end of the spectrum, at which the frequency 
response dropped 3dB below the maximum amplitude. For the 
reference, the HF cut-off was 24kHz. Filters that did not have a high 
frequency roll off point, such as the 2.5kHz peak filter, had a 24kHz cut- 
off point. The cut-off point for the combined Peak/LPF filter was 
calculated at a point 15dB below the maximum amplitude (12dB peak + 
3dB cut-off) 
Frequency Response The bandwidth of each filter was calculated as the difference between 
Bandwith the LF cut-off point and the HF cut-off point i. e. between the two -3dB 
(Bandwidth) points of the response. The bandwidth of the reference condition was 
24kHz (HF_Cutoff = 24kHz, LF_Cutoff = 0Hz). 
Table 5-1 Spectral filter feature descriptions 
6 The spectral centroid for the reference condition is determined by the sampling 
frequency, 
Fs, where a balanced spectrum will 
have a centroid of Fs/4. Fs was 48kHz in this research. 
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Feature Description 
Left and Right - Centre Correlation coefficients were calculated between 1) L and C 
Channel Correlation channel and 2) R and C channels. The arithmetic mean of 1) 
(LR_C_Corr) and 2) was calculated to give the mean correlation between 
....... 
left and right channels relative to the centre channel. 
........ . ....... KLT Percentage Variance .. ........... Inter-channel correlation was calculated, based on Karhunen- 
(KLT_5ch) Loeve transform (KLT) covariance matrices (global measure of 
correlation between signals). The data represented the 
percentage variance present in the 1st eigenchannel - the 
greater the variance in this 1st eigenchannel, the higher the 
correlation between the selected channels; 100% variance 
indicates identical audio signals in all channels used in the 
calculation. This variable represents the percentage KLT 
correlation for 5 main channels, excluding LFE. 
KLT Percentage Variance Inter-channel KLT-based correlation (as above) calculated for 
(KLT_3ch) the front three channels (L, R and C) only. 
Inter-channel RMS Level RMS level differences (in dB) between selected channels. The 
Difference Centre to Left RMS level was averaged over the full length of each audio 
and Right extract and then converted to dB. The level differences 
(LR_C_RMS_diff) between the selected channels were then calculated. A positive 
result is weighted to the first listed channels. For LR_C 
difference, the RMS level was calculated for the left, right and 
centre channels; the difference between the centre channel 
RMS level and the arithmetic mean of the left and right RMS 
levels was then calculated. A positive difference indicates that 
the left and right channels were greater in level than the centre 
channel. 
........................... ........... ..... Inter-channel RMS Level ........... 
...... _. ......... .............. _.... ........ ............ As above. The arithmetic mean RMS level for the two rear 
Difference Rear to Front channels was calculated and the arithmetic mean RMS level 
Front_RMS_diff) (Rear for the three front channels. A positive result indicates that the 
_ Rear channels were greater in level than the Front channels. 
Table 5-2 Audio item feature descriptions 
5.3.3 Regression Model 
Forty-seven variables, including the ten metrics in Tables 5-1 and 5-2, and thirty- 
seven interactions and square terms for these metrics, were included 
in the first 
iteration of the PLS regression; a table of the included metrics is shown 
in Appendix 
F. The maximum number of principal components 
(forty-seven) was also used to 
explain as much of the variance in the model as possible. 
The initial model had a high correlation (0.96), low RMS error 
(4.3%) and the scatter 
plot in Figure 5-2 shows the good level of correlation 
between predicted and 
measured BAQ scores and a small number of outlying points e. g. 
data points 25 and 
39. 
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Although this model demonstrated high correlation and therefore good predictive 
ability, using a large number of variables made the model complex and increased the 
likelihood of modelling noise. It also used a large number of principal components 
(PCs) which can result in 'over-fitting' of the model, whereas a smaller number of 
PCs can be expected to make the model more generalisable [Esbensen, 2002]. 
An iterative process was therefore used to reduce the number of predictor variables, 
by removing those that were statistically non-significant, and to reduce the number 
of PCs as far as possible whilst retaining the highest possible level of correlation 
between actual and predicted BAQ scores and the lowest possible RMS error. 
The aim was to reach a model with as few predictor variables and PCs as possible so 
that the model was both generalisable and did not model noise. However, the model 
was also required to meet correlation and error criteria to ensure a set level of 
accuracy was achieved. A minimum correlation criterion was set at 0.8; this 
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represented a good level of correlation between actual and predicted basic audio 
quality so that BAQ was predicted with confidence. A maximum RMS error criterion 
was set at 10% to keep the error-term low and therefore maintain the accuracy of the 
model. 
Six iterations were carried out; the results for each model were evaluated based on 
the correlation and error terms and then a decision was made whether to optimise 
the model further. The optimisation process involved the selection of the significant 
predictor variables with which to recalculate the model, or recalculation with fewer 
PCs. The principal component reduction was based on the explained variance, 
selecting the number of PCs above which the explained variance in the model was 
constant i. e. adding more principal components did not improve the outcome of the 
model, and based on suggestions of the software package. 
Table 5-3 shows the optimisation decisions that were made during the iterative 
process; scatter graphs and plots of the explained variance in each iteration are 
shown in Appendix F. The graph in Figure 5-3 shows the change in the number of 
variables and PCs correlation following these decisions whilst the change in 
correlation and RMS error are shown in Figure 5-4. 
Variables PCs Correlation RMSE 
3 
Criteria 
met? 
Decision 
1 47 47 0.96 4.30 Yes Reduce number of PCs based on 
variance 
2 47 26 0.91 6.20 Yes 
.................... ......... Reduce variables based on 
significant predictor variables 
.... .... _ ..................... ............... _,...... __. _. __. m.......... _..... _ _... 3 12 12 0.83 8.34 Yes Reduce variables based on 
significant predictor variables 
4 11 11 0.81 8.63 Yes Reduce number of PCs based on 
... ................................ ............. 
variance 
.................................... _........................................ _........................................ __......................... .... ....... _ . .... 5 11 2 0.80 8.85 Yes Reduce variables based on 
significant predictor variables 
.......... ............. ................ ............ __... ............. ................ 6 10 2 0.79 9.05 No Use Iteration 5 
Table 5-3 Regression model optimisation - iteration process 
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Figure 5-4 Actual vs. predicted correlation and RMS error in regression model iterations 
Iteration 5 was determined to be the most suitable model from the optimisation 
process; it met the correlation and error criteria and had reduced the number of 
variables and principal components to simplify the model and ensure that 
it did not 
over-fit the data. 
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The scatter graph shown in Figure 5-5 shows the actual and predicted basic audio 
quality based on the optimised model. Table 5-4 shows the predictor variables and 
weighted regression coefficients included in the optimised model. These are listed in 
order of importance for the predicition of basic audio quality; a larger regression 
coefficient indicates a larger contribution of that variable to basic audio quality. The 
relationships between these variables and their contribution to BAQ are discussed in 
Section 5.4. 
........ ......... 
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Figure 5-5 Scatter graph for optimised PLS regression model - actual and predicted 
BAQ 
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Bandwidth 
............. ............ . LF Cutoff*LR CCorr 
............ ....................................... . ................ LF_CutoffA2 
Rear_ Front_diff 
LR_CCorr 
1.647 
-1.485 
.......................................... 
-1.449 
0.746 
.................................................... 0.412 
Table 5-4 Predictor variables and regression coefficients for optimised PLS regression model 
5.4 Discussion 
The optimised regression model in Section 5.3 was analysed to explore the 
experimental conclusions drawn in Chapters 3 and 4. The inclusion of both spectral 
filter and audio item metrics supported the conclusions drawn in Chapters 3 and 4 
that BAQ was dependent upon both the audio items and the spectral distortions in 
the experiments. 
Each metric in the final iteration of the model was analysed by plotting its 
contribution to predicted BAQ (notated as BAQ') against the values of the metric. 
The values of BAQ' were calculated, based on equation 5.1 in Section 5.3.1, but using 
the reduced format shown in equation 5.2, where Y' is BAQ', al is the unstandardised 
coefficient of the metric and xl is the value of the metric. For example, the bandwidth 
metric had a direct linear relationship with BAQ' and its contribution was calculated 
using equation 5.3. 
Y'(x) = a, *xl (5.2) 
BAQ' (Bandwidth) = 1.647*Bandwidth (5.3) 
Graphs were plotted for the all of the metrics, using linear trend lines 
for direct 
relationships and 2nd order polynomial trend lines 
for relationships that included 
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squared terms i. e. LF_Cutoff and LF_Cutoff^2. For the interaction terms, such as 
Response_Frame*Rear_Front_diff, 3-dimensional graphs were plotted. The graphs 
and analysis are presented in Section 5.4.1 
5.4.1 Spectral filter variables 
The graph in Figure 5-6 shows the positive linear relationship between BAQ' and 
Bandwidth, as bandwidth increases so does BAQ. This was in agreement with the 
general expectation that a wider bandwidth offered better audio quality; the spectral 
distortions that significantly reduced the bandwidth of the reproduction degraded 
the basic audio quality. The spectral filters used in this experiment did not cover the 
full range of the bandwidth scale; however there were sufficient points for this 
conclusion to be drawn. 
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Figure 5-6 Relationship between BAQ' and Bandwidth 
However, in this research the bandwidth was wide for some spectral distortions that 
had a significant effect on basic audio quality, for example the 
2.5kHz peak 
distortion. This was not explained by the bandwidth metric alone but required 
additional metrics to differentiate 
between distortions that had a wide bandwidth 
and those that had a wide 
bandwidth but also contained additional spectral ripples. 
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The relationship between BAQ' and Spectral Centroid is shown in Figure 5-7. The 
closer the spectral centroid to 12kHz (the centroid for the reference condition), the 
more 'balanced' the frequency spectrum. The graph indicates that the more balanced 
the spectrum, the higher the BAQ. It was also necessary to note that there was a 
limited spread of centroid values with the centroid for the majority of filters close to 
the reference condition or towards the lower end of the spectrum. However, it is 
likely that if a wider range of filters were included where the spectral centroid 
increased beyond 12kHz (a filter with a severe low frequency band-limitation for 
example), the BAQ would decrease and the relationship would be a squared 
relationship rather than linear. 
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Figure 5-7 Relationship between BAQ' and Spectral Centroid 
The interaction between BAQ' and the Response Frame metric was expected to 
differentiate between those filters that had a wide bandwidth but different middle 
frequency spectral variation i. e. the 2.5kHz peak filters. Although both 
Frame 
Response and Frame Response^2 were included in the final model, it was 
decided to 
plot only the linear relationship because of the small number of points 
(only two 
different levels); this did not affect the directionality of the relationship. 
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The graph in Figure 5-8 shows that a negative linear relationship existed between the 
two variables; this identified the positive gain between 1kHz and 5kHz in a filter and 
resulted in a drop in BAQ. 
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Figure 5-8 Relationship between BAQ' and Response Frame 
A squared interaction existed between BAQ', LF Cut-off and LF Cut-off^2 as shown 
in Figure 5-9. This behaved as expected based on the experimental results; the loss of 
low frequency content reduces the BAQ i. e. as LF Cut-off increases. The squared 
relationship means that the decrease in BAQ is initially slow but becomes more 
severe as the cut-off increases above 300Hz. 
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However, the number of filters was limited which restricts the conclusions and more 
filters would be required to understand this relationship fully. For example, the 
polynomial trend line shown in Figure 5-9 indicates that the BAQ would increase 
with an initial increase of LF Cut-off but this is unlikely to be true; evaluation of 
more spectral filters would give a clearer picture of how BAQ would change for 
small changes in LF Cut-off at the lower end of the frequency spectrum. 
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5.4.2 Audio item metrics 
The audio item metrics were important in the regression to differentiate between 
variations in BAQ where the filters were identical. The exclusion of audio item 
metrics from the model resulted in predicted BAQ scores that were quantised to 
selected points on the scale based on the contributions of the filter metrics. 
The positive relationship between Rear Front RMS difference and BAQ', shown in 
Figure 5-10, indicated that where the rear channel level was greater than the front 
channel level, the predicted BAQ was higher. This agreed with the conclusions in 
Chapters 3 and 4 that where the audio level balance was skewed towards the rear 
channels, perhaps caused by a particularly musical or vocal source, the spectral 
distortions in the centre channel did not audibly alter the BAQ. 
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Figure 5-10 Relationship between BAQ' and Rear-Front RMS difference 
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Figure 5-11 shows BAQ' vs. LR_C Correlation which was a positive linear 
relationship; as the correlation increased between the centre and left and right 
channels, the predicted BAQ increased. This agreed with conclusions in Chapters 3 
and 4 that where the audio was highly correlated, the alteration of the centre channel 
was less noticeable, because the left and right channels compensated for lost energy. 
There were some instances in the experiments where this was not the case, 
particularly for speech items where the voice was the sole point of focus for the 
listener. However a wider range of audio items would be needed to establish if a 
pattern existed for these exceptions. 
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5.4.3 Combined metrics 
The combined metrics in the model gave a good indication where compromise could 
be made in terms of basic audio quality and selected metrics. For example, the 
relationship between BAQ', LF Cut-off and LR-C Correlation (Figure 5-12) showed as 
the LF cut off increased, BAQ decreased but that this was offset by the correlation 
between the front channels. This indicated that a higher LF Cut-off could be afforded 
if the front channels of the audio were correlated. 
Figure 5-12 Relationship between BAQ', LF Cut-off and LR-C Correlation 
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The relationship between BAQ', Response Frame and Rear-Front RMS difference - 
was quite small, as shown in Figure 5-13. Although the Response Frame has a large 
effect on BAQ, there was not much change to this effect caused by the Rear-Front 
RMS difference. However, this was not unexpected because the 2.5kHz peak filter 
that the Response Frame metric aimed to model was audible for the majority of 
audio items, regardless of the balance between the rear and front channels. 
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Figure 5-13 Relationship between BAQ', Response Frame and Rear-Front RMS difference 
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Spectral Centroid and Bandwidth were quite highly correlated metrics (one of the 
reasons for selecting PLS regression) and the graph in Figure 5-14 shows that, as 
expected for correlated variables, both increase in a positive direction with increased 
BAQ'. For the filters used in this research, a wider bandwidth was associated with a 
balanced spectrum and increases in both resulted in higher BAQ. 
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Figure 5-14 Relationship between BAQ', Spectral Centroid and Bandwidth 
The weighted regression coefficients shown in Table 5-4 in Section 5.3.3 showed that 
the Response Frame metric, and its associated square term and interaction variables, 
had the biggest influence on the model. This was not unexpected based on the results 
of the experiments; the large effect on BAQ of the 2.5kHz peak distortion was present 
in the majority of cases and the BAQ scores for the remaining distortions were 
clustered near the top of the scale. In agreement with the conclusions from Chapters 
3 and 4, this suggested that the influence of positive gain in the middle of the 
frequency spectrum, simulating the loudspeaker-windscreen interaction in this 
research, was very important to basic audio quality. 
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5.4.4 Limitations 
The main limitation of the regression model was the spread of BAQ scores across the 
scale. As seen in Figure 5-5 and also in the experimental results in Chapters 3 and 4, 
the majority of scores were clustered in the top portion of the scale because of the 
limited effects on BAQ of the majority of the distortions. This made the BAQ scores 
more difficult to model because the predictor variables provided a wide range of 
values but the measured BAQ scores were mostly clustered within a small range at 
the top of the scale, with a small number of cases spread across the scale. However, 
most BAQ scores were within the upper half of the scale. 
Three cases were not well predicted by the model and were identified as outliers. In 
each case, the model was attempting to predict BAQ for an audio item filtered with a 
distortion that included the 2.5kHz peak, either alone or in combination with the 
6kHz low pass filter. Examination of the measured BAQ scores showed that for each 
outlier, the measured BAQ scores were outside the main range of scores for all audio 
items filtered with the same distortion. It was likely that the model was unable to 
explain the variance in these cases with the included predictor metrics and as a result 
the predicted BAQ scores were very different from the measured scores. However 
the number of outliers was small and the model was effective in the majority of 
cases. 
In order to improve the predictive power of the model and increase its scope it 
would be necessary to expand the experimental dataset. It would be advantageous 
for automotive audio developers to explore the effects on BAQ of a range of spectral 
ripples in different frequency ranges across the spectrum and with a wider range of 
amplitudes. This would increase the spread of the Frame_Response metric, which 
had an important influence on basic audio quality, and add a 
further range of 
spectral centroid values with the spectral balance weighted towards the upper end of 
the frequency spectrum. 
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5.5 Conclusions 
From the analysis conducted in this chapter it was possible establish the influence on 
basic audio quality of characteristics of the spectral filters and the audio item used in 
this research. 
The developed regression model had a fairly high level of correlation (0.8) and a low 
RMS error term (8.85%). Eleven variables were included in the model, which meant 
that the model was quite simple, and the use of two principal components made the 
results easier to generalise. Analysis of the contribution of each variable to basic 
audio quality led to a number of conclusions, which are summarised below. These 
conclusions were as expected and in agreement with the findings from Experiments 
1 and 2. 
The positive gain between 1kHz and 5kHz, represented by the Frame-Response 
metric had the biggest influence on basic audio quality; as the amount of positive 
gain in this region increases, BAQ decreases. This agreed with the findings in 
Experiments 1 and 2 that the 2.5kHz peak filter had the greatest effect on basic audio 
quality. The model provided a first step towards quantifying this effect; with further 
investigation using other spectral ripples in this region a tool could be developed to 
balance the effects of the loudspeaker-windscreen interaction that this filter was 
simulating. 
The bandwidth and spectral centroid of the spectral filter had a positive relationship 
with BAQ; a wider bandwidth and more balanced frequency spectrum resulted in a 
higher BAQ score. However it is likely that skewing the spectral centroid towards the 
upper part of the spectrum (not included in this research) would result in a squared 
relationship between basic audio quality and the spectral centroid of the 
filter. This 
suggests that the spectral balance of the centre loudspeaker is also important to 
basic 
audio quality, in addition to its bandwidth. 
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Linked to the bandwidth, an increase in the low frequency cut-off point of the filter 
reduced the basic audio quality. The decrease in BAQ was initially slow but then 
became more severe because of the squared term included in this interaction. The 
correlation of the front channels of the unprocessed audio items and the level balance 
between the rear and front channels also contributed to changes in BAQ. Highly 
correlated front channels and higher level rear channels reduce the deleterious effects 
of centre channel distortions on BAQ. 
The interaction between low frequency cut off and front channel correlation might be 
useful for automotive audio developers. It was found that the low frequency cut-off 
of the centre channel could be increased, and therefore the bandwidth decreased, 
provided that the correlation between the centre channel and the left and right 
channels was increased. This might have an influence in a multi-channel audio 
system that includes an up-mix process where the correlation of the centre channels 
can be manipulated; a compromise could be made in terms of loss of low frequency, 
perhaps in a smaller loudspeaker, provided that the correlation between the centre 
and left and right channels was high. 
5.6 Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to explore the mathematical relationships between BAQ, 
centre channel spectral distortions and audio items used in this research. 
Partial least squares regression was introduced and used to model the BAQ scores 
collected in Experiments 1 and 2 using a selection of spectral 
filter metrics and audio 
item metrics. An iterative process was used to simplify the initial model; 
it reduced 
the number of predictor variables and the number of principal components whilst 
maintaining a good level of correlation 
between actual and predicted BAQ scores 
and keeping the error term 
below 10%. The variables included in the final model 
included the bandwidth of the spectral filters, the RMS level difference 
between the 
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rear and front channels and a measure of the positive gain between lkHz and 5kHz 
present in the spectral filter. 
The relationships between BAQ and the eleven variables, squared terms and 
interactions included in the final model were explored using a series of graphs. It 
was shown that positive gain in the 1kHz to 5kHz region of the spectral filters had 
the largest influence on basic audio quality with a spectral peak in this region 
resulting in a decrease in basic audio quality. This indicated that amplitude 
variations in this sensitive region of human hearing had a significant influence on 
perceived quality and therefore should be a priority for automotive audio engineers 
to counteract. 
Wider bandwidth, highly correlated front channels and higher level rear channels 
than front channels also reduced the deleterious effects of centre-channel distortions 
on BAQ. It was also found that the low frequency cut-off of the centre loudspeaker 
could potentially be raised, and therefore the bandwidth reduced, provided that the 
front channels of the audio were highly correlated. This could be used by automotive 
audio developers to decrease the size of the centre loudspeaker in cases where the 
inter-channel correlation of the front channels could be manipulated using signal 
processing. 
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6 Summary, Conclusions and Further Work 
6.1 Introduction 
A summary of the research described in this thesis is provided in this chapter. The 
main experimental conclusions are summarised and the scope and limitations of the 
research are discussed. In light of these conclusions, the associated consequences for 
the automotive audio industry are discussed and future work is proposed that would 
add to this area of automotive audio research. Finally, the original contributions of 
the thesis to this field are highlighted. 
6.2 Chapter Summaries and Conclusions 
6.2.1 Chapter 0 
The automotive environment has become a popular listening environment in recent 
years because changes in social trends that have led to many people spending more 
time in their cars. However, the vehicle environment is non-uniform in shape, 
contains many different surfaces such as glass and carpet and the installation of 
audio equipment is subject to positioning and size constraints. These lead to an 
unusual reproduction environment in which a number of temporal, spectral and 
spatial distortions of reproduced audio are perceived. Spectral distortions are a 
common cause of perceived degradations to reproduced audio in the automotive 
environment. Research in automotive audio has led to a number of developments to 
counteract the perceived effects of these distortions. However, the introduction of 
some solutions, in particular the addition of a centre loudspeaker in multi-channel 
systems to increase spatial diffusion, has resulted in additional spectral distortions. 
Improvements made to the automotive audio performance by developers need to be 
balanced against any detrimental side effects. The identification of distortions that 
have a large effect on perceived audio performance would allow signal processing 
and engineer time to 
be concentrated on those distortions prior to vehicle marketing. 
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Although a range of distortions exists, spectral distortions are predominant and 
automotive developers would benefit from the identification of the detrimental 
effects of these first, as this research had not been carried out. 
In the introduction chapter, the main aim of this research was identified: to measure 
the perceptual effects of spectral distortions caused by physical limitations of 
automotive audio systems. The limitations include the loudspeakers, the automotive 
environment or the interaction between loudspeakers and the environment and, in 
particular, the effects caused by the implementation of multi-channel audio 
reproduction. 
Identifying which distortions have a significant effect on perceived performance 
requires some form of assessment. Subjective evaluation was identified as an 
appropriate method to capture the human response to automotive audio. The 
concept of audio quality was introduced as a perceptual attribute that could be used 
in such an evaluation. It was suggested that the use of a single, global audio quality 
attribute would enable listeners to judge changes in the spectral, spatial and 
temporal domains compared with a specified high quality reference condition. 
6.2.2 Chapter 1 
The main causes and perceived effects of spectral, spatial and temporal 
distortions in 
the automotive audio environment were reviewed. Spectral distortions are common 
but their audible effects are not limited to the spectral domain. 
Research in automotive audio that has been carried out to counteract or minimize 
these perceived effects include adding sound isolation, 
frequency equalization 
systems, up-mix processing such as Dolby Pro 
Logic to increase spatial diffusion, 
and the addition of multi-channel audio systems. 
However, the introduction of 
multi-channel loudspeaker systems 
has led to further spectral distortions. The 
majority of perceived effects 
in the car are the result of some form of spectral 
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distortion but the impact of these effects on perceived audio quality has not been 
quantified. 
The advantages and disadvantages of potential perceptual audio attributes that 
might be used to quantify the effects of spectral distortions on perceived audio 
quality were discussed. Basic audio quality was proposed as a suitable response 
attribute that could be used when attempting to quantify the perceived effects of 
spectral distortions in automotive audio. Basic audio quality is a standardised, 
widely used attribute that enables a single judgement of perceived audio quality 
based on any and all differences between a reference condition and an impaired 
condition. 
Two international standard evaluation methods for basic audio quality were 
reviewed and the ITU-R BS. 1534 MUSHRA method chosen for the experiments 
because it enabled a larger number of test stimuli to be assessed more quickly than 
the ITU-R BS. 1116 method; it was also chosen because the quality impairments 
assessed in this research were intermediate or severe, i. e. of the type for which the 
MUSHRA method was designed. It was decided that the experiments would be 
conducted in a vehicle due to limited evidence and availability of simulation 
systems. The advantages and disadvantages of using naive or trained listeners in the 
experiments were discussed. It was decided to use trained listeners because they 
were shown in a pilot test to be more critical and discriminating than naive listeners. 
6.2.3 Chapter 2 
The detailed experimental methodology that was used in the research experiments 
was described in Chapter 2. The necessary adaptations that were required in order to 
conduct the experiments inside the vehicle included the fixed off-centre listening 
position and the creation of a reference condition against which the test stimuli were 
compared. The technical specifications of the audio system installed in the car and 
the treatment carried out to create the reference condition were described in detail, 
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including the equalisation characteristics and setup of the signal chain and 
loudspeakers. 
The test conditions were described including the selection criteria for the audio 
material from a pool of over 200 excerpts. The experimental procedures were given 
including the user interface, selection of the listening panel and audio level 
alignment to minimize loudness differences between test stimuli. The methods of 
statistical analysis were described; these included the post-screening that was carried 
out to identify inconsistent and less discriminating listeners, the repeated measures 
analysis of variance procedure and the regression modeling used in Chapter 5. 
6.2.4 Chapter 3 
The first experiment was reported in Chapter 3. Eight audio items were chosen and 
processed with six spectral filters to simulate spectral distortions in the centre 
channel and in the left and right channels. Listeners compared each spectrally 
distorted item with the reference condition and rated the basic audio quality. 
The results were screened and inconsistent listeners removed from the dataset. The 
data was then analysed using RM-ANOVA. It was concluded that both centre 
channel and left and right channel spectral distortions had a significant effect on 
basic audio quality. This was dependent on the different audio items. 
It was found that the basic audio quality of audio items with strong vocal sources 
was affected by spectral distortions in the centre channel whilst audio items with 
complex musical content distracted listeners from the centre channel spectral 
distortions. However it was noted that the spectral distortion that simulated the 
interaction between a dashboard-mounted centre loudspeaker and the windscreen 
significantly affected basic audio quality for all audio items and would 
therefore be 
an important distortion for automotive audio 
developers to counteract. In contrast 
however, it might be possible to band-limit the centre loudspeaker down to 6kHz 
for 
some audio items, without a substantial 
detrimental effect. This could be used to 
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advantage, enabling a smaller speaker to be installed closer to the apex of the 
windscreen and dashboard to minimize the amplitude of spectral ripples centred on 
2.5kHz. 
For left and right channel distortions, the large energy contribution of these two 
channels to the overall multi-channel reproduction meant that all spectral distortions 
had a significant effect on basic audio quality for all but one audio item. The BAQ of 
the RnB audio item was not significantly affected by the 500Hz notch distortion; this 
was attributed to a lower level in this frequency region in the left and right channels 
making compensation for the energy loss more likely by the centre and rear 
channels. It was also likely that the strong vocal sources in the individual channels, 
including the rear channels, were a distraction to the listener making the notch 
distortion less perceptible. It was concluded that the comb-filtering effects simulated 
using the left and right channel distortions would need to be counteracted in order 
for basic audio quality to be similar to that of the reference condition. 
The greater number of programme-dependent effects on basic audio quality for the 
centre channel spectral distortions led to the decision to concentrate on centre 
channel distortions in the second experiment. 
6.2.5 Chapter 4 
The second experiment was reported in Chapter 4 and investigated the effect on 
basic audio quality of a wider range of centre channel spectral distortions than in 
Experiment 1. Although one audio item and one spectral distortion was retained 
from the first experiment, the range of distortions was expanded to include high and 
low pass filters and band limitation and the audio items were drawn from a range of 
audio sources including radio, CD and audio DVD which are typically used 
in 
automotive environments. The experimental methodology was retained 
from 
Experiment 1. 
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Following the listening tests, listeners who were inconsistent and had poor 
discrimination were removed from the dataset. Results were analysed using RM- 
ANOVA. Spectral distortions had a significant effect on basic audio quality, but of 
smaller magnitude than in Experiment 1; in addition the interaction between the 
distortions and the audio items had a significant effect on BAQ but of smaller 
magnitude than the distortions alone. 
It was concluded that although the interaction between audio and distortions was 
significant, the majority of filters used in this test did not affect the BAQ. It was also 
identified that the bandwidth of the centre loudspeaker could be reduced to between 
300Hz and 4kHz with limited effects on basic audio quality. However, it was also 
concluded that the distortion that simulated the interaction between the centre 
dashboard loudspeaker and the windscreen had a significant effect on the basic 
audio quality of audio items with strong vocal sources and this would need to be 
counteracted in order for basic audio quality to be comparable with the reference 
condition. Although the distortion for the loudspeaker-windscreen interaction did 
not significantly affect all audio items, it did have the largest effect of all the tested 
distortions. 
Despite the differences that existed between the results of Experiments 1 and 2, 
particularly in terms of the effects of distortions of different severity on the different 
audio items, it was concluded that automotive audio developers needed to prioritise 
the counteraction of the centre loudspeaker and windscreen interaction, represented 
by the 2.5kHz peak filter. To aid the correction of this, the experimental results 
showed that it would be possible for automotive audio developers to reduce the 
bandwidth of the centre loudspeaker enabling smaller loudspeakers to be installed 
which could be moved closer to the apex of the dashboard and windscreen to 
minimize the amplitude of spectral ripples in the sensitive region of 
human hearing. 
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6.2.6 Chapter 5 
The relationships between characteristics of the audio items and those of the spectral 
filters used in the experiments, and their contribution to basic audio quality, were 
explored using a partial least squares regression model in Chapter 5. The aim was to 
identify the features of the spectral filters and audio items that had the greatest 
influence on basic audio quality. 
A regression model was developed using an iterative process that had a fairly high 
level of correlation between actual and predicted BAQ scores. The model was quite 
simple and used eleven variables and two principal components to predict BAQ. 
The relationship between each included variable and predicted basic audio quality 
was explored graphically and conclusions drawn from this investigation. The 
positive gain between 1kHz and 5kHz was found to make the greatest contribution 
to basic audio quality. The presence of positive gain in this region resulted in a 
reduction in basic audio quality, in agreement with the experimental results where 
the 2.5kHz peak had the greatest effect on BAQ. Basic audio quality was higher with 
a low LF cut-off point, a wide bandwidth and a balanced frequency spectrum in the 
centre channel. However the results also showed that more level in the rear channels 
and highly correlated left, right and centre channels reduced the deleterious effects of 
centre-channel distortions on BAQ; this could be used to a developer's advantage if a 
system incorporated up-mix processing where inter-channel correlation and inter- 
channel balance can be controlled. 
The limitations of the model were discussed including outlying data that was not 
well predicted by the model and possible ways in which the model could 
be 
expanded to enhance the knowledge of automotive audio 
developers were 
suggested. This included widening the range of spectral distortions to 
incorporate 
different levels of spectral peaks in the sensitive range of human hearing between 
1kHz and 4kHz and the investigation of the effects of altering the spectral 
balance of 
the filters towards the upper end of the frequency spectrum. 
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6.3 Research Scope, Limitations and Further Work 
It was necessary to acknowledge a number of limitations in the research described in 
this thesis. Expanding the scope of the research beyond these limits indicates areas in 
which further work could be carried out. 
In this research, only distortions of the centre channel (and some distortions of the 
left and right channels) were tested. The experiment results and the regression 
modelling showed that audio reproduced through the rear channels and the balance 
between the rear and front channels had an important influence on basic audio 
quality. This indicates that spectral distortions in the rear channels might also have a 
significant effect on basic audio quality in the automotive environment. 
Although this research was focused on the centre channel a limited range of spectral 
distortions were tested. There is scope to extend the range of centre channel spectral 
distortions to cover a wider range, for example testing low pass filters, high pass 
filters and band-limiters at much smaller intervals across the frequency range or 
altering the position of peak and notch filters and testing their effects at high, mid 
and low frequencies. The results of the regression modeling in particular suggested 
that the effects of the spectral balance of the centre channel (as described by the 
spectral centroid) and the presence of additional energy (greater level than the 
reference condition) in the sensitive range of hearing between 1kHz and 4kHz could 
be very useful for automotive developers to understand. This could also be 
expanded to look for the trade-offs between loudspeaker-windscreen interactions 
and band-limitation for the centre loudspeaker. 
The distortions in the experiments were limited to the spectral domain but temporal 
and spatial distortions are also present in the car due to the vehicle environment, the 
loudspeakers and their interaction. The research could be extended to include a 
much wider range of distortions that typically occur in a car in other 
domains. For 
example, the tolerance of 
basic audio quality to alterations of the temporal alignment 
in a multi-channel automotive audio system could be investigated as this could 
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reduce the processing required within an equalisation system if basic audio quality 
was robust to temporal misalignment. 
A further limitation in the research was the range of audio items that were included 
in the experiments. A range of genres and audio sources were selected to represent 
typical automotive audio listening habits. However, looking at different sources such 
as mp3, FM radio, DAB radio and CD with different up-mix processing and different 
musical genres would greatly expand the scope of the research. The exploration of 
effects of digitally coded audio has been explored in listening room environments 
but its investigation in automotive environments has been limited. This could be 
very important for automotive audio designers due to the high prevalence of 
integrated mp3 players in modern cars. 
Investigation of whether the perceived quality of speech in the automotive 
environment - which was shown to be unaffected by some distortions but not others 
in this research - is important to drivers that regularly use traffic reports, news and 
satellite navigation, could provide a focus for system design. 
The listening position was fixed in this research. The driver's seat was used because 
it is the most commonly occupied seat in the car, according to transport statistics. 
However, there are four more seats in most cars and the perceptual effects of spectral 
distortions in the centre channel, or any other channel, are likely to be different for 
each listening position. This is a further area that could be investigated, particularly 
when cars are occupied by families that regularly use rear seat entertainment. 
The conclusions drawn from this research were also limited to a single car fitted with 
an idealised audio reproduction system. For basic audio quality to be modelled more 
accurately and to be generalised across car types and as a result used as a design tool, 
the collected data would need to be expanded to include different cars with different 
interiors. Development of any BAQ model for the automotive environment, which 
could be used as a design tool rather than an exploratory model, would also require 
additional metrics. 
In particular these would need to provide meaningful 
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measurements of the acoustical characteristics of the vehicle under test conditions to 
capture the actual response at the listening position. The experiments would also 
need to be designed to enable calibration and validation of the developed model. 
6.4 Original Contributions of the Research 
The research and experimentation described in this thesis have made a number of 
original contributions to the field of audio quality evaluation in automotive audio. 
" The basic audio quality of spectral distortions of the centre channel was found to 
be dependent upon the signal characteristics of reproduced audio items; this 
indicated that basic audio quality was unaffected by spectral distortions for some 
music and speech genres whilst it was affected by others 
" The basic audio quality of spectral distortions of the left and right channels was 
found to be dependent upon the characteristics of the reproduced audio items; 
however, in contrast to the centre channel distortions, basic audio quality was 
affected by the majority of spectral distortions for most audio genres included in 
the experiment 
9 It was found that the basic audio quality of audio sources with a strong vocal 
source, for example radio speech items and music with strong vocal content, were 
affected by the 2.5kHz peak distortion that simulated the interaction between a 
dashboard-mounted loudspeaker and the windscreen. This suggests that the 
perceived quality in the car might be negatively affected if this interaction is not 
corrected 
0 In contrast, evidence has shown that some audio items were not affected 
by 
spectral distortions in the centre channel, for example those items with complex 
musical content, where vocals were distributed across the channels or sound 
effects and instruments provided distraction from the alterations to the centre 
channel 
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" The distortions which altered the centre channel reproduction bandwidth to 
between 300Hz and 4kHz in the second experiment, did not affect the majority of 
audio items. This might have significant implications for centre channel 
loudspeakers if the bandwidth can be reduced significantly without detrimental 
effects on basic audio quality, for example it might be possible to install smaller 
loudspeakers 
" Based on the research in this thesis, automotive audio developers might be able to 
make time-savings and improvements by concentrating signal processing and 
engineering resources on the interaction between dashboard-mounted centre 
loudspeakers and the windscreen. The movement of the centre loudspeaker 
towards the apex of the windscreen and dashboard would reduce the amplitude 
of spectral ripples caused by this interaction. The space restrictions implied by this 
could be aided by reducing the size of the loudspeaker which might be possible 
because based on this research, the majority of tested audio was unaffected by 
reduced bandwidth in the centre channel 
9 The regression modelling also indicated that degradation in audio performance, 
for example by the loss of low frequency in the centre channel, could be 
counteracted by increased correlation in the front channels and greater levels in 
the rear channels; this might be possible in vehicle audio systems that include up- 
mix processing where the inter-channel correlation and balance can 
be 
manipulated 
0 The basic audio quality regression model developed in this research was used as a 
tool to explore the relationships between basic audio quality and the spectral 
filter 
and audio item characteristics. However, it was also a successful 
first step towards 
an automotive audio design tool. The development of such a tool requires 
further 
work to become a fully validated predictive model, including additional metrics 
and in-car measurements, 
but it would be a useful testing and development tool 
for automotive engineers that would save engineering resources 
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A Appendix A: Experimental Setup 
A. 1 Detailed system diagram of digital signal processing signal chain 
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Figure A-1 Digital signal processor - internal signal chain, including crossovers, equalisation 
and delays 
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A. 2 Standalone loudspeaker frequency responses (free-field) 
Loudspeaker frequency response plots were measured in anechoic conditions at 
Harman Becker Automotive Systems to ensure that the loudspeakers used for the 
standalone audio system performed within adequate limits. 
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Figure A-2 Infinity Satellite 750 loudspeaker - frequency response 
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Figure A-3 Subwoofer - frequency response 
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A. 3 Vehicle equalisation treatment 
Tables A-1 to A-6 show the detailed frequency equalisation applied by the digital 
signal processor to the individual audio channels. Figures A-4 to A-9 show the 
frequency response that resulted from the equalisation process for the corresponding 
table. 
Left Channel Equalisation 
Type Slope Frequency Width Boost/Cut 
1 Bell 9dB / octave 2.34kHz 1 octave +6.0dB 
2 High Shelf 12dB / Oct 9.21kHz 1 Oct +7.53dB 
3 High Shelf 15dB / Oct 15.4kHz 0.1 Oct +3.0dB 
4 Bell 6dB / Oct 1.5kHz 0.08 Oct +6.0dB 
5 Bell ..... 6dB / Oct 400Hz 1 Oct +5.1dB 
6 Bell .. 6dB / Oct 
........... 219Hz 0.7 Oct -6.0dB 
7 Bell 6dB / Oct 250Hz 0.2 Oct -5.0dB 
8 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 1kHz 1 Oct 3.0dB 
Table A-1 Left channel frequency equalisation details 
m 
cz 0 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure A-4 Left channel frequency equalisation spectral response 
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Right Channel Equalisation 
Type 
................ 
Slope Frequency Width Boost/Cut 
1 Bell 6dB/octave 2.5kHz 1 octave +5.0dB 
2 Bell 6dB / oct 3.5kHz 0.5 Oct +5.0dB 
3 Bell 6dB/oct ............... 1.6kHz ......... 1 Oct +4.0dB 
4 High Shelf 6dB/oct 18.7kHz 1 Oct +6.0dB 
5 Bell 6dB/oct 250Hz 1 Oct -4.0dB 
6 Bell 6dB / oct 2.9kHz 1 Oct 
....... 
-4.0dB 
7 Bell 6dB / oct 350Hz 1 Oct +4.0dB 
8 High Shelf 6dB / oct 1kHz 1 Oct -2.0dB 
Table A-2 Right channel frequency equalisation details 
c 
. Co 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure A-5 Right channel frequency equalisation spectral response 
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Centre Channel Equalisation 
.... 
Type Slope Frequency Width Boost/Cut 
1 Bell 9dB / octave 1.42kHz 0.25 octave +5.18dB 
2 Bell 6dB / Oct 2.25kHz 1 Oct +4.0dB 
3 Bell 6dB / Oct 8.43kHz 0.3 Oct +5.0dB 
4 High Shelf 15dB / Oct 16.7kHz 1 Oct +6.0dB 
5 Bell 6dB / Oct 
...... 
......... 220Hz 0.5 Oct -4.0dB 
6 Bell ................... . 6dB / Oct 300Hz 0.1 Oct +5.0dB 
7 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 1kHz 1 Oct -3.0dB 
Table A-3 Centre channel frequency equalisation details 
m 
C 
0 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure A-6 Centre channel frequency equalisation spectral response 
Subwoofer (summed) Channel Equalisation 
ýI TAT' 1.1 
type 
..... 
)'iuFe 
..... ;.. ............ ......... 
riequeiity VV IUUI 
............ ........... ..... 
uuubL/' UL 
...... 
1 Bell 9dB/octave 140Hz 0.3 octave +6.0dB 
2 Bell 12dB / Oct 100Hz 1 Oct -3.0dB 
3 Bell 15dB / Oct 55Hz 0.6 Oct +6.0dB 
Table A-4 Subwoofer channel frequency equalisation details 
m 
c 
Co 
0 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure A-7 Subwoofer channel frequency equalisation spectral response 
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Left Surround Channel Equalisation 
Type Slope Frequency Width Boost/Cut 
1 Bell 6dB / octave 2.0kHz 4 octave +6.0dB 
2 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 10.7kHz 1 Oct +6.0dB 
3 Bell 6dB / Oct 248Hz 1 Oct -5.0dB 
4 
: 
Bell 6dB / Oct 582Hz 1.5 Oct +6.0dB 
...... 5 Bell 6dB / Oct 1.4kHz 0.1 Oct 
........ 
+5.0dB 
6 Bell 6dB / Oct 1.66kHz 0.1 Oct -5.0dB 
7 Bell 6dB / Oct 310Hz 1 Oct +3.0dB 
8 Bell 6dB / Oct 250Hz 0.2 Oct -5.0dB 
9 Bell 6dB / Oct 489Hz 0.2 Oct -3.0dB 
10 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 1.0kHz 1 Oct -3.0dB 
Table A-5 Left surround channel frequency equalisation details 
m 
c 
Ct 
0 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure A-8 Left surround channel frequency equalisation spectral response 
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Right Surround Channel Equalisation 
Type Slope Frequency Width Boost/Cut 
1 Bell 6dB/octave 2.17kHz 4 octave +6.0dB 
2 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 16.9kHz 1 Oct +6.0dß 
3 Bell 6dB / Oct 
........ 1.44kHz 0.5 Oct 
........... 
+6.0dB 
4 Bell 6dB / Oct 1.81kHz 0.5 Oct -5.0dB 
5 Bell 6dB / Oct 263Hz 1 Oct -5.0dB 
6 Bell 6dB / Oct 
............. 376Hz 0.3 Oct 
..... 
+5.0dB 
7 High Shelf 6dB / Oct 1.0 kHz 1 Oct -3.0dB 
8 Bell 6dB / Oct 730Hz 1 Oct +4.0dB 
Table A-6 Right surround channel frequency equalisation details 
m 
c 
0 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure A-9 Right surround channel frequency equalisation spectral response 
A. 4 Audio item spectral analysis MATLAB code 
Figures A-10 and A-11 show the programming code used to produce 6-channel 
spectral analysis of the audio items using a 2048pt windowed 
fast Fourier Transform, 
averaged over the length of the audio extract. This was carried out 
for each audio 
item included in the test. 
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% Multi-channel FFT Analyser 
% Specify wav file to be analysed (multi-channel source files) 
infile ='*. wav' 
[X, Fs, bits)=wavread(infile); 
% Insert filename to replace 
% Read in wave file 
n=2048; % Number of fft points 
% Carry out FFT spectral analysis using fft function 
[avg_frame] = avgmchananalyserfft(X, Fs, n); % Average fft function 
size(avg_frame) % Confirm size of output matrix 
Y1 = avg_frame(:, 1); % Divide matrix to allow 
Y2 = avg_frame(:, 2); % subplots of each channel 
Y3 = avg_frame(:, 3); 
Y4 = avg_frame(:, 4); 
Y5 = avg_frame(:, 5); 
Y6 = avg_frame(:, 6); 
% Plot fft for 5 main channels 
% Frequency axis specified according to the number of points 
% and sampling frequency 
j=1: (n/2); 
f= j*Fs/n; 
%j is half fft length 
f is frequency axis 
figure ('Name', (infile), 'Color', [1 1 1]) % Figure name and bg colour 
subplot (3,2,1); % Subplot position 
semilogx(f, Y1(l: (n/2)), 'k', 'LineWidth', 2) % Logarithmic x axis, linear y axis, 
black 2pt lines 
axis ([0 20000 -90 0]); % X Axis from 0Hz to 20kHz, y axis from - 
90 to OdBFS 
grid on % Gridlines on 
ylabel ('dBFS', 'FontSize', ll) % y-label and font size 
title ('Left Channel', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold')% subplot title and font 
subplot (3,2,2); 
semilogx (f, Y2(1: (n/2)), 'k', 'LineWidth', 2) 
axis ([0 20000 -90 0]) 
grid on 
title ('Right Channel', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold') 
subplot (3,2,3); 
semilogx (f, Y3(1: (n/2)), 'k', 'LineWidth', 2) 
axis ([0 20000 -90 0]) 
grid on 
ylabel ('dBFS', 'FontSize', 11) 
title ('Centre Channel', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold') 
subplot (3,2,5); 
semilogx (f, Y5(1: (n/2)), 'k', 'LineWidth', 2) 
axis ([0 20000 -90 0]) 
grid on 
xlabel ('Frequency, Hz', 'FontSize', 11) 
ylabel ('dBFS', 'FontSize', 11) 
title ('Left Surround Channel', 'FontSize', 12, 'Fontweight', 'bold') 
subplot (3,2,6); 
semilogx (f, Y6(1: (n/2)), 'k', 'Linewidth', 2) 
axis ([0 20000 -90 0]) 
grid on 
xlabel ('Frequency, Hz', 
'FontSize', 11) 
title ('Right Surround Channel', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold') 
Figure A10 FFT Spectral analysis MATLAB code 
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% FFT Spectral Analysis Function 
function [avg] = avgmchananalyserfft(X, Fs, n) 
% Carry out fft analysis of each channel of audio file X 
%n is number of fft points 
% Output avg is matrix of avgeraged fft in dB for multi-channel file 
% Looped Multi-channel FFT Analyser 
% Take npt fft of individual channels of X to find frequency components 
% yi is npt fft of Xi 
% Yi is dB conversion of yi 
sam =1; 
avg_frame = zeros(n, l); 
a= length(X)/n; 
for jj = 1: 6 
Z= X( :, ii); 
for ii = 1: a-1 
temp-time =Z (sam : sam+(n-1)); 
yl = fft(temp_time, n); 
Y1 = 20. *log10(abs(yl)/n); 
Delta =0- max(Y1); 
Y1 = Y1 + Delta; 
avg_frame = avg_frame + Y1; 
sam = ii * n+l; 
end 
avg(:, jj) = avg_frame/a-1; 
avg_frame = zeros(n, l); 
Z= []; 
end 
% End of looped FFT function 
Figure A-11 FFT Spectral analysis MATLAB code - FFT analyser function 
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B Appendix B: Experiment 1 Additional Data 
B. 1 Audio Item Details Summary 
The eight audio items included in Experiment 1 were from a range of genres and 
audio sources, including DVD-A and CD. Table B-1 summarises the main details for 
each of the selected audio items 
ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Item Classical Film Pop RnB Rock Funk Male Mixed 
Speech Speech 
Artist Orchestra Speech Santana Insane Nine Steely EBU EBU 
Qown Inch Dan Speech Speech 
Posse Nails 
Source DVD-A DVD DVD DVD- 
..... _.......... .. DTS ... .......................... DTS CD 
_. _. _ CD 
A DVD DVD 
Output 5.1 5 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5 5 
Table B-1 Audio item summary of details 
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B. 2 Audio item spectral analysis FFT plots 
Figures B-1 to B-8 show the 5-channel fast Fourier Transform spectral analysis plots 
for each of the selected audio items included in Table B-1. These plots were created 
using the spectral analysis code shown in Appendix A. 4. 
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Figure B-1 Audio item 1 (Classical) 
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Figure B-2 Audio item 2 (Film) 
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Figure B-3 Audio item 3 (Pop) 
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Figure B-4 Audio item 4 (RnB) 
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Figure B-5 Audio item 5 (Rock) 
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Figure B-6 Audio item 6 (Jazz) 
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Figure B-8 Audio item 8 (Male and Female Speech) 
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B. 3 Spectral filter design MATLAB code 
The six zero-phase delay filters used to implement spectral distortions to the audio 
items were designed in MATLAB using the Filter Design and Analysis (FDA) 
Toolbox and the parametric equaliser code written by Orfandis [1995]. Filter 
specifications were stated in the code for the peak and notch filters and in the FDA 
Toolbox for the low and high pass filters. 
Figures B-9 to B-14 show the code that was used to process the individual channels of 
the audio items for the six different test filters described in Table 3-4 in Chapter 3. 
% parmeq. m - second-order parametric EQ filter design 
% Reproduced from http: //www. ece. rutgers. edu/-orfanidi/intro2sp/ 
% Format of filter - required in the same folder as m files using it 
% [b, a, beta] = parmeq(GO, G, GB, w0, Dw) 
%b= [b0, bl, b2] = numerator coefficients 
%a= [1, al, a2] = denominator coefficients 
% GO, G, GB = reference, boost/cut, and bandwidth gains 
% w0, Dw = center frequency and bandwidth in [rads/sample] 
% beta = design parameter 
% for plain PEAK use: GO=O, G=1, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% for plain NOTCH use: G0=1, G=O, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% Filter function 
function [b, a, beta] = parmeq(GO, G, GB, w0, Dw) 
beta = tan(Dw/2) * sqrt(abs(GB^2 - GO"2)) / sqrt(abs(G^2 - GB^2)); 
b= [(GO + G*beta), -2*GO*cos(wO), (GO - G*beta)] 
/ (1+beta); 
a= [1, -2*cos(wO)/(1+beta), (1-beta)/(1+beta)]; 
Figure B-9 Parametric equaliser MATLAB code [Orfanidis, 1995] 
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% 6kHz Low Pass Filter System (Centre channel only) 
% Stipulate wave file to be used in main workspace, x= 'filename. wav' 
% Stipulate wave file name for processed file in main workspace, y= 'filename. wav' 
[X, Fs, bits] = wavread(x); % Read in wave file x as X 
n= length(X); n is length of X 
% Create new matrix XX which is wave file X plus 1000 samples either side 
% When filtered this will avoid clicks 
X1 = X((n-999): n,: ); % X1 is the last 1000 samples of X 
X2 = X(1: 1000,: ); % X2 is the first 1000 samples of X 
XX = [Xl; X; X2]; % XX is Xl followed by X followed by X2 
% Select centre channel only to be processed by filter 
XXX = XX(:, 3); 
% Load MAT-file containing coefficients of 6kHz LPF designed in FDA Toolbox and saved 
in MAT format 
load '6klpfilter'; % Apass = 0.1dB, Astop = 120dB, FPass = 6000Hz, FStop = 7000Hz 
A=1; % Vector A contains coefficients for filter denominator (1 in 
this filter) 
B= Num; % Vector B contains coefficients for filter numerator 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply filter to signal XXX 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and backwards to control phase 
% Return signal XXX as signal YYY 
YYY = filtfilt (B, A, XXX) ; 
% Recreate signal YY from YYY and XX 
% Resulting in 6 channel signal with C channel processed 
YY = [XX(:, 1) XX(:, 2) YYY XX(:, 4) XX(:, 5) XX(:, 6)]; 
% Extract middle portion of signal YY, to create signal Y 
Y= YY; 
Y(1: 1000,: )=[]; 
Y(n+1: (n+1000),: )=[]; 
wavwrite (Y, 48000,16, y); 
end 
% Remove first 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Remove last 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Write signal Y to wav file 'y' 
Figure B-10 6kHz low pass filter MATLAB code 
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% 2.5kHz Peak Filter System (Centre channel only) 
% Stipulate wave file to be used in main workspace, x= 'filename. wav' % Stipulate wave file name for processed file in main workspace, y= 'filename. wav' 
[X, Fs, bits] = wavread(x); % Read in wave file x as x 
n= length(X); %n is length of X 
% Create new matrix XX which is wave file X plus 1000 samples either side 
% When filtered this will avoid clicks 
X1 = X((n-999): n,: ); % X1 is the last 1000 samples of X 
X2 = X(1: 1000,: ); % X2 is the first 1000 samples of X 
XX = [X1; X; X2]; % XX is X1 followed by X followed by X2 
% Select centre channel only to be processed by filter 
XXX = XX(:, 3); 
% Parametric EQ system 
% Reproduced from http: //www. ece. rutgers. edu/-orfanidi/intro2sp/ 
% parmeq. m - second-order parametric EQ filter design 
% [b, a, beta] = parmeq(G0, G, GB, w0, Dw) 
%b= [b0, bl, b2] = numerator coefficients 
%a= [1, al, a2] = denominator coefficients 
% GO, G, GB = reference, boost/cut, and bandwidth gains 
% w0, Dw = center frequency and bandwidth in [rads/sample] 
% beta = design parameter 
% for plain PEAK use: G0=0, G=1, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% for plain NOTCH use: G0=1, G=O, GB=l/sgrt(2) 
% 2.5kHz peak filter uses the following criteria, to specify vectors a and b 
[b, a, beta] = parmeq(1,2,1/sqrt(2), 0.3272,0.3068); 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply parmeq filter to signal XXX 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and backwards to control phase 
% Return signal XXX as signal YYY 
YYY = filtfilt (b, a, XXX); 
% Recreate signal YY from YYY and XX 
% Resulting in 6 channel signal with C channel processed 
YY = [XX(:, 1) XX(:, 2) YYY XX(:, 4) XX(:, 5) XX(:, 6)]; 
% Extract middle portion of signal YY, to create signal Y 
Y= YY; 
Y(1: 1000,: )=[]; 
Y(n+1: (n+1000),: )=[]; 
wavwrite (Y, 48000,16, y); 
end 
% Remove first 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Remove last 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Write signal Y to wav file 'y' 
Figure B-11 2.5kHz, 6dB magnitude peak filter MATLAB code 
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% 500Hz Notch Filter System (Left and Right channels only) 
% Stipulate wave file to be used in main workspace, x= 'filename. wav' 
% Stipulate wave file name for processed file in main workspace, y= 'filename. wav' 
[X, Fs, bits] = wavread(x); 
n= length(X); 
Read in wave file x as X 
%n is length of X 
% Create new matrix XX which is wave file X plus 1000 samples either side 
% When filtered this will avoid clicks 
X1 = X((n-999): n,: ); % X1 is the last 1000 samples of X 
X2 = X(1: 1000,: ); % X2 is the first 1000 samples of X 
XX = [X1; X; X2]; % XX is X1 followed by X followed by X2 
% Select left and right channels only to be processed by filter 
XXXL = XX(:, 1); 
XXXR = XX(:, 2); 
% Parametric EQ system 
% Reproduced from http: //www. ece. rutgers. edu/-orfanidi/intro2sp/ 
% parmeq. m - second-order parametric EQ filter design 
% [b, a, beta] = parmeq(GO, G, GB, WO, Dw) 
%b= [b0, bl, b2] = numerator coefficients 
%a= [1, al, a2] = denominator coefficients 
% GO, G, GB = reference, boost/cut, and bandwidth gains 
% w0, Dw = center frequency and bandwidth in [rads/sample] 
% beta = design parameter 
% for plain PEAR use: GO=O, G=1, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% for plain NOTCH use: G0=1, G=O, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% 500Hz notch filter uses the following criteria, to specify vectors a and 
b 
[b, a, beta] = parmeq(1,0.3,1/sqrt(2), 0.0654,0.0393); 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply 500Hz parmeq filter to signals 
XXXL and XXXR 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and backwards 
to control phase 
% Return signals XXXL and XXXR as signals YYYL and YYYR 
YYYL = filtfilt (b, a, XXXL); 
YYYR = filtfilt (b, a, XXXR); 
% Recreate signal YY from YYYYL, YYYYR and XX 
% Resulting in 6 channel signal with L and R channels processed 
YY = [YYYL YYYR XX(:, 3) XX(:, 
4) XX(:, 5) XX(:, 6)]; 
% Extract middle portion of signal YY, to create signal 
Y 
Y= YY; 
Y(1: 1000,: )=[]; 
Y(n+1: (n+1000),: )=[]; 
wavwrite (Y, 48000,16, y); 
end 
% Remove first 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Remove last 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Write signal Y to wav file 'y' 
Figure B-12 500Hz notch filter MATLAB code 
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% 300Hz and 1kHz Peak Filter System (Left and Right channels only) 
% Stipulate wave file to be used in main workspace, x= 'filename. wav' % Stipulate wave file name for processed file in main workspace, y= 'filename. wav' 
[X, Fs, bits] = wavread(x); 
n= length(X); 
Read in wave file x as X 
%n is length of X 
% Create new matrix XX which is wave file X plus 1000 samples either side 
% When filtered this will avoid clicks 
X1 = X((n-999): n,: ); % X1 is the last 1000 samples of X 
X2 = X(1: 1000,: ); % X2 is the first 1000 samples of x 
XX = [X1; X; X2]; % XX is X1 followed by X followed by X2 
% Select left and right channels only to be processed by filter 
XXXL = XX(:, l); 
XXXR = XX(:, 2); 
% Parametric EQ system 
% Reproduced from http: //www. ece. rutgers. edu/-orfanidi/intro2sp/ 
% parmeq. m - second-order parametric EQ filter design 
% [b, a, beta] = parmeq(GO, G, GB, w0, Dw) 
%b= [b0, bl, b2] = numerator coefficients 
%a= [1, al, a2] = denominator coefficients 
% GO, G, GB = reference, boost/cut, and bandwidth gains 
% w0, Dw = center frequency and bandwidth in [rads/sample] 
% beta = design parameter 
% for plain PEAK use: GO=O, G=1, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% for plain NOTCH use: G0=1, G=O, GB=1/sgrt(2) 
% 300Hz peak filter uses the following criteria, to specify vectors a and b 
[b, a, beta] = parmeq(1,2,1/sqrt(2), 0.0393,0.0262); 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply 300Hz parmeq filter to signals XXXL and XXXR 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and backwards to control phase 
% Return signals XXXL and XXXR as signals YYYL and YYYR 
YYYL = filtfilt (b, a, XXXL); 
YYYR = filtfilt (b, a, XXXR); 
% 1kHz peak filter uses the following criteria 
[b, a, beta] = parmeq(1,2,1/sqrt(2), 0.1309,0.0785); 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply 1kHz parmeq filter to signals YYYL and YYYR 
% These signals are already processed with the 300Hz filter 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and backwards to control phase 
% Return signals YYYL and YYYR as signals YYYYL and YYYYR 
YYYYL = filtfilt (b, a, YYYL); 
YYYYR = filtfilt (b, a, YYYR); 
% Recreate signal YY from YYYYL, YYYYR and XX 
% Resulting in 6 channel signal with L and R channels processed 
yy = [YYYYL YYYYR XX(:, 3) XX(:, 4) XX(:, 5) XX(:, 6)]; 
% Extract middle portion of signal YY, to create signal Y 
Y= YY; 
% Remove first 1000 samples (repeated section) Y(1: 1000,0=11; 
Y(n+1: (n+1000),: )=[1% % Remove last 1000 samples (repeated section) 
wavwrite (Y, 48000,16, y); 
% Write signal Y to wav file 'y' 
end 
Figure B-13 300Hz and 1 kHz peak filter MATLAB code 
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% 3.5kHz Low Pass Filter for Anchor (3 front channels) 
% Stipulate wave file to be used in main workspace, x= 'filename. wav' 
% Stipulate wave file name for processed file in main workspace, y= 'filename. wav' 
[X, Fs, bits] = wavread(x); 
n= length(x); 
Read in wave file x as X 
%n is length of X 
% Create new matrix XX which is wave file X plus 1000 samples either side 
% When filtered this will avoid clicks 
X1 = X((n-999): n,: ); % X1 is the last 1000 samples of X 
X2 = X(1: 1000,: ); % X2 is the first 1000 samples of X 
XX = [X1; X; X2]; % XX is X1 followed by X followed by X2 
% Select 3 front channels of XX to be processed by filter (to create alternative 
anchor) 
XXXL = XX(:, 1); 
XXXR = XX(:, 2); 
XXXC = XX(:, 3); 
% XXXL is left channel of XX 
% XXXR is right channel of XX 
% XXXC is centre channel of XX 
% Load MAT-file containing coefficients of 3.5kHz LPF designed in FDA Toolbox and 
saved in MAT format 
load 'lpfilter'; % Apass = 0.1dB, Astop = 120dB, FPass = 3500Hz, FStop = 4500Hz 
A=1; % Vector A contains coefficients for filter denominator 
B= Num; % Vector B contains coefficients for filter numerator 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply filter to signals XXXL, XXXR and XXXC 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and backwards to control phase 
% Return 3 signals as signals YYYL, YYYR and YYYC 
YYYL = filtfilt (B, A, XXXL); 
YYYR = filtfilt (B, A, XXXR); 
YYYC = filtfilt (B, A, XXXC); 
% Recreate signal YY from YYY and XX 
% Resulting in 6 channel signal with L, R and C channels processed 
YY = [YYYL YYYR YYYC XX(:, 4) XX(:, 5) XX(:, 6)]; 
% Extract middle portion of signal YY, to create signal Y 
Y= YY; 
Y(1: 1000,: )=[]; 
Y(n+1: (n+1000),: )=[]; 
wavwrite (Y, 48000,16, y); 
end 
% Remove first 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Remove last 1000 samples (repeated section) 
% Write signal Y to wav file 'y' 
Figure B-14 3.5kHz low pass filter MATLAB code 
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B. 4 Spectral filter frequency response graphs 
The spectral response of each of the filters designed in MATLAB and used in 
Experiment 1 was applied using the filtfilt function to an impulse. The resulting 
frequency responses are shown in Figures B-15 to B-21. 
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Figure B-15 6kHz low pass filter frequency response 
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Centre 2.5kHz Peak Filter 
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C Appendix C: Experiment 1 Additional Analysis 
C. 1 Listener Performance Analysis 
As described in Chapter 3, the BAQ scores provided by the listeners were screened 
using the methods described in Section 2.7.1 to improve the data signal-to-noise 
ratio. 
C. 1.1 Discrimination of the hidden reference 
Figure C-1 shows the mean BAQ scores with 95% confidence intervals for the hidden 
reference items plotted for the individual listeners (interval data averaged across the 
two test sessions). 
1 
0 
CY 
co 
Listener 
Figure C-1 Graph showing mean basic audio quality scores and 95% confidence intervals for 
the hidden reference item, plotted for individual listeners, marked with a 100-point and 90- 
point threshold 
The solid line at 100 on the BAQ scale indicates the score at which the 
listeners were 
instructed to grade the hidden reference item. The graph shows that no listeners 
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identified the hidden reference on all occasions, indicated by the deviation in mean 
scores from the 100-point line and non-zero confidence intervals. Only a few 
listeners, notably Listeners 2,10,11,13,16,19 and 25, were capable of recognising the 
hidden reference on the majority of occasions, shown by mean BAQ scores close to 
100 and small confidence intervals. The deviation of the mean scores from 100 and 
the non-zero confidence intervals in the results were attributed to the fact that some 
listeners found it difficult to discriminate correctly subtle differences between the 
reference and the stimuli with the least severe spectral distortions. This caused them 
not to identify the hidden reference or to identify a different stimulus as the hidden 
reference. 
For listener screening purposes, a hidden reference detection threshold was selected 
at 90 on the 100-point scale, shown in Figure C-1. This threshold provided a suitable 
compromise between listeners' experimental error and retaining a sufficiently large 
group of listeners for further analysis. Six listeners (5,14,17,18,22,26) had a mean 
hidden reference BAQ score below this threshold. Although several other listeners 
had mean hidden reference scores between 90 and 95 points on the scale, the 6 
listeners identified above had the largest confidence intervals and the lowest mean 
scores. These listeners were less capable than the rest of the group when 
discriminating the hidden reference and were considered for screening from the final 
analysis dataset. 
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C. 1.2 Intra-listener inconsistency 
Figure C-2 is a plot of the mean error for each listener and is directly comparable 
with the 100-point BAQ scale. The mean error threshold marked at 13.4 points is the 
mean error of the whole listening panel. 
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Figure C-2 Bar graph showing mean error for individual listeners, indicating intra-listener 
inconsistency between test sessions, with a reference line at the mean listening panel error 
If the listening panel mean error was used as the screening threshold, fourteen 
listeners had a mean error greater than this level indicating that they were more 
inconsistent than the panel average. This margin would have restricted the pool of 
listeners too much for subsequent meaningful analysis and would have diminished 
the usable dataset by a significant margin and reduced the capacity to generalise the 
results. Although it would have included listeners who were inconsistent when 
rating repeated stimuli, which would have increased the noise in the dataset, moving 
the screening margin to 15 points on the 100-point scale would have increased the 
size of the remaining dataset to twenty listeners for subsequent analysis. Six listeners 
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(3,6,9,15,17 and 18) were therefore considered for removal from the dataset as a 
result of the inconsistency analysis. 
Further evidence of the listeners' discrimination ability was collected by examining 
the ANOVA partial eta squared values between the reference and the least distorted 
stimulus and between the reference and the most distorted (anchor) stimulus. Figure 
C-3 compares these partial eta squared statistics. 
3. 
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Figure C-3 Bar graph showing ANOVA partial eta squared for individual listeners to 
demonstrate the discrimination between the reference and the anchor and between the 
reference and the least distorted stimuli 
Although the task that the listeners were asked to complete was more than normally 
demanding for this type of listening test due to small perceptual differences between 
stimuli, the partial eta squared statistic comparison in Figure C-3 showed that 
discrimination was possible between the reference and the least and most distorted 
stimuli. 
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The analyses described in this section indicated that there were ten listeners (3,5,6, 
9,14,15,17,18,22,26) that struggled to identify the hidden reference or were 
inconsistent with their BAQ scores across the test sessions. 
Insufficient familiarity with the task was considered as a possible cause of 
inconsistencies. However, the familiarisation session was designed according to the 
MUSHRA Recommendation and allowed all listeners to audition all of the test 
stimuli prior to the first test session. Listeners did not therefore lack exposure to the 
stimuli. Although the pre-test training met these standards, only a small number of 
test sessions (2 per listener) were completed and this small number of test repetitions 
might have prevented the listeners from developing satisfactory ability to 
discriminate between these particular test stimuli. It was therefore considered that a 
greater number of test sessions might give listeners greater opportunity to become 
familiar with the task and test items. 
It was possible to run additional test repeats using the original panel of listeners 
before making final data screening decisions; this increased the listeners' familiarity 
with the test stimuli and procedure and increased the number of test repeats to 
provide a larger dataset and reduced confidence intervals in the analysis. 
C. 1.3 Comparison of Listening Groups 
The use of both Harman and Surrey listeners in the additional test sessions was 
subject to the time and cost of transporting the test vehicle between sites. The 
differences in performance between the two listening groups were analysed to see if 
a single test panel could have been used to reduce the experimental resources. A 
significant difference between the performances of the two groups in the initial test 
sessions could have had an important impact on the final results, making it necessary 
to include all of the listeners in the subsequent tests. However, if performance was 
similar between the two groups, one group of listeners could 
have been used in later 
tests, reducing the time impact on the project. 
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An exploration of the differences between the BAQ scores from the initial test 
sessions of the two groups of listening participants (Surrey and Harman) was 
undertaken. Correlation was calculated between the mean BAQ scores for the two 
groups of listeners, averaged across all listeners, but for the separate audio items and 
spectral filters. The scores obtained for these two groups had a Pearson correlation of 
0.973, which was statistically significant at the 0.01 level. This indicated a very small 
difference between the two groups of listeners. The scatter graph in Figure C-4 
confirms the high correlation between the two groups mean BAQ scores. The line of 
linear best fit is seen to be very close to the y=x line and the listeners' mean BAQ 
scores are close to the best fit line with no major outliers. 
Figure C-4 Scatter-plot comparing mean BAQ scores for Surrey and Harman listeners to 
demonstrate the high correlation between the two listener groups 
The high correlation between the two groups led to the decision that a single group 
of listeners could be used 
in the additional test sessions and for future experiments; 
the Harman listeners were selected because the vehicle was at the 
Harman site. 
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C. 1.4 Additional test sessions - discrimination of the hidden reference 
Compared with the mean BAQ scores for the hidden reference over two test sessions 
for the Surrey listeners, the Harman listeners showed considerable improvement in 
the detection of the hidden reference after five test sessions in total. The graph in 
Figure C-5 shows mean hidden reference scores with 95% confidence intervals for all 
completed sessions (5 for Harman; 2 for Surrey); the 90-point threshold is included as 
used in Figure C-1. For the Harman listeners, as a result of the additional listening 
test sessions the mean hidden reference scores increased compared with their 2- 
session mean BAQ scores and had also increased compared with the Surrey listening 
group. This indicated that increasing the number of test sessions from two to five 
sessions enabled listeners to develop their ability to recognise the hidden reference. 
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Figure C-5 Graph showing mean basic audio quality scores and 95% confidence intervals for 
the hidden reference item with a 90-point threshold, plotted for individual listeners over all 
completed test sessions 
The additional test sessions reduced the number of 
listeners to be considered for 
removal from the 
final analysis (based on the 90-point threshold for hidden reference 
discrimination). Five listeners from the Surrey listening group (14,17,18,22,26) were 
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identified for possible removal based on their poor ability to detect the hidden 
reference during the test. 
C. 1.5 Additional test sessions - intra-listener inconsistency 
A comparison of intra-listener inconsistency using mean error data, where a greater 
error indicates a more inconsistent listener, between the 2-session and the 5-session 
results is shown in the bar graph in Figure C-6. The difference in the number of test 
sessions is compared within the Harman listening group and also compared with the 
Surrey group. It is clear from the graph that the additional test sessions did not alter 
the intra-listener inconsistency by a large amount in any of the Harman listeners. 
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Figure C-6 Bar graph showing mean error for individual listeners, to compare intra-listener 
inconsistency for 2 and 5 test sessions, including a 15-point threshold 
The minimal difference between the 2 and 5 sessions 
listener inconsistency meant 
that the same listeners as before (Section C. 1.2) had a mean error above the 
15-point 
reference line shown 
in Figure C-6. This reference line is a compromise between 
retaining a suitable number of 
listeners for analysis and identifying those listeners 
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who were most inconsistent when grading repeated stimuli between test sessions. 
The seven most inconsistent listeners were 3,6,9,15,17,18 and 22. 
As before, the partial eta squared statistic from the ANOVA was compared between 
the reference and least distorted stimulus and the reference and most distorted 
stimulus. Similar to the initial test sessions, the graph in Figure C-7 shows that 
discrimination was possible between the reference and the least and most distorted 
stimuli even though listeners were sometimes inconsistent in their BAQ gradings 
between test sessions. 
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Figure C-7 Bar graph showing ANOVA partial eta squared for individual listeners to 
demonstrate the discrimination between the reference and the anchor and between the 
reference and the least distorted stimuli, for additional test sessions 
C. 1.6 Experiment 1 Listener Screening Decisions 
The analysis in the previous sections showed that discrimination of the hidden 
reference was challenging and intra-listener inconsistency (between test sessions) 
was moderately high, even for experienced listeners who had been familiarised with 
the test task and audio material. Additional test sessions were carried out using the 
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same experimental procedure to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the dataset. The 
BAQ data was highly correlated for the Harman and Surrey listening groups so only 
the Harman listening panel was used in the additional test sessions to reduce the 
burden on experimental resources such as the vehicle and listening panel. Three 
additional test runs were completed and the additional data and compared with the 
original Surrey data. 
Table C-1 identifies the listeners that were shown to have been more inconsistent and 
less discriminating than others in the listener performance analysis. Six listeners from 
the Surrey listening panel were removed as a result of the listener analysis. 
Listener Hidden Reference Intra-listener Inconsistency 
Discrimination 
14 One of lowest mean BAQ, 
approx 83 points, with CI near 
the widest of all listeners 
15 Cl are similar in width to 
listener 14, but mean BAQ is 
approx 92 points 
Fairly consistent listener - mean 
error below 13 points 
Level of inconsistency above 15 
point threshold 
. _. _.................. ........ .......... ............... ................. 
17 Mean BAQ approx 85 points Most inconsistent listener - 
with widest Cl of all listeners highest mean error 
.. _.............. ............... .... _... ............... ........................ ................................................. ............ _ ................ 18 CI similar width to listener 14, Mean error above the 15 point 
with mean BAQ just below 90 threshold 
points 
22 Lowest mean BAQ of all 
listeners, approx 82 points, with 
fairly wide CI 
Mean error meeting threshold 
at 15 points 
,.......... .............. . __...... 
26 Similar Cl to listener 18, with Mean error less than 13 points, 
mean BAQ of 90 points fairly consistent 
Table C-1 Table summarising listeners to be removed following additional test sessions 
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C. 2 Centre Channel Distortions RM-ANOVA 
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the final dataset (with screened 
listeners removed as described in the previous section). All significance is reported at 
the 0.05 level. 
C. 2.1 Centre channel distortions - checking statistical assumptions 
Normal distribution of scores and the assumption of sphericity were checked prior to 
the analysis. The Shapiro-Wilks test was used to check for normal distribution using 
the standardised residuals of the BAQ scores. The assumption of sphericity was 
checked using Mauchly's test and if the significance value (p) was less than 0.05, the 
assumption was violated. In those cases where the assumption of sphericity was 
violated, the degrees of freedom were corrected by using the lower-bound estimate. 
w 
C 
0 0 
Figure C-8 Histogram of standardised residuals for centre channel spectral distortions 
Examination of the histogram shown in Figure C-8 indicated that the standardised 
residuals for BAQ were close to normal, with a slight positive skew. 
The results of 
the Shapiro-Wilks test are shown in Table C-2, and show the normality test 
for each 
audio item and spectral 
distortion. 
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Tests of Normality 
Audio Item Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic 
... _...... _...... _. _ 
df Sig. 
Centre_6kHz_LPF Classical 
. 889 71 . 000 
........... ............... Film . 873 
.... ........... 71 
. 000 .................. .... Pop 
. 956 71 . 014 
...................... RnB 
. 898 
.. 71 
. 000 
Rock 
. 515 71 000 
Funk 
. 936 71 . 001 
___ ........................ Male Speech 
. 880 71 . 000 
................... : ...... ................ ..... Mixed Speech 
. 984 
._.............. ............ .......... ... 71 .... _ . 508 
Centre_2.5kHz_Peak Classical 
. 973 
.. 71 ........ ................ . 123 
......... ..... ... Film 
. 963 
......................... 71 ... .... .......... . 034 
Pop . 961 71 . 026 
RnB . 985 71 539 
Rock . 932 71 . 001 
....................... e....... _..... ........... Frank A4R ...................................................... 7ý ........................ nn; 
__ ..... ........... :.... Male Speech 
............ ......................... _a.... 
..... 
. 967 
... _.... _.... ___ 
.. 71 
.. _ ................. .......... ............. 
......... 
. 
061 
Mixed Speech . 963 71 . 034 
Classical . 971 71 . 101 
Film . 976 71 . 199 
............................. Pop 
................................................................... 
. 985 
.......................... 
71 
...... .............................. 
. 562 
..................... RnB . 960 71 . 022 
....................... ...... _..... . _w_ ;. Rock . _. _..... . 986 
........ _ ................ 71 . 646 
........... ....... ....... ..... Funk . 956 71 . 
015 
Male Speech . 980 71 . 
326 
...... ................ Mixed Speech . __. . 956 
......... 71 . 014 
Table C-2 Tests of Normality for centre channel spectral distortions 
Although some of the residuals for the audio items were normally distributed 
(shown by a significance value, p greater than 0.05), the majority of items had a 
significant normality test. Although the assumption of normality was therefore 
violated, it was still possible to use RM-ANOVA because it is relatively robust when 
the number of observations is quite high and listeners have participated in all test 
conditions [Field, 2005]. The use of RM-ANOVA was therefore accepted. 
The assumption of sphericity was checked using Mauchly's test and the results are 
shown in Table C-3. The assumption was violated 
for all factors, shown by the 
significance value 
(p) less than 0.05. The degrees of freedom were therefore corrected 
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by using the lower-bound estimate, which is the most rigorous option available, 
meaning that a larger effect is required before significance is shown [Field, 2005]. 
Mauchly's Test of Sphericity 
Table C-3 Test of Sphericity for RM ANOVA for centre channel spectral distortions 
C. 2.2 Centre Channel Mean BAQ Scores 
The graph in Figure C-9 shows the mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals 
for the centre channel spectral distortions and low quality anchor used in Experiment 
1, demonstrating that listeners used the full range of the BAQ scale. 
D 
V 
4n 
Figure C-9 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence for all centre channel distortions and low 
quality anchor 
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C. 2.3 Centre Channel RM-ANOVA 
The results of the main centre channel RM-ANOVA are shown in Table C-4. It can be 
seen that all of the tested factors and 2-way interactions were statistically significant. 
Source df Sig. Partial Eta Squared 
Distortion Lower-bound 1.000 
. 000 . 855 
Audio .. _..... _... _............ Lower-bound _: 1.000 ................ _ . 000 . 584 
Distortion * Audio ......... Lower-bound ........ 1.000 . 000 . 386 
Table C-4 Tests of within-subject effects for centre channel RM-ANOVA 
C. 2.4 Centre Channel RM-ANOVA Pairwise Comparisons 
Pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni correction, were carried out between the BAQ 
scores for the different spectral distortions. Table C-5 shows the differences between 
the reference condition and the three test conditions. 
Pairwise Comparisons 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 6kHz_LPF 11.893* . 
000 
----------- _.... __ _ .. __...... ........... .................... _.............. _. _... 2.5kHz Peak 31.724 . 000 
LPF and Peak 39.088* . 000 
*. The mean difference is significant at the . 05 level. 
......... .......................................... .. _..... _..... _.. ............... _.............. _. _....... _...................................... ............ _. _. _. _........................ .................... 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
Table C-5 Pairwise Comparisons for Centre channel spectral distortions 
C. 2.5 Centre Channel RM-ANOVA for Individual Audio Items 
The effects on BAQ of the spectral distortions for the individual audio items were 
analysed separately because there was a significant interaction between Distortion 
and Audio in the RM-ANOVA shown above. Graphs of mean BAQ scores and 
95% 
confidence intervals were plotted for each audio file and RM-ANOVA pairwise 
comparisons carried out. The following tables and graphs show the results of 
this 
analysis. 
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C. 2.5.1 Audio Item 1: Classical 
C 
U U, 
C 
d 
Distortion 
Figure C-10 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Classical item, centre 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Classical 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
- ---------------- ---------- 
Reference 6kHz LPF 3.634 . 130 
2.5kHz Peak 47.324* . 000 
......... ..... LPF and Peak 46.479* . 000 ; .... _.. ....... ...... .... ...................... ........... ................... 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
....... 
. _. _........... 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 level. 
Table C-6 Pairwise comparisons for Classical item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.2 Audio Item 2: Film 
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Figure C-11 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Film item, centre channel 
spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Film 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 6kHz LPF 6.873* . 028 
Table C-7 Pairwise comparisons for Film item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.3 Audio Item 3: Pop 
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Figure C-12 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Pop item, centre channel 
spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Pop 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. " 
;............. ..................... .......................................... ... Reference 6kHz LPF 19.239* _. _.. .......... . 000 
2.5kHz Peak 55.028' . 000 
LPF and Peak 61.887* . 000 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table C-8 Pairwise comparisons for Pop item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.4 Audio Item 4: RnB 
1 
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Figure C-13 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for RnB item, centre channel 
spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - RnB 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
....... _ ......................................... .... 
Table C-9 Pairwise comparisons for RnB item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.5 Audio Item 5: Rock 
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Figure C-14 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Rock item, centre channel 
spectral distortions 
Table C-10 Pairwise comparisons for Rock item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.6 Audio Item 6: Funk 
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Figure C-15 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Funk item, centre channel 
spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Funk 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
..................... 
. 
502 
. 
458 
. 
042 
Table C-11 Pairwise comparisons for Funk item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.7 Audio Item 7: Male Speech 
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Figure C-16 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Male Speech item, centre 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons- Male Speech 
Table C-12 Pairwise comparisons for Male Speech item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 2.5.8 Audio Item 8: Mixed Speech 
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Figure C-17 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Mixed Speech item, centre 
channel spectral distortions 
Table C-13 Pairwise comparisons for Mixed Speech item, centre channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3 Left and Right Channel Distortions RM-ANOVA Analysis 
The process described in Section C. 2 was repeated for the left and right channel 
spectral distortions. RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the final dataset 
(with screened listeners removed as described in the previous section). All 
significance is reported at the 0.05 level. 
C. 3.1 Left and Right Channel Assumptions 
The Shapiro-Wilks test was used to check for normal distribution of the standardised 
residuals of the BAQ scores. The histogram in Figure C-18 shows that the BAQ 
residuals were slightly positively skewed, but for some audio items and distortions 
the residuals were normal, as seen in Table C-14 
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Figure C-18 Histogram of standardised residuals for left and right channel spectral distortions 
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Tests of Normality 
LeftRight_500Hz_Notch 
LeftRight_Peaks_and_Notch 
Audio Item Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. 
Classical 
........... 
. 972 71 . 108 
Film 
... 
. 967 71 . 058 ...... Pop 975 71 . 167 
RnB 
. 869 71 . 000 
Rock _ ................ _ 
. 969 
.. 71 .. 
. 080 
Funk ... _..... 
. 965 71 . 046 
Male Speech 
................................ 
. 964 71 . 039 
Mixed Speech 
Classical 
962 71 . 031 
............................... .......... ;............ 
. 834 71 . 000 
Film 
. 878 
........................ 71 ... .......... . _....... _...... < 
. 
000 
Pop 
. 927 71 001 
RnB 
. 786 71 000 
Rock 962 71 . 032 
Funk 
. 853 71 
...................... 
. 000 
Male Speech 
. 772 
.......... ..... _ 71 . 000 
Mixed Speech 
. 842 71 . 000 
Classical 
. 978 71 . 234 
Film . 978 71 . 236 
Pop . 977 71 . 218 
RnB . 762 71 000 
......... Rock ..... . ..... . 968 71 
........ ... 
. 070 
Funk . 985 71 . 575 ; 
Male Speech . 955 
..... ..... ._ 71 . 013 
Mixed Speech . 897 71 . 000 
Table C-14 Test of Normality for left and right channel spectral distortions 
The assumption of normality was violated in a number of cases shown in Table C-14, 
however the use of RM-ANOVA was accepted because it is relatively robust when 
the number of observations is high and listeners have participated in all test 
conditions, as was the case in this experiment. 
The assumption of sphericity was checked using Mauchly's test. The assumption was 
violated in all conditions therefore the degrees of freedom were corrected using the 
lower-bound estimate, as shown in Table C-15. 
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Table C-15 Test of Sphericity for RM ANOVA for left and right channel spectral distortions 
C. 3.2 Left and Right Channel Mean BAQ Scores 
The graph in Figure C-19 shows the mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals 
for the left and right channel spectral distortions and low quality anchor used in 
Experiment 1, demonstrating that listeners used the full range of the BAQ scale. 
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Figure C-19 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence for all left and right channel distortions 
and low quality anchor 
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C. 3.3 Left and Right Channel RM-ANOVA 
The results of the main left and right channel RM-ANOVA are shown in Table C-16. 
All factors and the 2-way interaction between Audio and Distortion were statistically 
significant, as shown below. 
Source df Sig. Partial Eta Squared 
Distortion Lower-bound 1.000 
. 000 . 821 
...... ..... .......... _............ Audio Lower-bound 1.000 
. 000 . 608 
Distortion * Audio Lower-bound 1.000 
. 000 . 269 
Table C-16 Tests of within-subject effects for left and right channel RM-ANOVA 
C. 3.4 Left and Right Channel RM-ANOVA Pairwise Comparisons 
Pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni correction, were carried out between the BAQ 
scores for the different left and right channel spectral distortions. Table C-17 shows 
the differences between the reference condition and the three test conditions. 
Table C-17 Pairwise Comparisons for Centre channel spectral distortions 
C. 3.5 Left and Right Channel RM-ANOVA for Individual Audio Items 
The effects on BAQ of the spectral distortions for the individual audio items were 
analysed separately because there was a significant interaction between Distortion 
and Audio in the RM-ANOVA shown above. Graphs of mean BAQ scores and 95% 
confidence intervals were plotted for each audio file and RM-ANOVA pairwise 
comparisons carried out. The following tables and graphs show the results of this 
analysis. 
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C. 3.5.1 Audio Item 1: Classical 
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Figure C-20 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Classical item, left and right 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Classical 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. a 
Table C-18 Pairwise comparisons for Classical item, left and right channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3.5.2 Audio Item 2: Film 
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Figure C-21 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Film item, left and right 
channel spectral distortions 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 level. 
Table C-19 Pairwise comparisons for Film item, left and right channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3.5.3 Audio Item 3: Pop 
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Figure C-22 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Pop item, left and right 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons- Pop 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Table C-20 Pairwise comparisons for Pop item, left and right channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3.5.4 Audio Item 4: RnB 
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Figure C-23 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for RnB item, left and right 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons- RnB 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 300Hz 1kHz Peaks 20.070* . 000 
... .......... ..... 500Hz Notch 3.704 . 067 
... ......... Peaks and Notch 14.803* . 
000 
........................... __ ......... ....................... ....... 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 level. 
Table C-21 Pairwise comparisons for RnB item, left and right channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3.5.5 Audio Item 5: Rock 
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Figure C-24 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Rock item, left and right 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Rock 
(I) Distortion 
Reference 
(J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
300Hz lkHz Peaks 65.606* . 000 
. ............. .................. 500Hz Notch 37.676` . 000 
......... I" Ann* 
reaxs ana iNotcn cv. '+z . uUu 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table C-22 Pairwise comparisons for Rock item, left and right channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3.5.6 Audio Item 6: Funk 
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Figure C-25 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Funk item, left and right 
channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Funk 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 300Hz lkHz Peaks 43.563* 
500Hz Notch 
Peaks and Notch 
10.197* 
34.479* 
. 000 
. 000 
. 000 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
*. The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table C-23 Pairwise comparisons for Funk item, left and right channel spectral distortions 
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C. 3.5.7 Audio Item 7: Male Speech 
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Figure C-26 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Male Speech item, left and 
right channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons- Male Speech 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. a 
. 000 
. 000 
. 000 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 level. 
Table C-24 Pairwise comparisons for Male Speech item, left and right channel spectral 
distortions 
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C. 3.5.8 Audio Item 8: Mixed Speech 
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Figure C-27 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for Mixed Speech item, left and 
right channel spectral distortions 
Pairwise Comparisons - Mixed Speech 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 300Hz 1kHz Peaks 33.944` . 
000 
500Hz Notch 
... 9.155* 
. 000 
Peaks and Notch 23.282' . 000 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 level. 
Table C-25 Pairwise comparisons for Mixed Speech item, left and right channel spectral 
distortions 
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D Appendix D: Experiment 2 Additional Data 
D. 1 Audio Items Details Summary 
The eight audio items included in Experiment 2 were selected from a range of genres 
and audio sources, including DVD, radio and CD. Table D-1 summarises the main 
details for each of the selected audio items. 
Table D-1 Summary details of audio items used in Experiment 2 
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D. 2 Audio item spectral analysis FFT plots 
Figures D-1 to D-8 show the 5-channel fast Fourier Transform spectral analysis plots 
for each of the selected audio items included in Table D-1. These plots were created 
using the spectral analysis code shown in Appendix A. 4. 
Right Channel 
Right Surround Channel 
Figure D-1 Audio item 1 (Radio News) 
Right Channel 
102 10' 1.04 
Left Surround Channel 
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Figure D-2 Audio item 2 (Radio Play) 
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Left Surround Channel 
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Figure D-3 Audio item 3 (Radio Panel) 
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Figure D-4 Audio item 4 (CD Pop) 
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Right Channel 
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Figure D-5 Audio item 5 (DVD Easy) 
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Figure D-6 Audio item 6 (DVD Pop) 
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Right Channel 
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Figure D-7 Audio item 7 (DVD Classical) 
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Figure D-8 Audio item 8 (DVD Jazz) 
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D. 3 Spectral filter design MATLAB code 
The nine zero-phase delay filters used to implement spectral distortions to the audio 
items were designed in MATLAB using the Filter Design and Analysis (FDA) 
Toolbox and the parametric equaliser code written by Orfandis [1995]. Filter 
specifications were stated in the code for the peak and notch filters and in the FDA 
Toolbox for the low and high pass filters. 
Figure D-9 shows the automatic programming code that was used to process the 
individual channels of the audio items for the nine different test filters described in 
Table 4-3 in Chapter 4. 
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% Automatic Channel Filter System (for centre channel filters and anchor filters) 
% This code will automatically process a specified number of files with 1 filter 
% In this experiment, files were processed and replayed as mono files (NOT multi-channel 
files) 
% Files to be processed should have filenames in the format a_b_c_. wav where 
%a is the audio item number (file loop) 
%b is the filter number 
%c is the channel number to be processed (chan loop) 
% Alter the filenames to be saved % Comment in the filter to be used 
% Comment out the filters not to be used 
clear 
for file = 1: 10 
number 
% Clear workspace vectors 
% File loop, specify file 
for chan =3% Chan loop, specify channel (centre = 3, all = 1: 6, front = 
1: 3) 
eval(sprintf('x =" %d_*_%d. wav' ', file, chan)); % Replace * with file to be 
read 
eval(sprintf('z =" %d_*_%d. wav ''', file, chan)); % Replace * with file to be 
written 
% Comment out to exclude, Den is the denominator 
% APass = 0.1dB and AStop = 120dB for all hpf/lpf designed in the FDA Toolbox 
y= centre4000lpf'; Den = 1; % Centre FPass = 4000Hz, FStop = 5000Hz 
%y= 'centre2000lpf'; Den = 1; % Centre FPass = 2000Hz, FStop = 3000Hz 
%y= 'centre300hpf'; Den = 1; % Centre FPass = 30Hz, FStop = 500Hz 
%y= centre500hpf'; Den = 1; % Centre FPass = 500Hz, FStop = 800Hz 
%y= 'centre2500peak'; % Centre 
%y= centre3500lpf'; Den = 1; % Front Anchor FPass = 3500Hz, FStop = 
4500Hz 
%y= alll0lpf'; Den = 1; % All Anchor FPass = 10000Hz, FStop = 1100Hz 
[X, Fs, bits] = wavread(x); % Read in wav file x as 
X; 
n= length(X); %n 
is length of X 
% Create new matrix XX which is wave file X plus 1000 samples either side 
% When filtered this will avoid clicks 
XX = []; 
X1 = X((n-999): n,: ); 
X2 = X(1: 1000,: ); 
XX = [X1; X; X2]; 
% X1 is the last 1000 samples of X 
% X2 is the first 1000 samples of X 
% XX is X1 followed by X followed by 
X2 
% Load MAT-file containing coefficients of filter designed 
in FDA Toolbox and saved in MAT 
format 
load (y); % Load filter file 
A= Den; % Vector A contains coefficients 
for filter 
denominator 
B= Num; % Vector B contains coefficients 
for filter 
numerator 
% Use 'filtfilt' function to apply filter to signals 
XXC 
% 'filtfilt' function processes signals forwards and 
backwards to control phase 
% Return signal XX as signal Y 
y= filtfilt (B, A, XX); 
% Extract middle portion of signal Y 
Y(1: 1000,: )=[]; % Remove first 
1000 samples (repeated section) 
Y(n+l: (n+1000),: )=[]; % Remove last 
1000 samples (repeated section) 
wavwrite (Y, 48000,16, z); 
% Write signal Y to wav file 'z2' 
end 
% End chan loop 
end 
% End file loop 
Figure D-9 Programming code for automatic filter processing of audio tiles in MAI vors 
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D. 4 Spectral filter response graphs 
Each of the filters designed in MATLAB and used in Experiment 2 was applied to an 
impulse using the filtfilt function. The resulting frequency responses are shown in 
Figures D-10 to D-18. 
Centre 300ÜHz High Pass Filter 
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Figure D-10 300Hz high pass filter frequency response 
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Centre 500Hz High Pass Filier 
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Figure D-11 500Hz high pass filter frequency response 
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Figure D-12 2kHz low pass filter frequency response 
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Centre 4kHz Low Pass Filter 
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Figure D-13 4kHz low pass filter frequency response 
Centre 2.5kHz Peak Filter 
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Figure D-14 2.5kHz peak filter frequency response 
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Centre 'ide Band-limited Filter 
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Figure D-15 300Hz to 4kHz wide band-limiter filter frequency response 
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Figure D-16 500Hz to 2kHz narrow band-limiter frequency response 
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lIJkHz Low, 
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Figure D-17 1 0kHz low pass filter frequency response (Anchor) 
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Figure D-18 3.5kHz low pass filter frequency response (Anchor) 
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D. 5 Experiment 1 hidden reference discrimination improvement 
The hidden reference data from Experiment 1 was examined for all of the listeners 
that completed the additional test sessions to find the optimum number of test 
sessions for Experiment 2. The graph in Figure D-19 shows the mean BAQ score and 
95% confidence intervals for the hidden reference in each test session. 
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C13 
Test Session 
Figure D-19 Hidden reference BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals over five test 
sessions 
Although the differences in mean BAQ score were quite small, the mean scores in 
test sessions four and five showed a visual improvement compared with the mean 
score for the first session. It was decided for Experiment 2 that three sessions offered 
a compromise between increasing the listeners ability to discriminate the hidden 
reference whilst keeping the number of test sessions within reasonable proportions 
given the limited time during which both the listeners and the equipment were 
available. 
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E Appendix E: Experiment 2 Additional Analysis 
E. 1 Listener Performance Analysis 
The listeners' BAQ scores from the second experiment were analysed using the 
methods described in Section 2.7.1 to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the dataset. 
E. 1.1 Discrimination of the hidden reference 
Figure E-1 shows the mean BAQ scores for the second experiment with 95% 
confidence intervals for the hidden reference items plotted for the individual 
listeners (interval data averaged across the three test sessions). 
c, 
a 
U 
C13 
Figure E-1 Graph showing mean basic audio quality scores and 95% confidence intervals for 
the hidden reference item, plotted for individual listeners, marked with a 100-point and 90- 
point threshold 
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The solid line at 100 on the BAQ scale indicates the score at which the listeners were 
instructed to grade the hidden reference item. As in Experiment 1, the graph shows 
that no listeners identified the hidden reference on all occasions, indicated by the 
deviation in mean scores from the 100-point line and non-zero confidence intervals. 
However, the majority of listeners had a mean BAQ score between 95 and 100 with 
the exception of two listeners -6 and 10. It was clear from these results that, similarly 
to Experiment 1, listeners found it difficult to discriminate correctly subtle 
differences between the reference and the stimuli with the least severe spectral 
distortions. This caused them not to identify the hidden reference or to identify a 
different stimulus as the hidden reference. 
A hidden reference detection threshold was selected at 90 on the 100-point scale, 
shown in Figure E-1. This threshold provided a suitable compromise between 
listeners' experimental error and retaining a sufficiently large group of listeners for 
further analysis. Listeners 6 and 10 were identified as having the largest confidence 
intervals and the lowest mean scores. These listeners were less capable than the rest 
of the group when discriminating the hidden reference and were therefore 
considered for screening from the final analysis dataset. 
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E. 1.2 Intra-listener consistency 
As with the Experiment 1, mean error was calculated using root mean square error 
variance from analysis of variance of each listener's BAQ scores. Figure E-2 is a plot 
of the mean error for each listener and is directly comparable with the 100-point BAQ 
scale. The mean error threshold marked at 13.3 points is the mean error of the whole 
listening panel. 
Only three listeners had a mean error above the listening panel mean error (listeners 
5,6 and 10). Two of these listeners were also identified in the previous section as less 
capable than the rest of the panel when identifying the hidden reference. 
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tv 4CU 
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Listener 
Figure E-2 Bar graph showing mean error for individual listeners, indicating intra-listener 
inconsistency between test sessions, with a reference line at the mean listening panel error 
Further evidence of the listeners' discrimination ability was collected 
by examining 
the ANOVA partial eta squared values between the reference and the least 
distorted 
stimulus and between the reference and the most 
distorted (anchor) stimulus. Figure 
E-3 compares these partial eta squared statistics. The partial eta squared statistics 
showed that discrimination was 
difficult between the reference and the least 
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distorted stimulus; listener 6 had the smallest partial eta squared statistic which was 
very close to zero and indicated that the reference was very difficult to discriminate 
from the least distorted stimulus. However, other listeners such as 1,4,5 and 9, 
found it easier to discriminate between the reference and the least distorted stimulus. 
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Figure E-3 Bar graph showing ANOVA partial eta squared for individual listeners to 
demonstrate the discrimination between the reference and the anchor and between the 
reference and the least distorted stimuli 
Although the task that the listeners were asked to complete in Experiment 2 was 
more demanding for this type of listening test due to small perceptual differences 
between stimuli, the partial eta squared statistic comparison in Figure E-3 showed 
that discrimination was possible between the reference and the least and most 
distorted stimuli for the majority of listeners. 
The analyses in this section indicated that there were two listeners (6 and 10) that 
struggled to identify the hidden reference and three that were inconsistent with their 
BAQ scores across the test sessions (Listeners 5,6, and 10). Further to this, the partial 
eta squared statistics were examined to determine the discrimination ability of each 
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listener. Table E-1 shows the listener screening decisions that were made for 
Experiment 2 to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio in the dataset prior to the main 
analysis. 
Listener Hidden Reference Intra-listener Inconsistency Decision 
Discrimination 
5 Mean score of approx Very high mean error, approx 
95 but quite wide 24 points. Discrimination 
confidence intervals ability greater than majority 
6 Mean score just 
below 90 
---- ----ý p- ----- ------J 
of listeners. 
Mean error greater than the 
mean group error but below 
20 points. 
Also quite low discrimination 
ability using F-statistics 
........................................... ........................ Mean error approx 18 points Remove 
- above group mean error. 
Discrimination ability similar 
to a number of other listeners 
Table E-1 Listener performance summary, which led to decision to remove two listeners from 
the dataset 
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E. 2 RM ANOVA 
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the final dataset (with screened 
listeners removed as described in the previous section) for the second experiment, 
following the method described in Section 2.7. All significance is reported at the 0.05 
level. 
E. 2.1 Checking statistical assumptions 
Normal distribution of scores and the assumption of sphericity were checked prior to 
the analysis. The Shapiro-Wilks test was used to check for normal distribution using 
the standardised residuals of the BAQ scores. The assumption of sphericity was 
checked using Mauchly's test and if the significance value (p) was less than 0.05, the 
assumption was violated. In those cases where the assumption of sphericity was 
violated, the degrees of freedom were corrected by using the lower-bound estimate. 
r 
a 
U 
Figure E-4 Histogram of standardised residuals of BAQ for Experiment 2 
The histogram in Figure E-4 shows a slight positive skew to the standardized 
residuals. The results of the Shapiro-Wilks test are shown 
in Table E-2. 
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Tests of Normality 
Audio Item Shapiro-Wilk 
.................................. 
................................ .. 
............ Statistic 
....... 
......... .. _............... df Sig. 
C_4kHz_LPF Radio News 
. 783 24 . 000 
Radio Play 
. 
733 24 
. 000 
Radio Panel 
. 727 24 . 000 
CD Pop 
. 430 
........ 24 ........... ...... 
. 000 
DVD Easy 
. 710 
_... _. 24 ......... ...... 
. 000 
DVD Pop 
. 860 24 . 003 
DVD Classical 566 24 000 
_ ..... .. ... 
...... DVD Jazz 
. 
754 ;.... _ 24 _ 
. 000 . .. C_2kHz_LPF ....... .. ..... ................ Radio News 
. 720 24 . 000 ................... Radio Play ... ...... 
. 671 24 . 000 
Radio Panel 
. 694 24 . 000 
CD Pop 
. 774 24 . 000 
DVD Easy 
. 704 24 . 000 
DVD Pop 
. 554 24 
............... 
. 000 
DVD Classical 
. 605 24 . 000 
DVD Jazz 
. 792 24 . 000 ... ... .... ... . C_300Hz_HPF Radio News 
. 721 24 . 000 ................ ....... ...... Radio Play .. 
. 636 24 . 000 ................ Radio Panel ..................... . 792 
......... 24 . 000 
CD Pop ...... . 775 24 . 000 ............ DVD Easy . 710 24 . 000 ... _............. ......... ............. ..... . DVD Pop .................... . 452 
... ý_. 24 
. 000 ... ................... ........... .. _. DVD Classical . . 737 
..... ............... 24 . 000 .............. _...................... _.. _. DVD Jazz ..... . 704 
........ 24 _........... _ . 000 
C 500Hz HPF Radio News . 737 24 . 000 
..................... . _. _........... Radio Play ....................... ............. . 844 24 . 
002 
............................................ ............................. Radio Panel ........................... _....... _. _....................... . 
843 .......... _....................... 24 ..... _ . 
002 
............ ..,......... _.. _....... _. _.... .... _ ....... ___........... CD Pop 
......... . 
751 
.. _. ........ .......... 
24 
..... ...... _.. ...... 
. 000 .. .................. . DVD Easy 
............. _............. .. .. . 
623 
....................................... _................. _ 
24 
.......... _............. .......... . 
000 
.............. _ ..... _ . _. _........ ......................... . ......... .. _ DVD Pop 
... _. ........ _ 
. 517 ...,... _..., ___................................... 
24 
. _.,. _.. 
. 000 
. DVD Classical . 529 24 . 
000 
DVD Jazz . 740 
24 . 000 
----- C Wide Band-limiter Radio News . 728 24 . 
000 
.....; - ....................... Radio Play 
, __ ..... __ ý 
. 903 
.........,..... ... _.... _... 
24 
.......... _ . 
025 
_.. _ . _..... _. _. . , __,. _.......... M__ _. _.... __ ......... Radio Panel . 691 
24 . 000 
CD Pop . 733 
24 . 000 
DVD Easy . 799 
24 . 000 
DVD Pop . 763 ....................... ....... ............ .. ... .. __24 
. 000 .................. ............. DVD Classical 699 24 
........ . 
000 
....... .............. .... . _. _...... _........... _........... DVD Jazz . 850 
......... . 24 . 002. .... ... .... .... _... _ _. __. -... '--. 1 .... ........... __.,. Band-limiter Radio News Narrow C . 794 
24 : . 000 
_ _ Radio Play . 861 
24 .......... 003 
Radio Panel . 841 
841 
24 
24 
. 002 
002 CD Pop . . 
DVD Easy 
° ... 
. 551 
............................ 
24 
.......... . 
. 000 ... 
DVD Pop . 610 
24 
..... ..... _. 
. 000 .. 
DVD Classical . 405 
24 . 000 3_........ _ .... DVD Jazz { 
......... 794 _....... 
...... 
.. 24 . 000 
........ ................. C_2.5k1z_Peak Radio News . 849 
24 . 002 
... .................... Radio Play 
- . 
736 
_ ...... 
24 
...... ............ 
. 000 ... ,.. . - __ - Radio Panel -_ _ . 889 
24 . 013 
CD Pop 
__. _.. _ _... 
894 
. 
24 . 016 
ýDVD Easy . 771 
24 . 000 
¬ DVD Pop . 875 
24 . 007 ...... ......... DVD Classical . 
670 24 . 000 
................ DVD Jazz . 
949 24 . 262 
w............. ...... 
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 
............... _......................................................... ........... .............. .................. ..................... _......;.......................................... ............... This is a lower bound of the true significance. 
Table E-2 Tests of normality for RM-ANOVA 
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Almost all of the spectral distortions and audio items had significant values for the 
Shapiro-Wilks test and the assumption of normality was therefore violated. 
However, the use RM-ANOVA was accepted because it is relatively robust when the 
number of observations is quite high and listeners have participated in all test 
conditions [Field, 2005]. 
The assumption of sphericity was checked using Mauchly's test and the results are 
shown in Table E-3. The assumption was violated for all factors, shown by the 
significance value (p) less than 0.05. The degrees of freedom were corrected using the 
lower-bound estimate, which is the most rigorous option available, meaning that a 
larger effect is required before significance is shown [Field, 2005]. 
Mauchly's Test of Sphericity 
Within Subjects Effect Sig. Epsilon 
Lower-bound 
....... 
Distortion 0.003 0.143 
Audio 0.000 0.143 
.... .................... .... .............................. Distortion * Audio 0.020 
Table E-3 Tests of Sphericity for RM-ANOVA 
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E. 2.2 Mean BAQ Scores 
The graph in Figure E-5 shows the mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals 
for the spectral distortions and low quality anchor used in Experiment 2, 
demonstrating that listeners used the majority of the range of the BAQ scale. 
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Figure E-5 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for spectral distortions and 
anchors in Experiment 2 
E. 2.3 RM-ANOVA Analysis 
The results of the main RM-ANOVA are shown in Table E-4. It can be seen from the 
results that the Distortion factor and the 2-way interaction between Distortion and 
Audio were both significant. 
Source df Sig. Partial Eta Squared 
Distortion Lower-bound 1.000 0.000 0.513 
Audio Lower-bound 1.000 0.058 0.148 
Distortion * Audio Lower-bound 1.000 0.016 0.227 
Table E-4 Tests of within-subject effects for the main RM-ANOVA 
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E. 2.4 RM-ANOVA Pairwise Comparisons 
Pairwise comparisons, with Bonferroni correction, were carried out between the BAQ 
scores for the different spectral distortions. Table E-5 shows the differences between 
the reference condition and the seven test conditions. 
Pairwise Comparisons 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. 
Reference 4kHz_LPF 
2kHz_LPF 
................................................................................... 300Hz_HPF 
500Hz_HPF 
Wide-Band-limiter 
..................... 2.732 .... ..................... 0.243 
4.352* 0.034 
2.661 0.798 
6.313' 0.008 
3.885* 0.049 
Table E=5 Pairwise Comparisons for spectral distortions 
E. 2.5 RM-ANOVA for Individual Audio Items 
The effects on BAQ of the spectral distortions for the individual audio items were 
analysed separately because there was a significant interaction between Distortion 
and Audio in the RM-ANOVA shown above. Graphs of mean BAQ scores and 95% 
confidence intervals were plotted for each audio file and RM-ANOVA pairwise 
comparisons carried out. The following tables and graphs show the results of this 
analysis. 
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E. 2.5.1 Audio Item 1: Radio News 
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Figure E-6 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the Radio News item 
Table E-6 Pairwise comparisons for Radio News item 
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E. 2.5.2 Audio Item 2: Radio Play 
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Figure E-7 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the Radio Play item 
Pairwise Comparisons- Radio Play 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 4kHz LPF 7.125 1.000 
...... 2kHz LPF 7.938 1.000 
300Hz HPF 6.542 1.000 
500Hz HPF 13.729* 0.015 
Wide Band-limiter 8.542' 0.027 
Narrow-Band-limiter 
2.5kHz_Peak 7.083 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
0.050 
1.000 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table E-7 Pairwise comparisons for Radio Play item 
11.083 
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E. 2.5.3 Audio Item 3: Radio Panel 
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Figure E-8 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the Radio Panel item 
Pairwise Comparisons- Radio Panel 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 4kHz LPF -4.125 1.000 
............ 2kHz LPF -2.854 1.000 
300Hz HPF -2.000 1.000 
......... ................ _....... ............. _.. 500Hz HPF 6.417 1.000 
. _........ ._..... _. _ Wide Band-limiter -1.417 1.000 
. _. ........... Narrow Band-limiter 8.938 0.558 
.... . 2.5kHz Peak 3.688 1.000 
......... ........... 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table E-8 Pairwise comparisons for Radio Panel item 
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E. 2.5.4 Audio Item 4: CD Pop 
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Figure E-9 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the CD Pop item 
300Hz HPF 3.042 1.000 
Table E-9 Pairwise comparisons for CD Pop item 
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E. 2.5.5 Audio Item 5: DVD Easy 
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Figure E-10 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the DVD Easy item 
Pairwise Comparisons - DVD Easy 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. ' 
Reference 4kHz LPF 1.083 1.000 
2kHz LPF 5.625 1.000 
4.583 1.000 
7.875 1.000 
5.917 0.089 
6.167 1.000 
12.833 0.052 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table E-10 Pairwise comparisons for DVD Easy item 
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E. 2.5.6 Audio Item 6: DVD Pop 
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Figure E-11 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the DVD Pop item 
Pairwise Comparisons- DVD Pop 
Table E-11 Pairwise comparisons for DVD Pop item 
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E. 2.5.7 Audio Item 7: DVD Classical 
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Figure E-12 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the DVD Classical item 
Pairwise Comparisons - DVD Classical 
(I) Distortion (J) Distortion Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. a 
Reference 4kHz LPF 3.833 1.000 
..... ..... _ 2kHz LPF 2.500 1.000 
......... __ .............. 300Hz HPF 2.833 1.000 
500Hz HPF 2.292 1.000 
Wide Band-limiter 3.708 1.000 
......... Narrow-Band-limiter .. 2.167 ............ ..... 1.000 
........ ....... ... __................. .. _.. .......... ........................ 2.5kHz Peak 
... 
......................... _ ........ 14.000 
..... 
0.379 
.... . 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 05 
level. 
Table E-12 Pairwise comparisons for DVD Classical item 
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E. 2.5.8 Audio Item 8: DVD Jazz 
1 
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co 
Figure E-1 3 Mean BAQ scores and 95% confidence intervals for the DVD Jazz item 
.............................................. 500Hz_HPF 
Wide-Band-limiter 
Narrow-Band-limiter 
2.5kHz_Peak 
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
The mean difference is significant at the . 
05 level. 
3.667 1.000 
5.083 0.482 
12.833 0.135 
53.958 .... ........ ... 0.000 
Table E-13 Pairwise comparisons for DVD Jazz item 
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F Appendix F: Regression Model Additional Analysis 
F. 1 Regression model metrics - MATLAB code 
% High and Low frequency Cut-off points for Spectral Filters 
Y-[]; % Create empty matrix Y 
Y=[CCombi]; % Load 2 columns of filter (f, db) into Y 
Ymax=max(Y(:, 2)); % Find maximum db of filter 
Ymax3db=find(Y(:, 2)<=(Ymax-3)); % Find all freq 3dB below max db (adjust to -15dB for peak filters) 
Z=Y(Ymax3db,: ); % Return f and db for all f that are 3db 
% below max db 
Zmax = max(Z(:, 2)); % Find max db for selected f from Y 
Zmin = min(Z(:, 2)); % Find min db for selected f from Y 
% If gap between maximum and minimum db of selection in Z is greater than 4 
% then find all f and db that are 1db less than max db 
% Sort the resulting data in ascending order 
% If Zsort is created then examine data to find cutoff points 
% If Zsort is not created then cut off points will be lc and he (from else) 
if Zmax-Zmin>4 
Zcheckl = find (Z(:, 2)>=(Zmax-1)); 
Zcheck2 = Z(Zcheckl,: ); 
Zsort = sortrows(Zcheck2,2); 
else lc = Y(1,1);, he = Y(4096,1); 
end 
Figure F-1 MATLAB code for High Frequency Cut-off and Low Frequency Cut-off metric 
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% Response_Frame metric - between 1kHz and 5kHz 
Z= 23994/4096; % (Fs/2)/N points 
% Create matrix F to hold the area under the Flat response graph 
F= []; 
Fr = Flat(:, 2); 
% Focus the area 'frame' to look at the range between 1kHz and 5kHz 
Frl = Fr(172: 854); 
% Calculate the area under the Flat graph in this 4kHz window 
Ft = sum(abs(Frl)); 
F=Z. *Ft; 
% Then create matrix X to hold the area under the response graph 
x= [l; 
Y= CWideBand(:, 2); 
% Focus the area 'window' to look at the range between 1kHz and 5kHz 
I Y1 = Y(172: 854); 
% Calculate the area under the test graph in this 4kHz window 
Yt = sum(abs(Y1)); 
X=Z. *Yt; 
% The area above 0dB is found by subtracting the area under the Flat graph between 
1kHz and 5kHz from the area under the test graph between 1kHz and 5kHz. 
AA = X-F 
Figure F-2 MATLAB code for Response_Frame metric 
% Spectral Centroid metric 
x []; 
Y= C500HPF(:, 2); 
i= [1: 4096]. '; 
Yi = (abs(Y). *i); 
% Create an empty matrix 
% Load the amplitude column of the filter into vector Y 
% Create index column vector, i 
% Create Yi, multiply the i by the absolute values of Y 
X= (sum(Yi)/sum(abs(Y))); %X= Divide the sum of Yi by the sum of the absolute 
values of Y 
Sc = 23994. *(X/4096) % Spectral centroid 
Figure F-3 MATLAB code for Spectral Centroid metric 
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% This code calculates level differences between different channels for matrix RdB 
% The Rear_Front and LR_C RNS difference metrics were taken from this code 
% Load audio file into matrix A 
R= sqrt(sum(A. *conj(A))/size(A, 1)); 
RdB = 20. *loglO(abs(R)); 
% Compute RMS of matrix A 
% Convert rms matrix R into dB 
% Matrix RdB represents dBFS values of matrix R 
% Matrix R represents rms values of matrix A (loaded wav file) 
% Individual Channel Level Differences 
% Lc is left-centre level difference in dB 
% Rc is right-centre level difference in dB 
% Lr is left-right level difference in dB 
% R1Rr is Rear channel left-right level difference in dB 
Lc = RdB (1,1) - RdB (1,3); 
Rc = RdB (1,2) - RdB (1,3); 
Lr = RdB (1,1) - RdB (1,2); 
% +dB, Left louder than Centre 
% +dB, Right louder than Centre 
% +dB, Left louder than Right 
R1Rr = RdB (1,5) - RdB (1,6); % +dB, Rear left louder than Rear Right 
% Mean Level Differences 
% LRCdiff is difference between mean 1/r level and centre 
LRRdB = [RdB(1,1); RdB(1,2)]; % Select 1 and r levels 
LRmean = mean(LRRdB); Find mean of 1 and r levels 
LRCdiff = LRmean - RdB(1,3); % Calculate difference between mean 1/r level and centre 
% CReardiff is difference between mean rear level and centre 
RearRdB = [RdB(1,5); RdB(1,6)]; % Select rear levels 
Rearmean = mean(RearRdB); % Find mean of 1 and r levels 
CReardiff = Rearmean - RdB(1,3); % Calculate difference -mean 
1/r level and centre 
% LRReardiff is difference between mean rear level and mean left/right level 
LRReardiff = Rearmean - LRmean; 
% RFdiff is difference between mean rear and mean front levels 
FrontRdB = [RdB(1,1); RdB(1,2); RdB(1,3)1; % Select 1, r and c levels 
Frontmean = mean(FrontRdB); % Calculate mean front chan 
level 
RFdiff = Rearmean - Frontmean; % Calculate mean rear to 
front level difference 
% Output Matrix 
% New matrix RdBdiff is 1-by-8 matrix, summary of above calculations 
RdBdiff = [Lc, Rc, Lr, R1Rr, LRCdiff, CReardiff, LRReardiff, RFdiff]; 
Figure F-4 MATLAB code for Rear Front RMS difference and LR_C RMS difference metric 
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% File Specifier - CovKLT 
% Code based on code by Yu Jiao (IoSR Research Group, 2007) 
% Specify wav file to be analysed 
[x, Fs, bits]=wavread('y'); % Select file for analysis to replace 'y' 
% Removed channels as necessary from x 
%x= x(:, 1: 5; x= 
[eigvalue eigvector]=CovKLT(x) 
% Select 5 channels or 3 channels 
% Carry out CovKLT (see code below) 
function [eigvalue eigvector]=CovKLT(x) 
% This function is to calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvectors based 
% on Covariance matrix 
Covariance matrix 
Cov=cov(x); 
Eigen Calculator 
% Calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 
[v, d]=eig(Cov); 
eigvector = v; 
eigvalue = diag(d); 
% Sort based on descending order 
[junk, index]=sort(eigvalue, 'descend'); 
eigvalue = eigvalue(index); 
eigvector = eigvector(:, index); 
Figure F-5 MATLAB code for 5-channel and 3-channel KLT metric 
% Calculate LR_C Channel Correlation Coefficient 
L = x(:, 1); % Load audio file as x, left channel 
R = x(:, 2); % right channel 
C = x(:, 3); % centre channel 
Y= corrcoef(L, C); % calculate correlation between left and centre 
Z= corrcoef(R, C); % calculate correlation between right and centre 
cl = abs(Y(1,2)); 
c2 = abs(Z(1,2)); 
c3 = [cl c2]; 
c 
-mean 
= mean(c3) % mean correlation coefficient 
Figure F-6 MATLAB Code for LR_C Channel Correlation Coefficient 
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F"2 Regression Modelling - Full List of Metrics 
Variable Metric Type 
ResponseFrame Linear 
. Spectral Centroi ...... ................... ... ............ ... _< Linear 
Bandwidth . _........ ___ ,..,.., Linear 
LFCutoff Linear 
HFC utoff ... ........ _ Linear 
KLT5ch .... ..... Linear 
KLT3ch Linear 
LR_CCorr Linear 
Front_Reardiff . Linear 
LR_Cdiff ........ Linear 
ResponseFrame`KLT5ch Interaction 
ResponseFrame*KLT3ch 
ResponseFrame*LR_CCorr 
.................................. 11 Re sp on seFra me* F ron t_R eardiff 
ResponseFrame*LR Cdiff 
Spectral Centroi*Bandwidth 
............................................ Spectral Centroi*KLT5ch 
Interaction 
Interaction 
Interaction 
Interaction 
Interaction 
.......... Interaction 
oi*KLT3ch 
Spectral Centroi*LR_CCorr Interaction 
Spectral Centroi*Front_Reardiff Interaction 
......................................................... _... _.......... ....... _. _....... _...... _... 
... _. ..... _...... ____. _....... _.. _ ... ........................ _.......... Bandwidth*KLT5ch Interaction 
Bandwidth`KLT3ch Interaction 
Bandwidth`LR CCorr Interaction 
Bandwidth*LR Cdiff Interaction 
LFCutoff HFCutoff Interaction 
LFCutoff"KLT5ch Interaction 
........... ................ LFCutof'KLT3ch ......... .................... _ Interaction 
LFCutofrLR_CCorr Interaction 
LFCutofrFront_Reardiff Interaction 
LFCutofrLR Cdiff Interaction 
.............. ....... _... _.......................... . _.. _....................... . HFCutoff*KLT5ch __. _........ _...... _. __ .................. Interaction 
HFCutoff'KLT3ch Interact ion 
HFCutoff*LR CCorr Interaction 
HFCutoff`Front_Reardiff Interaction 
HFCutoff"LR Cdiff Interaction 
ResponseFrame**2 Square 
Spectral Centroi**2 Square 
Bandwidth**2 Square 
LFCutoff"2 Square 
HFCutoff**2 ...... ..................... Square 
KLT5ch**2 Square 
KLT3ch"2 Square 
LR_CCorr"2 Square 
Front_Reardiff 2 S uare 
LR_Cdifp*2 Square 
Table F-1 List of all metrics, and associated types, included in the regression modelling 
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F. 3 Iteration Scatter graphs 
The figures in this section show the scatter graphs and explained variance plots for 
each iteration included in the regression modelling in Chapter 5. 
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G Appendix G: Publications resulting from this work 
Details of initial pre-experimental work, including user interface trials, automotive 
setup, test method trials and trained vs. naive listener tests, which were then used in 
both Experiments 1 and 2 (discussed in Chapters 2,3 and 4) are published in: 
Beresford, K., Ford, N., Rumsey, F., Zielinski, S. (2006). Contextual effects on sound 
quality judgements: listening room and automotive environments. 120th AES 
Convention. Paris, France 
Beresford, K., Ford, N., Rumsey, F., Zielinski, S. (2006). Contextual effects on sound 
quality judgements: Part II - multistimulus vs. single stimulus method. 121st AES 
Convention. San Francisco, California, USA. 
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